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PREFACE 

This manual is organized in a modular format to aid 
the user in finding information, at the level desired, in 
the shortest period of time. To accomplish this, the 
manual is broken down into five chapters, the contents 
of which are as follows: 

Chapter 1, General Information - Contains general 
introductory information of interest to the operator, 
such as operating instructions, specifications, system 
configuration, and magnetic tape fundamentals. 

Chapter 2, Tbeory of Operation - Presents an over
view "Big Picture" of the theory of operation of the 
TU16/TM02 Tape Drive System. This chapter is in
tended to aid servicing personnel in understanding the 
basic principles of operation ofthe TU16/TM02. The 
final section of this chapter is a guide to the detailed 
servicing information in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 3, Servicing - Consists of serviCing 
pamphlets.:which describe various functional areas of 
the TU16/TM02. The first pamphlet, Maintenance 
Modes, describes on-line and off-line maintenance 
capabilities; the remaining pamphlets contain detailed 
theory of operation, performance checks, and adjust
ment and troubleshooting information. 

Chapter 4, Removal and Replacement and Adjustment 
Procedures- Contains removal and replacement pro
cedures, and the procedures required to adjust the 
TU16 Transport. 

Chapter 5, Preventive Maintenance - Contains the 
preventive maintenance schedule and procedures. 







1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The TU16/TM02 is a Massbus-compatible, versatile 
tape drive system, consisting of a TM02 Tape Con
troller and TU16 Tape Transport(s). The TU16/TM02 
records and reads digital data in industry standard PE 
or NRZ mode at a maximum data transfer rate of 
72,000 tape characters per second. Tape density and 
tape character format are program selectable. For
ward/reverse tape speed is 45 in.lsec, while rewind is 
performed at 150 in./sec. The TU16/TM02 Tape 
Drive System also has forward and reverse read/space 
capability. 

1.2 OPTIONS 
Table 1-1 lists options available in the TU16 Tape 
Transport and the TM02 Tape Controller. 

Table 1-1 
TUl6 and TM02 Options 

Des. 
Unit natioll Data Features Power Requirement 

TU16 EE 9-track 115 Vac at 60 Hz 
EF 9-track 230Vacat60Hz 
EH 9-track 115 Vac at 50 Hz 
EJ 9-track 230 Vac at 50 Hz 

TM02 CA 18-bit/PE/NRZ 115VacatSO/60Hz 
CB 18-bit/PE/NRZ 230VacatSO/60Hz 
FA 16-bit/PE/NRZ 115VacatSO/60Hz 
FB 16-bit/PE/NRZ 230VacatSO/60Hz 
FC 16-bit/NRZ 115VacatSO/60Hz 
FD 16-bitlNRZ 230VacatSO/60Hz 

1.3 SPECIFICATIONS 
Table 1-2 contains operational, environmental, 
mechanical, and electrical specifications for the 
TUI6/TM02 Tape Drive System. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.4 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
The following documents should be available to the 
user: 

TU16/TM02 Engineering Drawing Set 

Massbus Controller Maintenance Manual 

861-A, B, C Power Controller Maintenance 
Manual (EK-861AB-MM-002) 

H740D Power Supply Maintenance Manual 
(DEC-ll-H740A-A-D) 

Other useful documents include: 

Recorded Magnetic Tape for Information Inter
change (800 CPI, NRZI, ANSI Document No. 
X3.22-197j) 

Recorded Magnetic Tape for Information Inter
change (1600 CPI, PE, ANSI Document No. 
X3.39 -1973) 

1.S MAJOR ASSEMBLIES 
Figure l-la shows the location of the following major 
assemblies ofthe TU16/TM02 Tape Drive System: 

• TU16 Tape Transport - Transfers digital 
data to and from magnetic tape, as com
manded by the TM02 Tape Controller. 

• TM02 Tape Controller Logic Assembly -
The TM02 controls the tape motion and 
read/write operations of the TU16 Tape 
Transport. It also converts the Massbus data 
into tape characters, and vice versa, and 
provides formatting control for data written 
on and read from tape. 



TM02 POWER 861 POWER 
SUPPLY (H74001 CONTROLLER 

6999-9 

Figure 1-la Major Assemblies 
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Puameter 

Packing Density 

Tape Speed 
Forward/Reverse 

Rewind 

Maximum Transfer Rate 

Tape Motion Times 
Start 

Stop 

Electrical Skew 

Recording Method 

Transport Mechanism 

Read/Write Heads 

BOT, EOT Detection 

Interrecord Gap 

Tape 
Width 

Thickness 

Tape Reel 
Diameter 

Capacity 

Power Control 

Voltage Requirement 

Power Dissipation 

Physical Parameters 
TU16 Transport (without cabinet) 

Depth 
Width 
Height 
Weight 

TM02 Tape Controller 
Depth 
Width 
Height 
Weight 

Table 1-2 
TU16/TM02 SpecKlcations 

Specification 

200,556,800, and 1600bpi; program selectable. 

45 in.lsec (1.14 m/sec) 

150 in./sec (3.8 m/sec) 

72,000 characters/sec 

Normal operating speed is reached within 9 ms after initiation of forward 
or reverse command. 

Motion stops in less than 8 ms after removal of forward or reverse com
mand. 

Write deskew only. Read skew mechanically aligned. 

NRZI or PE recording; industry-compatible. 

Single capstan; vacuum columns. 

Dual gap, read after write. 

Photoelectric sensing of reflective strip. 

O.Sin. minimum, 0.65in. nominal. 

O.Sin. 

1.5 mils 

10 1h in. (0.27 m) 

2400ft 

861 Power Controller 

1151230Vac ±100/0at5O/60Hz ± 2% 

920 V A maximum 

25 in. (0.64m) 
19in. (0.48m) 
26 in. (0.66 m) 
150 lb (70 kg) 

23in. (O.SSm) 
19in. (0.48m) 
5%. in. (0.13 m) 
2S lb (11.25 kg) 
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Table 1·2 (Cont) 
11J16/~02SpecUicadons 

Parameter 

TM02'Power Supply 
Depth 
Width 
Height 
Weight 

861 Power Controller 
Depth 
Width 
'Height 
Weight 

8-l/8in. (0.21 m) 
19in. (0.48m) 
5 in. (0.13 m) 
201b (9 kg) 

8 in. (0.20 m) 
19in. (0.48m) 
Sin. (0.13m) 
101b (4.54 kg) 

Specification 

Environmental Limits 
Temperature 

Relative Humidity , 

60° to 90° F (15 ° to 32° C)* 

20 to 80 0J0 (no condensation)* 

*Magnetic tape operation is more reliable if the temperature is limited to 65° to 75° F (18° to 24° C) and the relative humidity to 40 to 60%. 

• TM02 Power Supply (H740D) - Provides 
the ac and dc power required by the TM02 
logic assembly. ' 

• 861 Power Controller - Control$ power in 
the TU16/TM02 cabinet. 

NOTE 
Only 11J16/TM02 master cabinets contain the 
TM02loglc usembly and power supply. TUl6 
slaves are controlled by the TM02 In the master 
cabinet. 

Figure l-lb depicts TU16 subassemblies referenced· 
elsewhere in this chapter. 

1.6 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
Figure 1-2 ilhistrates a TU16/TM02 Tape Drive Sys
tem configuration. Each TM02 can control up to eight 
slave TU16 Tape Transports. In turn, each Massbus 
Controller can control up to eight TM02 Tape Con
trollers. Thus, a maximum of 64 TU16 Tape Trans
ports could be interfaced to a Massbus Controller. 

1.7 TUl60PERATINGINSTRUcnONS 

1.7.1 Controls and Indlcators 
The operator control box (Figure 1-3) is located at the 
left of the file reel. The functions of the control box 
switches and indicators are listed in Tables 1-3 and 1-4. 

1.7.2 Operating Procedures 

1-4 

1.7.2.1 AppUcatlonofPower 

1. If the 861 Power Controller REMOTE ON/ 
OFF/LOCAL ON switch is in the REMOTE 
ON position, TU16/TM02 power is con
trolled by the processor POWER key switch. 
This method is used in normal operation. 

2. If the processor POWER key switch is not 
activated, TU16/TM02 power may be turned 
on locally by setting the 861 Power Con
troller REMOTE ON/OFF/LOCAL ON 
switch to LOCAL ON. This method may be 
used during maintenance. 

1.7.2.2 Lo..tlng and ThreadIng Tape - Use the fol
lowing procedure to mount and thread magnetic tape. 

1. Apply power to the transport. Place LOAD/ 
BR REL switch to center position. 

2. Place a write enable ring in the tape reel 
groove if data is to be written on the tape. 

, Ensure that there is no ring in the groove if 
data on the tape is not to be erased or written 
over. 

3. Mount the file reel onto the lower hub, with 
the groove facing toward the back (away 
from the operator). Ensure that the reel is 
firmly seated against the flange of the hub 
and thafthereel hub IS securely tightened by 
hand. To tighten the reel hub, turn it clock
wise. Do not grip reel by outer flanges. En
sure that brakes are on while tightening the 
hub. 
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Figure 1·3 Operator Control Box 

Figure 1·2 TU16/TM02 Tape Drive System 1(1-1266 

Configuration 

LOAD/BRREL 
LOAD position 

Center position 

BR REL position 

ON·LINE/OFF·LINE 
ON· LINE position 

OFF·LINE position 

FWD/REW IREV 
FWD position 

REW position 

REV position 

START/STOP 
START position 

STOP position 

UNIT SELECT (plug activated) 

Table 1·3 
TUl6 Control Box Switches 

Function.: 

Enables vacuum motor, which draws tape into the buffer columns. 

Disables vacuum motor; brakes are full on. 

Releases brakes. 

Selects remote operation. 

Selects local operation. 

, 
. Selects, but does not initiate, forward tape motion when transport is 
off·line. 

Selects, but dpes not initiate, tape rewind when transport is off· line. 

Selects, but does not initiate, reverse tape motion when transport is off· 
line. 

Initiates tape motion selected by FWD/REW IREV switch when trans
port is off· line. 

Clears any motion commands when transport is off· line. 

Selects the tape transport unit by number (0·7); this number is used in 
the program to address the tape transport (slave address). 
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Table 1-4 
Status Indicators 

Indicator Function 

PWR 

LOAD 

RDY 

Indicates power has been applied to the transport. 

Indicates the vacuum is on and the tape is loaded into the buffer columns. 

Indicates that the tape transport is ready (vacuum on and settle-down delay com
plete); no tape motion. 

LDPT 

ENDPT 

FILE PROT 

Indicates that the tape is at load point (beginning of tape - BOT). 

Indicates thatthe tape is at end point (end oftape - EOT). 

Indicates that write operations are inhibited because the write enable ring is not 
mounted on the file reel. 

OFF-LINE 

SEL 

Indicates local operation by the control box. 

WRT 

FWD 

Indicates the tape transport is selected by the controller (program). 

Indicates that a write operation has been initiated. 

Indicates that a forward command has been issued. 

REV Indicates that a reverse command has been issued. 

REW Indicates that a rewind command has been issued. 

4. Install the take-up reel (at the top) using the 
same procedure used in step 3. 

S. Place the LOAD/BR REL switch in the BR 
REL position. 

6. Manually unwind tape from the file reel and 
thread the tape by the tape guides and head 
assembly as shown in Figure 1-4. 

7. Wind about four turns of tape onto the take
up reel. Ensure that the tape is in the guides. 

8. Place the LOAD/BR REL switch to the 
LOAD position to draw tape into the 
vacuum columns. 

9. Select FWD and press START to advance 
the tape to the load point. When the BOT 
marker is sensed, tape motion stops, the 
FWD indicator goes out, and the LD PT in
dicator comes on. 

NOTE 
H tape motion continues for more than 10 sec, it 
is possible that originally too much tape was 
wound by hand onto the take-up reel, covering 
the BOT marker. H this happens, press STOP, 
select REV (reverse), and press START. The 
tape should move to the BOT marker (load point) 
and stop. Once BOT is sensed, you may continue. 
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1.7.2.3 Unloading Tape - Different procedures are 
used to unload tapes, depending on whether or not the 
tape is at BOT. 

Unloading Tape at BOT - To unload a tape which is 
at the BOT marker, perform the following procedure: 

1. Place the LOAD/BR REL switch in the BR 
REL position to release the brakes. 

2. Gently hand wind the file reel (lower) in a 
counterclockwise direction until all of the 
tape is wound onto the reel. 

CAUTION 
When winding the tape by hand, do not jerk the 
reel. This can stretch or compress the tape, which 
could cause irreparable damage. 

3. Remove the file reel from the hub assembly. 
Turn the hub counterclockwise to loosen it. 

Unloading Tape Not At BOT - To unload a tape 
which is not at the BOT marker, perform the following 
procedure: 

1. Place the ON-LINE/OFF-LINE switch in 
the OFF-LINE position. 

2. Press STOP; select REW. 
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Figure 1-4 Tape Loading Path 
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3. Press START. The tape should rewind until 
the BOT marker is reached. 

4. Place the LOAD/BR REL switch in the BR 
REL position to release the brakes. 

5. Gently hand wind the file (lower) reel in a 
counterclockwise direction until all of the 
tape is wound onto the reel. 

CAUTION 
When winding the tape by hand, do not jerk the 
reel. This can stretch or compress the tape, which 
could cause irreparable damage. 

6. Remove the file reel from the hub assembly. 
Turn the hub counterclockwise to loosen it. 

1.7.2.4 Restart After Power Fallure- In the event of 
a power failure, the TU16 automatically shuts down 
and tape motion stops without physical damage to the 
tape. However, if the TU16 was on-line and was either 
reading or writing at the time of the power failure, the 
last record was probably lost; refer to system recovery 
procedures documentation if this happens. To restart 
the transport, proceed as follows: 

NOTE 
Return of power is indicated when the PWR in
dicator lights. 

1. Set the ON-LINE/OFF·LINE switch to 
OFF-LINE. 

2. Place the LOAD/BR REL switch in the BR 
REL position to release the brakes. 

3. Manually wind the reels to take up any slack 
in the tape. 

4. Setthe LOAD/BR RELswitch to the LOAD 
position to draw tape back into vacuum 
columns. 

5. Set the ON·LINE/OFF-LINE switch to the 
desired position. 

1.7.2.5 Restart After Fall-Safe - If the tape loop in 
either buffer column exceeds the limit shown in Figure 
1-5, the vacuum system automatically shuts down and 
tape motion stops without damage to the tApe. When 
this fail-safe condition occurs, the TU16 does not 
respond to either on-line or off-line commands. To re
start the transport, refer to Paragraph 1. 7.2.4. 
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Figure 1-5 Fail-Safe Limits 

1.7.3 Operator Troubleshooting 
Before any maintenance personnel are called to correct 
a problem, the operator can make several checks with 
minimal effort. These precautions may isolate an easily 
correctable error: 

1. Ensure that the vacuum door (Figure 1-lb) 
is closed and sealed properly. 

2. If the tape does not stop at BOT, be certain 
the tape does have a BOT marker on it. 

3. Ensure that the write enable ring is inserted 
in the tape reel if a write operation is to be 
performed. 

4. Clean the tape path according to the daily 
(8-hour) preventive maintenance procedures 
(Paragraph 5.2). 

1.7.4 Tape Handling 

WARRANTY 
Removable media involve use, handling, and 
maintenance which are beyond DEC's direct 
control. DEC disclaims responsibility for per
formance of the equipment when operated with 
media not meeting DEC specification/ or with 
media not maintained in accordance with pro
cedures approved by DEC. DEC shall not be 
liable for damages to the equipment or to media 
resulting &om such operation. 



The operator should observe the following precautions 
when handling magnetic tape: 

1. Always handle a tape reel by the hub hole; 
squeezing the reel flanges can cause damage 
to the tape edges when winding or unwinding 
tape. 

2. Never touch the portion of tape between the 
BOT and EOT markers. Oil from fingers 
attracts dust and dirt. Do not allow a tape 
end to drag on the floor. 

3. Never use a contaminated reel of tape; this 
spreads dirt to clean tape reels and can af
fect tape transport operation. 

4. Always store tape reels inside their respec
tive containers. Keep empty containers 
closed so dust and dirt cannot get inside. 

5. Inspect tapes, reels, and containers for dust 
and dirt. Replace damaged take-up reels. 

6. Do not smoke near the transport or tape 
storage area. Tobacco smoke and ash are es
pecially damaging to tape. 

7. Do not placethe TU16 Tape Transport near 
a line printer or other device that produces 
paper dust. 

B. Clean the tape path frequently, as described 
in Paragraph 5.2. 

1.8 MAGNETICTAPEFUNDAMENTALS
DEFINITIONS 

1. Reference Edge - The edge of the tape as 
defined by Figure 1-6. For tape loaded on a 
TU16, the reference edge is toward the ob
server. 

TAPE 
LEADER 

Ai"I>------ SUPPLY 
REEL 

Figure 1-6 Reference Edge of Tape 
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2. BOT (Beginning Of Tape) Marker - A re
flective strip placed on the nonoxide side of 
the tape, against the reference edge, 15 feet 
( ± 1 ft) from the beginning ofthe tape. 

3. EOT (End Of Tape) Marker - a reflective 
strip placed on the non oxide side of the tape, 
against the nonreference edge, 25 to 30 feet 
from the trailing edge of the tape. 

4. Nine-Channel Recording - Eight tracks of 
data plus one track of vertical parity. Figure 
1-7 shows the relationship between track 
and bit weight for a nine-channel transport. 

5. Tape Character - A bit recorded in each of 
the nine channels. 

6. Record -: A series of consecutive tape char
acters. 

7. File - An undefined number of records 
(minimum = zero, no maximum). 

B. Interrecord Gap (IRG) - A length of erased 
tape used to separate records (0.5 in. mini
mum for nine~track; maximum IRG is 25 ft). 

9. Extended IRG - A length of erased tape (3 
in. minimum) optionally used to separate 
records. It must be used between BOT and 
the first record. 

10. Tape Speed - The speed at which tape 
moves past the read/write heads; normally 
stated in inches per second. 

11. Tape Density - The density of sequential 
characters on the tape. It is normally speci
fied in bytes per inch (bpi). This is equivalent 
to characters per inch (cpi) , since BOO bpi 
means that there are BOO tape characters per 
inch oftape. 

BIT WT TRACK 

2 2 -1-

2 0-2-

24 -3-

P -4-

2 5-5-

2 6 -6-

27_. -7- ----

2 1-8- ----

23 -9- ----

READ HEAD 

RD 0 

RD 1 

RD 2 

RD 3 

RD 4 

RD 5 

RD 6 

RD 7 

RD P 

READ AMPS 
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Figure 1-7 Track-Bit Weight Relationship for 
Nine-Channel Transport 
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Figure 1-8 NRZ Format (Nine-Channel) 

12. Write Enable Ring - A rubber ring which 
must be inserted on the supply reel to allow 
the transport to write on the particular tape. 
This safety feature helps prevent accidental 
destruction of previously recorded data. 

13. Tape Mark (TM) - A record written on the 
tape to designate the end of a file; sometimes 
referred to as a file mark (FMK). In the 
TUI6/TM02, the tape mark is always pre
ceded by an extended IRG. 

1.9 TU16/TM02 RECORDING TECHNIQUES 

1.9.1 NRZI (Non-return to Zero - Change on a 1) 

1.9.1.1 Def"mition- NRZI is a recording tel;:hnique 
which requires a change of state (flux change) to write a 
1, and no change of state (no tlU:lC change) to write a O. 

1.9.1.2 Format-

Cyclic Redundance Check Character (CRCG) - A 
~heck character that is written four character spaces 
after the last character of a NRZ record (nine-channel 
only). CRCC is derived by a complex mathematical 
formula applied to the characters written in the record. 
The result of this manipUlation (CRCC) can be used to 
recover a lost bit in a record read from tape. 

Longitudinal Parity Check Character (LRCC) - A 
check character written four character spaces after 
CRCC (nine-channel). LRCC consists of one bit of even 
parity for each track of data. For example, if track 1 
had an odd number of 1s written in a record, then a 1 
must be written in the LRCC bit associated with track 
1. 
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Tape Mark - A nine-channel NRZ tape mark consists 
of one tape character (23.), followed by seven blank 
spaces, and then LRCC (23.). (CRCC is not written.) 
Figure 1-8 illustrates nine-channel NRZ tape format. 

1.9.2 PE (Phase Encoding) 

1.9.2.1 Definition - Phase encoding is a recording 
technique in which a flux reversal occurs for each bit of 
information written on the tape. A 1 can be defined as a 
positive level followed by a negative transition, while a 
o can be defined as a negative level followed by a 
positive transition. 

Sequential flux transitions on the tape are either at the 
data rate or at twice the data rate. Sequential1s or se
quential Os will cause flux reversals to occur at twice the 
data rate: 

Waveform 
10-1211 

Alternate Is and Os cause flux reversals to occur at the 
data rate: 
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Waveform 



1.9.2.2 Format- To ensure proper extraction of PE 
data from the serial stream of transitions coming off 
the tape, PE data must be recorded in a precise format. 
A PE record consists of preamble, data, and post
amble. 

a. Preamble - Forty characters of Os in all 
nine tracks, followed by a character of 1s in 
all nine tracks. 

b. Postamble- One character of 1s in all nine 
tracks, followed by 40 characters of Os in all 
nine tracks. 

The PE read electronics uses a data window to isolate 
data transitions. For example, 

DATA 

WINDOW 

DATA TRANSITION 
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Waveform 

Zeros in the preamble are used to set the window. in 
position when reading in a forward direction, while Os 
in the postamble perform this function when reading in 
the reverse direction. The all-1s character in the pre
amble and postamble is used to mark the beginning of 
data. 

Tape Mark - A PE tape mark consists of forty Os in 
tracks 2, S, and 8 (bit positions 0, S, and 1) with tracks 
3,6, and 9 (bit positions 4,6, and 3) erased. 

Identification Burst (IDB) - The IDB identifies the 
tape as being a PE tape. It consists of alternating 1s 
and Os in the parity track (track 4) with all other tracks 
erased. The IDB is located at BOT, and has a 
minimum length of 1. 7 in. Figure 1-9 illustrates PE 
tape format. 

~TENDED IRG IRG 
1.7"MIN. I 3.0" MIN.--+t-~---RECORD ------1+----0.6" NOMINAL----i 

PREAMBLE' 41 CHAR. 

1111111111111111111111 

I 
IDENTIFICATION 8URST 

I 
r-------I 

: BOT TAB : 
'- ______ .....1 

1+----- DATA -----+Ii I---- POSTAMBLE: 41 CHAR. 

)1 I I II III II I I I i 111------------11 " I t I 

8" t" tilt" II II I ()" I """" II" ,,------------1" "I I 

27 7 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ---=-====-MOST SIGNIFICANT 
"""~ 

26 61111111111111111 111111111111 rt 1111------------"" III 

25 5 I I I II I I I I I II I I I I I I I II 11111 I I II I 11------------11 " " 1 

P 4"""""""" 
24 3""1111"""" 

2"""""""" 

II I " " " " " " " -----~------" " " I 

" II " " " " " " 1------------t " " " 

II " II II " II " II I ~______=o::::.._L_E_A_ST_S_IG_N_IF_1 C_A_N_T ___ II II " I 

II " " " " " II II 1------------11 II II I 

T 
TRACK NUMBER 

NOTE 1. TAPE IS SHOWN WITH OXIDE 51 DE UP. 

REFERENCE EDGE 
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Figure 1-9 PE Recording Format 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The TU16/TM02 Tape Drive System (Figure 2-1) in
terfaces with the central processor (CPU) via the Mass
bus Controller. However, the Massbus Controller is 
almost transparent to the CPU, and the CPU operates 
as though it were controlling the drive directly. 

The TU16/TM02 interfaces with the Massbus Con
troller via the Massbus. The Massbus consists of an 
asynchronous control bus with its associated control 
lines, and a synchronous data bus with its associated 
control lines. Transactions on the control bus control 
the TU16/TM02 and determine its status, while trans
actions on the data bus transfer data to or from the 
TU16/TM02. Because the data and control buses 
operate independently, the Massbus Controller can 
monitor drive status while a data transfer operation is 
being performed. Table 2-1 lists the Massbus interface 
signals and their functions. 

CPU 
MASSBUS 

CONTROLLER 

CHAPTER 2 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The TM02 can control up to eight TU16 Tape Trans
ports via the slave bus. All TU16s controlled by a TM02 
are "daisy-chained" on the slave bus (Figure 1-2). Es
sentially, this means that the TU16s are configured 
parallel to each other. The slave bus consists of slave 
(TU16) select lines, write data lines, read data lines, 
transport control lines, and various TU16 status lines. 
Table 2-2 lists the slave bus interface signals and their 
functions. Figure 2-2 shows the Massbus and slave bus 
signals connecting the TM02, TU16, and Massbus 
Controller. 

2.2 SYSTEM OPERATION 
Figure 2-3 is a block diagram of the TU16/TM02, and 
shows the major functional groups, control lines, and 
data paths. The following paragraphs describe these 
functional groups. 

TM02 
TAPE 

CONTROLLER 

TO 1-7 
OTHER 

TUI6 
TRANSPORTS 

--, 

TUI6 
TAPE 

TRANSPORT 

I 
I 
I 

'--------I I 
I 
I 

______ .-J 
10-1258 

Figure 2-1 TU16/TM02 in a System Configuration 
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Signal 

Data Bus 
Data Lines [D(O: 17)] 

Data Lines Parity (DPA) 

Sync Clock (SCLK) 

Write Clock (WCLK) 

Run (RUN) 

End of Block (EBL) 

Exception (EXC) 

Occupied (OCC) 

Control Bus 
Control Lines [C(O: 15)] 

Control Lines Parity (CPA) 

Drive Select [DS(O:2)] 

Register Select [RS(O:4)] 

Controller to Drive (CTOD) 

Demand (DEM) 

Transfer (TRA) 

Table 2-1 
Massbus Interface Signals 

Function 

These bidirectional lines transmit 18 parallel data bits to or from the TM02. 

This bidirectional line transmits the data parity bit (odd parity) to or from the 
TM02. Data parity is simultaneously transmitted with the bits on the Data 
lines. 

During a data write, this line transmits SCLK from the TM02 to request write 
data from the Massbus Controller. During a data read, this line transmits 
SCLK to the Massbus Controller to indicate that read data is present on the 
Data lines. 

During a data write, this line transmits WCLK from the Massbus Controller 
to strobe write data into the TM02. 

This line transmits RUN from the Massbus Controller to initiate data transfer 
execution. 

Normally, this line transmits EBL from the TM02 at the end of each record. 
However, for certain abnormal conditions where it is necessary to terminate 
the transport operation immediately, EBL is transmitted prior to the end of 
the record. 

This bidirectional line transmits EXC from the TM02 to indicate that an error 
has occurred during data transfer. In some systems, EXC H can also be trans
mitted over this line from the controller to abort an in-progress data transfer. 

During a data transfer (read/write), this bidirectional line transmits OCC 
from the TM02 to indicate that a transport has control of the data bus. Once 
asserted, this signal prevents any other transport from using the data bus. 

These bidirectional lines transmit 16 parallel control or status bits to or from 
theTM02. 

This bidirectional line transmits control lines parity (odd parity) to or from the 
TM02. Control parity is simultaneously transmitted with the bits on the Con
trollines. 

These three lines transmit a three-bit binary code from the Massbus Con
troller to select a particular drive. 

These five lines transmit a five-bit binary code from the Mass bus Controller to 
select one ofthe ten TM02 registers. 

This line transmits the CTOD signal from theMassbus Controller to indicate 
in which direction data is to be transferred on the Control lines. For a con
troller-to-drivetransfer, the controller asserts CTOD. Conversely, for a drive
to-controller transfer, the controller negates CTO D. 

This line transmits DEM from the Massbus Controller to initiate a control bus 
transfer (initiate "handshake"). 

This line transmits TRA from the TM02 in response to DEM. The assertion of 
TRA indicates that data is available on the Control Bus. 
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. Signal 

Attention (ATTN) 

Initialize (INIT) 

Massbus Fail (MASSFAIL) 

Slave Bus Signal 

Slave Select [SS(0:2)] 

Forward (FWD) 
Reverse (REV) 
Rewind (RWND) 
Write Enable (WRITE) 

Slave Set Pulse 
(SLAVE SET PLS) 

Stop (STOP) 

Enable Motion Delay (EMD) 

Accelerate (ACCL) 

Write Data [WD(0:7, P)] 

Record (REC) 

Density Select [DEN(0:2)] 

Clock (CLOCK) 

W rite Clock (WRT CLK) 

LRC Strobe (LRC STRB) 

Read Data [RD(O:7, P)] 

Table 2-1 (Cont) 
Massbus Interface Signals 

Function 

This line transmits ATTN from the TM02 to indicate that a nontransfer error 
or transport status change has occurred. 

This line transmits INIT from the Massbus Controller to initialize all TM02s 
and transports on the daisy chain. INIT is transmitted at system start-up or 
whenever the Massbus Controller issues an initialize command. 

This line transmits MASSF AIL L negated from the Massbus Controller to in
dicate that the controller power supply is operating properly. If the controller 
power supply fails, MASSFAIL L is asserted, thus initializing the TM0210gic 
as well as preventing it from accepting erroneous control bus information. 

Table 2-2 
Slave Bus Interface Signals 

Function 

These lines select one out of eight possible TU16 Transports for command 
execution. 

These are the four command lines which determine TU16 operation. 

This signal initiates TU16 response to the four command lines. 

This signal causes the TU16 to terminate motion. (Does not apply to rewind, 
which terminates independently.) 

This signal enables the TU16 to gate out a coded motion delay preset onto the 
read lines. 

Asserted by the TM02 while the transport is getting up to speed or not moving 
tape. Not asserted while the IDB is being written. 

These nine lines transmit data to be written by the TU16. 

A pulse that causes data to be written on tape. 

These three lines control the density at which data is written on tape. They 
must also represent the density oftape data during a read operation. 

A 144-kHz clock generated in the TU16, present at all times when the unit is 
on-line. 

This clock is transmitted to the TM02 by a powered, on-line TU16 loaded with 
tape when it is running at speed (ACCL not asserted). The frequency ofWRT 
CLK is a function ofthe DEN lines, and controls the write timing frequency. 

Asserted by the TM02 prior to the REC pulse that writes the LRC character. 

These nine lines transmit read data from the TU16 to the TM02. (They also 
transmit the motion delay preset.) 
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Slave Bus Signal 

Table 2-2 (Cont) 
Slave Bus Interface Signals 

Function 

Read Strobe Delay Over (RSDO) A Read Strobe pulse generat~ by the transport at the end of the skew delay in 
NRZmode. . . 

Set Yertical Parity Error 
(SETYPE) 

Beginning of Tape (BOT) 

End of Tape (EOT) 

Rewind Status (RW~) 

7-Channel (7 CH) 

Slave Present (SPR) 

Medium On-Line (MOL) 

Tape Unit Ready (TUR) 

Settle Down (SOWN) 

Phase Encoded Status (PES) 

Slave Attention (SLA) 

Set Slave Status Change 
(SETSSC) 

Write Lock (WRL) 

Interchange Read (IRD) 

Drive Type (DT) 

Serial Number [SN(O: 15)] 

Drive Clear Pulse 
(DRY CLR PLS) 

Initialize Pulse (INIT PLS) 

+5Y 

Asserted by the TU16 during a write or interchange read operation when data 
violates the skew window. 

Asserted when the TU16 detects the beginning-of-tapemarker. 

Asserted when the TU16 detects the end-of-tape marker. 

Asserted while the selected TU 16 is performing a rewind operation. 

Always negated by a selected TU16. 

Asserted by a selected, powered TU16. 

Asserted by a selected, powered TU16 which is loaded with tape. 

Asserte~ by a selected TU16 to indicate that tape motion has stopped. 

Asserted while the transport is decelerating, until it has stopped. 

Asserted by a TU16 when instructed to operate in PE mode (DEN 2 asserted). 

Asserted bya TU16 when it comes on-line. 

Asserted at the completion of a rewind or when the unit comes on-line. It is also 
pulsed when the transport goes off-line or when the TU16 power fails. This 
line may be asserted by any slave, selected or not. 

Asserted when the selected TU16 detects that the write enable ring has been re
moved from the tape reel. 

A maintenance function. When asserted in NRZ mode, skew delays are tight
ened; in PE mode, on-the-fly error correction is inhibited. 

In the TUI6, these three bits are always asserted as follows: 

DTO 1 
DTl 0 
DT2 0 

These16lines contain the BCD code ofthe last four digits of the serial number 
of the selected TUI6. 

When asserted by the TM02, DRY CLR PLS clears SLA in the selected slave. 

When asserted by the controller, INIT PLS L clears SLA and terminates tape 
motion (except rewinds) in all on-line transports. 

The TM02 supplies this voltage to power the slave bus terminator networks. 
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Figure 2-2 Interface Signals 
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2.2.1 Massbuslnterface (M8909) 
The Massbus Interface interfaces the TU16/TM02 
with the Massbus Controller. It contains circuitry 
which decodes the Drive Select signals on the Massbus. 
If enabled by the proper Drive Select address code, the 
Massbus Interface can carry on the "handshake" 
operations with the Massbus Controller, which read 
and write TM02 registers. The most important of the 
TM02 registers (Control register) is located in the 
Massbus Interface. The Massbus Controller writes the 
function code of the next operation to be performed 
into the Control register. The Massbus Interface de
codes this register and generates the appropriate 
control signals (FWD, REV, RWND, WRITE) to con
trol the TU16 and various TM02 functions. 

The Massbus Interface contains several other registers: 
the Error register and Attention Summary register can 
be read by the Massbus Controller to determine TU161 
TM02 status; the Frame Count register may also be 
read by the Massbus Controller to determine TU161 
TM02 status, and is critical for proper operation of the 
tape drive. The Frame Count register must be loaded 
prior to a space or write operation with the number (in 
2s complement form) of records to be spaced or tape 
characters to be written. This register is incremented as 
the operation proceeds, and will terminate the 
operation with register overflow. 

The Massbus Interface decodes the Control register to 
determine that a data transfer operation is to be per
formed. When this is the case, it generates OCC on the 
Massbus to notify the controller and other drives that it 
lias occupied the data bus, and enables the Bit Fiddler. 

2.2.2 Bit Fiddler 
The Bit Fiddler interfaces the TU16/TM02 data paths 
to the Massbus Controller; it contains circuitry that 
performs synchronous data transfers on the data bus of 
the Massbus. 

The Bit Fiddler is enabled for operation by the 
Massbus Interface with BF ENABLE H. The mode of 
Bit Fiddler operation is determined by control lines: 
FMT0-3 (tape character format), WRITE H (direc
tion of the transfer, i.e., read or write), and FWD H 
(direction of tape motion, i.e., forward or reverse). 
WRITE H and FWD H are decodes of the Control 
register function bits. FMT 0-3 are the Tape Control 
register format bits, and are decoded in the Bit Fiddler. 

During a write operation, the Massbus Controller 
places an 18-bit data word on the data bus. When the 
Bit Fiddler is ready to accept this data word, it issues 
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SCLK (Sync Clock) to the controller, which replies with 
WCLK (Write Clock). 

Upon receiving WCLK, the Bit Fiddler strobes in the 
word on the data bus, performs a data bus parity 
check, and begins disassembling the 18-bit data word 
into 8-bit characters. (Vertical parity bits are added at 
a later stage.) After generating WCLK, the controller 
places the next data word on the data bus. When the 
Bit Fiddler has finished disassembling the previous 
data word, it issues another SCLK, receives another 
WCLK, and strobes in the next data word for dis
assembly. The process continues until all the data has 
been transferred (precluding occurrence of data errors 
or other failures). 

During a read operation, the Bit Fiddler assembles 
8-bit characters into 18-bit data words. When the 
18-bit data word has been assembled, it is placed on the 
data bus along with a parity bit (DPA), and the Bit 
Fiddler generates an SCLK pulse. When the Massbus 
Controller receives SCLK, it strobes in the data on the 
data bus. The Bit Fiddler continues to assemble data 
characters into 1S-bit data words, and notifies the 
controller that a data word is available by generating 
SCLK. As in a write operation, the method of assembly 
is determined by the FMT 0-3, WRITE H, and FWD 
H signals input to the Bit Fiddler. 

2.2.3 Maintenance Register Module (M8905) 
The Maintenance Register module is part of the read 
data path; read data is multiplexed through the Main
tenance Register module from the PE or NRZ read cir
cuitry (M8901 or M89(4) to the Bit Fiddler. The 
Maintenance Register module also contains the Tape 
Control register, the Check Character register, and the 
Maintenance register. The Tape Control register con
tains Slave Select bits, which are translated to slave bus 
signals (SS 0-2) and determine which slave TU16 will 
perform the operations specified by the Massbus Con
troller. This register also contains tape data format and 
density information. Therefore, the Tape Control 
register must be properly loaded by the Massbus 
Controller prior to the specification of a particular 
functional operation. 

The Maintenance Register module plays an important 
role in maintenance mode operation. By writing into 
the Maintenance register (R03) , the Massbus 
Controller can select one of several maintenance 
modes. These modes allow: 

1. Testing of various TM02 circuits independ
ently ofthe TU16 



2. Testing of the TU16/TM02 under tighter 
operation criteria. 

2.2.4 Tape Control·NRZI Module (M8904) 
The Tape Control-NRZI module performs functions 
relating only to NRZ data storage and retrieval. During 
an NRZ read operation, the Tape Control-NRZI 
module is part of the read data path. When informed 
by the Slave Clock and Motion Delay module that a 
tape character is available [RSDO L (Read Strobe 
Delay Over) asserted], the Tape Control-NRZI 
generates RDS H (Read Strobe) and strobes the tape 
character from the Tape. Control Common Mode 
module (M8903) into an NRZ Read Latch. The output 
of the latch, multiplexed through the Maintenance 
Register module, becomes available to the Bit Fiddler. 

During an NRZ read operation, the Tape Control
NRZI module also generates and checks LRCC (Longi
tudinal Parity Check Character) and CRCe (Cyclic: 
Redundancy Check Character), checks vertical parity, 
detects tape marks (file marks), and determines that 
the minimum criteria for normal termination have 
been met. 

During an NRZ write operation, the Tape Control
NRZI module generates the CRCC. 

2.2.5 Data Sync.PE Module (M8901) 
The Data Sync module (one of three) .is part of the PE 
read data path. It processes PE read data from the 
Tape Control Common Mode (TeCM) module 
(M8903), converting the PE information to binary.and 
deskewing the data. It operates with the Tape Control
PE module (M8902) to detect preamble, . data, post
amble, and TM. It also performs on-the-fly error 
correction based on Vertical Parity Errors (VPE) 
detected by the Tape Control-PE module. 

The Data Sync-PE module performs no write data path 
operations. However,1t does do a read-after-write 
during PE write operations. 

2.2.6 Tape Control·PE Module (M8902) 
During a PE read operation, the Tape Control-PE 
module (M8902) operates with the Data Sync module 
to detect preamble, data, postamble; and TM~ It also 
checks for vertical parity errors and PE format errors. 

During a PE write operation, the Tape· Control.PE 
module establishes the timing for writing preamble, 
data, and postamble. 
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2.2.7 Tape Control Common Mode Module (M8903) 
The TCCM modul~ (M8903) contains tape control 
functions that are used by both·PE and NRZ modes. 
The TCCM module generates clock waveforms used 
throughout the TM02 from a base clock frequency it 
receives from the TU16 via the slave bus. It also plays a 
role in the control of TU16 tape motion and the 
synchronization of TU16. tape motion to TM02 
operations. 

When the Control register is loaded with a function 
code requiring tape motion, the function code is de
coded by the MassbQs Interface, and a FWD, REV, or 
RWND signal is applied to the TU16 via the slave bus. 
Soon after, a DRIVE SET Pulse is generated by the 
Massbus Interface to initialize TM02 circuitry. 
DRIVE SET Pulse enters the TCCM module and pro
duces SLAVE SET Pulse and EMD (Enable Motion 
Delay) - both of which are transmitted to the TU16 
Transport via the slave bus. SLAVE SET Pulse sets a 
motion flip-flop in the Logic and Write (LAW) module 
(M891O), and thereby initiates tape motion. EMD 
causes a preset to be appUed on the Read Data lines. of 
the slave bus by the Clock and Motion Delay module 
(M8<)t1), and loads a Motion Delay Cou~ter in the 
TCCM with the preset. The counter is then upcounted 
to 214, at which time ACCL H is negated; the TU16 is 
now assumed to be up to speed. ACCL negated is trans
mitted from the TCCM module to various TM02 cir
cuitry, and even to the transport, as notific:ation that 
the TU16 is at speed. A similar motion delay is 
generated upon termination of a motion command, in 
which ACCL H is asserted, and the TCCM issues 
STOP L to the TU16, causing the transport to cease 
tape motion. 

During a read operation, read data is multiplexed from 
the slave bus Read Data lines (and the TM02 slave bus 
receivers), through the TCCM module, to the Data 
Sync module (for PE) or Tape Control-NRZI module 
(forNRZ). 

During a write operation, data is input to the TCCM 
module from the Bit Fiddler. The TCCM generates 
vertical parity bits for the data characters to form 
nine-bit characters for transfer to tape. The TCCM 
controls the timing for writing the LRCC and CRCC. It 
also contains a Write Multiplex and Write Buffer, 
which: 

1. Convert binary characters to PE mode 

2. Multiplex Os and 1s to write PE preambles 
and postambles 



3. Multiplex the generated CRCC onto the 
write data path 

4. Force IDB (identification burst) and TM 
(tape mark) character patterns onto the 
write data path. 

Data in the TCCM Write Buffer is output via slave bus 
drivers to the TU16, along with REC L (SB). REC L 
(Record) is derived from WRT CLK (SB), generated in 
the TU16 Clock and Motion Delay module; its fre
quency depends on the mode (PE/NRZ) and detlsity in 
which the write operation is performed. 

2.2.8 Logic and Write (LAW) Module (M8910) 
The LAW module (M8910) interfaces the TM02 
Motion Control signals and write data path to the 
TU16. 

Write Data Path - Input to the LAW circuitry of 
each track is the data line corresponding to that track 
and a delayed REC pulse. (The delay is prewired and 
corrects for static write skew errors in the write head it
self.) PE write data has been converted from binary to 
PE mode in the TCCM module. NRZ write data is still 
in binary mode and is converted to NRZ mode (transi
tion for 1s, no transition for Os) in the LAW module. 
The Write Data signals are then applied to the write 
heads. 

Tape Motion - The signals which control the Power 
Board (H606), which, in turn, controls capstan and 
tape reel motion, are generated on the LAW module. 
The LAW module contains motion control flip-flops 
and various sequencing circuits. The sequencing cir
cuits provide smooth mechanical operation, which pro
tects data and hardware. The flip-flops enable reel 
motion and vacuum operation, determine the direction 
and speed of capstan rotation, and light control panel 
indicators. These flip-flops are controlled by the TM02 
via the slave bus when the TU16 is on-line, and by the 
TU16 control panel when the transport is off-line. 
When the TU16 is on-line and receives a motion/write 
command from the TM02, the flip-flop corresponding 
to that command will be set upon receipt of SLAVE 
SET Pulse, at which time the motion will commencel 
the write amplifiers will be enabled. Receipt of STOP L 
from the TM02 causes the motion flip-flops to be reset, 
and the motion terminated. 

2.2.9 Slave Clock and Motlon Delay Module (M8911) 
The Slave Clock and Motion Delay module (M8911) 
generates clock signals (CLOCK and WRT CLK) used 
by the TM02. CLOCK is a 144-kHz clock transmitted 
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via the slave bus by a selected, on-line, and powered 
TU16 loaded with tape. CLOCK is used in the TM02 to 
generate other clock signals, which perform various 
housekeeping functions. The frequency of WRT CLK 
depends on the selected mode (PE/NRZ) and density. 
It is transitted to the TM02 by a selected, on-line TU16 
loaded with tape when it is running at speed. WRT 
CLK plays a crucial role in the TM02 during read and 
write operations. The Slave Clock and Motion Delay 
module also generates presets for the Motion Delay 
Counter in the TCCM module. The presets are multi
plexed onto the slave bus Read Data lines whenever the 
TU16 receives EMD (Enable Motion Delay) from the 
TM02. 

2.2.10 Read Head and Read Amplifiers 
The read head converts changes in magnetic flux on the 
tape into voltage signals which are then amplified by 
the Read Amplifiers (GOS6). 

When reading in NRZ mode, the Read Amplifier of 
each track produces a high output level for each change 
of magnetic flux on its tape track (Figure 2-7). These 
levels will be strobed into the TM02 read logic. Zero 
bits are recognized by no change in flux on a track (i. e., 
no high level) when at least one other track has flux 
change. Because of parity conventions, each character 
on the tape will have at least one flux change on one of 
the tape tracks. 

When reading in PE mode, the Read Amplifier output 
for each track will coincide with the direction of flux on 
its track (Figure 2-7). Because of the nature of phase 
encoding, each track of PE data contains all the infor
mation necessary to decode it. 

2.2.11 TU16 Power Board 
The TU16 Power Board (H606) contains circuits which 
control and drive the capstan and tape reels. The cap
stan motor is part of a servo loop, whose inputs are 
motion signals (FOR, REV IREW, and REWIND 
CAP) from the LAW module. These motion signals 
control the direction and speed of the capstan motor, 
which controls the direction and speed of the tape 
relative to the heads. The tape reel drives do not control 
tape direction or speed. Their function is to maintain 
the proper amount of tape in the vacuum columns. 

There are two tape reel drive systems, each one opera
ting independently ofthe other. The upper tape reel 
drive operates with the upper vacuum column vacuum 
switches as inputs. When the tape is too high in the 
column, the switches activate the tape reel motor to 
supply tape to the column. When the tape is too low in 



the column, the tape reel motor is activated to take up 
tape. The lower tape reel drive operates with the lower 
vacuum column vacuum switches in an identical 
manner. 

2.3 WRITEDATAPATH 
The write data path, shown in the TU16/TM02 block 
diagram (Figure 2-3), is discussed in this section in 
greater detail (Figure 2-4) 

To write data on tape, the Massbus Controller, after 
loading the Tape Control register and the Frame Count 
register, loads the write data function code into the 
Control register, places data on the data bus, and 
asserts RUN H to the TM02. When the TM02 is ready 
to accept a data word it asserts SCLK to the Massbus 
Controller, which responds by asserting WCLK to the 
TM02. 

The data word, transmitted over the Massbus, is re
ceived in the TM02 by the Massbus Receivers (M5903) 
and applied to the Bit Fiddler Write Buffer. When 
WCLK is received by the TM02, the data word is 
strobed in this buffer. The Bit Fiddler Write Multi
plex now disassembles the data word by multiplexing 
different portions of the word onto the eight Write 
Data Bit Fiddler Output (WDBFO) lines. Some of 
these lines may not contain true data, but may be 
forced high or low to conform to the format in which 
data is to be written on tape. The manner in which the 
Bit Fiddler operates will be determined by the format 
bits in the Tape Control register. 

The outputs of the Bit Fiddler are input to the Tape 
Control Common Mode (TCCM) module (M8903) 
where they are used to generate a vertical parity bit for 
the tape character. The Bit Fiddler outputs, together 
with the vertical parity bit, are one set of inputs to the 
TCCM Write Multiplex. 

The Bit Fiddler outputs, along with the vertical parity 
bit, are also input to the Write CRCC Generator on the 
Tape Control-NRZI module (M8904), where in NRZ 
mode they generate the CRCC that will be written on 
the tape (nine-track only) at the end ofthe record. The 
outputs of the CRCC Generator are another set of in
puts to the TCCM Write Multiplex. 

A third set ofinputs to the TCCM Write Multiplex are 
the allls/Os. These inputs are controlled by the Tape 
Control-PE circuitry (M8902), and are selected by the 
TCCM Write Multiplex when the PE preamble or post
amble is written. They cause the aU-1s and all-Os 
characters of the PE preamble and postamble to be 
written. 
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The fourth set of inputs to the TCCM Write Multiplex 
are the inverted contents of the multiplex that are fed 
back from the TCCM Write Buffer. These inverted in
puts are used to convert binary inputs to the TCCM 
Write Multiplex into the Phase Encoded (PE) mode. 
The TCCM Write Multiplex and Write Buffer operate 
together to perform this function. 

The output ofthe Write Multiplex is clocked into the 
Write Buffer. In NRZ mode, this clock occurs once for 
every character written on tape. In PE mode, the clock 
occurs twice for every character written: once when 
normal data is output from the Write Multiplex, and 
once again when inverted data is output from the Write 
Multiplex. It is this operation that produces phase en
coding in PE mode. Figure 2-5 shows the timing of 
Write Multiplex-Write Buffer operation for PE and 
NRZ modes. Notethatfor NRZ mode the output ofthe 
Write Buffer is still in binary form. The output of the 
TCCM Write Buffer is then applied to signal drivers 
that transmit the data via the slave bus to the TU16. 

In order to write tape mark (TM) characters or IDB, 
appropriate codes are obtained by clearing selected 
bits in the Write Buffer and forcing the data lines to 
their desired values. 

The slave bus Write Data line signals are received by 
slave bus receivers on the Logic and Write (LAW) 
module (M891O), and then input to the LAW Write 
Data Multiplex, through which they pass to the LAW 
Write Deskew Buffer. 

Timing for TCCM and Bit Fiddler write operations is 
derived from WRT CLK, which is generated in the 
TU16 and transmitted to the TM02. WRT CLK is also 
gated in the TM02 to produce REC pulses, which are 
transmitted back to the TU16. REC pulses are input to 
a delay, which is tapped (hardwired at manufacture), 
and connected to the clock inputs of the Write Deskew 
Buffer. This arrangement provides write deskew; it 
compensates for errors inherent in the manufacture of 
tape heads, which prevent the heads for all the tape 
tracks from lining up ideally. 

The Write Deskew Buffer circuitry also converts the 
binary NRZ data to its NRZ form, i.e., transition for 
1s, no transition for Os. The Write Deskew Buffer out
put is then driven to the write heads. 

2.4 READDATAPATH 
The read data path, shown in the TU16/TM02 block 
diagram (Figure 2-3), is discussed in this section in 
greater detail (Figure 2-6). 
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Figure 2-5 TCCM Write Timing 

As tape moves past the read heads, flux transitions on 
the tape cause the read heads to produce positive and 
negative current pulse outputs. These current pulses 
are processed in the Read Amplifiers (GOS6) to yield 
voltage levels of the form shown in Figure 2-7. The 
voltage levels are transmitted by Line Drivers in the 
TU16 across the slave bus Read Data lines to the TM02 
TCCM module. The read data is passed through the 
TCCM Read Multiplex to the three Data Sync (PE) 
modules and the Tape Control-NRZI module. How
ever, the operation of one of these modules will be 
disabled, depending on whether the TU16/TM02 is 
operating in PE or NRZ mode. 

In NRZ mode, the Tape Control-NRZI module is 
enabled, and data is strobed from the TCCM Read 
MUltiplex into the Tape Control-NRZI Read Latch by 
RDS (Read Data Strobe). RDS, generated from RSDO 
(Read Strobe Delay Over) transmitted from the TU16, 
occurs when a valid tape character is known to be at the 
output ofthe TCCM Read Multiplex. RDS also clocks 
the CRCC and LRCC Generator, so thatthe data being 
read off the tape can be validated at the end of the read 
operation by comparing the generated CRCC/LRCC 
against the CRCC and LRCC read off the tape. The 
contents of the Tape Control-NRZI Read Latch are 
available to the Maintenance Register module (M890S) 
Multiplex. 

In PE mode, the Tape Control-NRZI circuitry is dis
abled, while the Data Sync and Tape Control-PE 
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modules are enabled. The phase encoded data is input 
to the Data Sync modules (each module processes three 
data bits), which sync onto the frequency of the data 
during the preamble. The PE data on each track is then 
decoded and stored in the Deskew register. Only when 
all the bits of a character are available in the Deskew 
register is the character read from the register. Because 
the Deskew register has a capacity of 9 X 8 bits, a skew 
of 8 - 1 = 7 characters can be accommodated by the 
TU16/TM02. 

The output of the Deskew register is input to error 
correction circuitry. If a vertical parity error occurs 
along with a single dead track error, the data on the 
dead track is corrected on the fly. The data (minus 
parity) is then output to the Maintenance Register 
module multiplex. 

The Maintenance Register Multiplex passes the data 
character through to the Bit Fiddler, where it is loaded 
into position in the Bit Fiddler Read Data Buffer. 
When the Read Data Buffer is full (this will require two 
or more tape characters), the Bit Fiddler issues SCLK 
to the Massbus Controller. 

Read data and SCLK are driven to the Massbus 
Controller by the Massbus Drivers (MS903 or MS903-
YA). When the controller receives SCLK, it strobes in 
the word on the Data lines of the Massbus. 
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RE,c,OAMP OUT I~RZI -------~ 

Figure 2-7 Read Amplifier Outputs 

Address Code (Octal) Name Type 

00 Cantrall (CS1) Read/write 

OJ Status (DS) Read only 

02 Error (ER) Read only 

03 Maintenance (MR) Read/write 

04 Attention Summary (AS) Read/write 

05 Frame Count (FC) Read/write 

06 Drive Type (DT) Read only 

07 Check Character (CK) Read only 

\0 Serial Number (SN) Read only 

11 Tape Control (TC) Read/write 

2.5 REGISTER FUNCTIONS AND FORMATS 
The TM02 contains ten registers, some of which have 
been mentioned in previous discussions. A summary of 
the TM02 registers is provided in Table 2-3. Any of the 
TM02 registers may be read from to determine the 
status of the TU16/TM02 Tape Drive. Some of the 
registers may be written into, thereby controlling 
TU16/TM02 functions and operating parameters. 

Table 2-3 
TM02 Registers 

Description 

Contains the function code including the GO bit. 

I '" I "'I '" 1m I", 1,·,001 
DEf'lNED BY MASS BUS CONTROLLER 

* DRIVE AVAILABLE, HAROWIRED SET 

Contains all nonerrar status information plus the Error Summary bit. 

Contains all error indications. 

Controls diagnostic functions. 

Indicates the Attention Active status of each TM02 (one bit/TM02). 

I I A~A I A~A I A~A I AX A I A~A I A~A ! AiA I A6A I 
'---~---~-.--. -_._-----' 

NOT ~SED 

For a data transfer operation, contains the number of tape characters to be transferred. 

For a space operation, contains the number of records to be spaced. 

Indicates the transport type and status (e.g., existing TU16 with power applied). 

NOT ",SED 

For an NRZ operation, contains the CRC error character. 

NOT US EO 

For a PE operation, contains the dead track indications. 

I ~~! ! OH I OT61 OT~ ! on ! OT91 on Ion 1m I 

Contains the last four digits of the transport serial number. 

4th DIGIT 2"dOlGIT 

Contains the transport selection and configuration codes. 
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Figure 2-8 Control Register Format 

The TM02 registers are read and written into by 
performing "handshake" operations on the control 
bus of the Massbus. A register is loaded by the 
Massbus Controller in the following manner: 

1. The controller places the select code of the 
desired TM02 on the Drive Select lines. 

2. The controller places a register select code 
on the Register Select lines. 

3. It asserts CTOD H (Controller To Drive). 

4. It places data on the Control lines. 

S. The controller then asserts DEM H. 

The selected TM02 responds to DEM Hand CTOD H 
asserted by loading the selected register with the data 
on the Control lines. It then asserts TRA H. The 
controller responds by negating DEM H, which causes 
the TM02 to negate TRA H; the write operation is 
thereby terminated. 

A TM02 register is read in a similar manner except that 
CTOD H is negated (step 3) and step 4 is eliminated. 
The selected TM02 responds toDEM H asserted and 

CTOD H negated by gating out the contents of the se
lected register onto the Control lines. It then asserts 
TRA H, which, when received by the controller, causes 
it to strobe in the data on the Control lines and negate 
DEM H. The TM02 responds by negating TRA H, 
thereby terminating the operation. 

The remainder of Section 2-5 provides a more detailed 
description ofthe TM02 registers and their contents. It 
is primarily for reference, and may be skipped during a 
first reading. 

2.5.1 Control Register (Register 00.) 
The Control register is a read/write register (Figure 
2-8) which receives operational commands from the 
Massbus Controller via the control bus. This register 
operates in conjunction with the Tape Control register 
to control the operation of the selected transport. 

The TU16/TM02 responds to the 14 function codes 
listed in Table 2-4. If the Control register is loaded with 
a function code (with GO bit set) that does not agree 
with those listed in the table, an Illegal Function Error 
(ILF) is generated. Thus, an ILF is generated for codes 
OS" 12,1,37., but notforOO.,02.,06.,l0.,20.,24.,30., 
etc. 

Table 2·4 
Command Function Codes 

Function Code F (0-5) 
(octal) 

01 

03 

Operation 

NoOp 

Rewind Off-line* 

*Requires manual intervention to return transport on-line_ 

Description 

Performs no operation. Clears GO bit in Control regis
ter. 

1. Initiates a rewind on selected transport and places 
itoff-line. 

2. Clears GO bit. 

3. Sets the following bits in the Status register: 
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Drive Ready (DRY) 
Slave Status Change (SSe) 
Attention Active (AT A) 



Table 2·4 (COnt) 
Command Function Codes 

Function Code F (~5) 
(octal) 

07 

11 

21 

2S 

27 

31 

33 

51 

57 

61 

71 

77 

Operation 

Rewind 

Drive Clear 

Read-In Preset 

Erase 

Write Tape Mark 

Space Forward 

Space Reverse 

Write Check Forward 

Write Check Reverse 

Write Forward 

Read Forward 

Read Reverse 

2.5.2 Status Register (Register Ole) 
The Status register is a 16-bit, read-only register which 
stores the tape system status information. Figure 2-9 il· 
lustrates the Status register format and Table 2-5 de~ 
fines the bit positions. Although the Status register 
multiplexer is located in the TM02, inputs to this 
multiplexer may be generated either by a selected 

Description 

1. Initiates a rewind to BOT marker on selected 
transport and clears the GO bit. 

2. Sets DRY, PIP, and ATA bits in the Status regis-
ter during rewind. 

3. When BOT is sensed, sets SSC and clears PIP. 

Similar to Initialize. Resets all TM02 and selected 
transport logic only. Does not affect un selected trans
ports. 

Presets the Tape Control register (R11) to select slave 
0, odd parity, PDP-lO core dump format, and 800 bpi 
NRZI, then causes slave 0 to rewind. 

Erases approximately 3 in. of tape. Clears GO bit and 
sets AT A on termination. 

Writes a special tape record on the selected transport. 
Clears GO bit and sets AT A bit on termination. 

Moves tape forward (toward EOT) on the selected 
transport over the number of records specified by the 
Frame Count register. Aborts space operation ifTM or 
EOT is detected prior to specified frame count. Clears 
GO bit and sets AT A on termination. 

Moves tape in reverse (toward BOT) on the selected 
transport over the number of records specified by the 
Frame Count register. Aborts space operation ifTM or 
BOT is detected prior to specified frame count. Clears 
GO bit and sets AT A on termination. 

Same as Read Forward. 

Same as Read Reverse. 

W rites forward one tape record on the selected trans
port. Record length is determined by Frame Count 
register. Clears GO bit on command termination. 

Reads forward one tape record on the selected trans
port. Clears GObit on command termination. 

Reads reverse one tape record on the selected trans
port. Clears GO bit on command termination. 
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transport, any transport, or the TM02 logic itself. Be
cause of this fact, each bit position in Table 2-5 is 
identified by one or more of the following designators 
to indicate the origin of the input signal. 

(SS) Selected transport 
(S) = Any transport 
(M) = TM0210gic 



00 (SS) 

01 (SS) 

02(M) 

03(M) 

04 (SS) 

os (SS) 

06 (S) 

07(M) 

08(M) 

09 

10 (SS) 

11 (SS) 

12 (SS) 

15 14 

Bit Position 

13 (MISS) 

14(M) 

13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

NOT USED 
10-127S 

Figure 2-9 Status Register Format 

Table 2·5 
Status Register Bit Positions 

Name 

Slave Attention (SLA) 

Beginning of Tape (BOT) 

Tape Mark (TM) 

Identification Burst 
(lDB) 

Settle Down (SDWN) 

Phase Encoded Status 
(PES) 

Slave Status Change 
(SSC) 

Drive Ready (DRY) 

Drive Present (DPR) 

Not used 

End ofT ape (EOT) 

W rite Lock (WRL) 

Medium On-Line (MOL) 

Positioning in Progress 
(PIP) 

Composite Error (ERR) 

Description 

Indicates that a selected transport has come on-line. 

Indicates that a selected transport has detected the 
BOT marker. 

Indicates that a tape mark has been detected. Remains 
asserted until the next tape motion is initiated. 

Indicates that a Phase Encoded (PE) identification 
burst has been detected. Asserted until a subsequent 
tape motion command is initiated. 

Indicates that tape motion on the selected transport is 
stopping. 

Indicates that the selected transport is configured for 
PE operation. Is negated during NRZ operation. 

Indicates that any transport has just gone on-line or 
off-line, or has completed a rewind operation. 

Indicates that both the TM02 and the selected trans
port are ready to accept a command. 

Hardwired set. 

Indicates that the selected transport has detected the 
EOT marker during forward tape motion. Is negated 
when the EOT marker is detected during reverse tape 
motion. 

Indicates that the selected transport is write protected. 

Indicates that the selected transport has tape loaded 
and is on-line. 

Indicates that the selected transport is performing a 
tape motion operation. This bit is asserted by the TM02 
(M) during a space or by the selected transport (SS) 
during a rewind. 

Indicates that an error condition has occurred. Is as
serted whenever any bit in the Error register is set. 
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Bit Position 

lS(M) 

Name 

Table 2·5 (Cont) 
Status Register Bit Returns 

Description 

Attention Active (AT A) Is asserted whenever the ATTN L interface signal is 
generated. Indicates one ofthe following: 

1. The TM02 and the selected transport require 
servicing. 

2. The TM02 and the selected transport have become 
ready after a nontransfer operation. 

3. A transport status change has occurred. 

2.5.3 Error Register (Register 028 ) Massbus Controller is notified of any error during a 
data transfer by the immediate assertion of EXC H on 
the Massbus. Ifthe TU16/TM02 is not performing any 
operation, or is performing a rewind (i.e., the GO bit is 
clear), the controller is immediately notified of an error 
condition by the assertion of ATTN H on the Massbus. 

There are 16 different error conditions that can be de· 
tected in the TU16/TM02 Tape Drive System. The 
Error register is a 16-bit, read-only register which 
stores all of the tape system error indications. 

TU16/TM02 errors are categorized as Class A and 
Class B. A Class B error will terminate an in-progress 
data transfer; a Class A error will not. However, the 

Figure 2-10 illustrates the Error register format and 
Table 2-6 lists the error bit indicators. 

15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

10-1276 

Figure 2-10 Error Register Format 

Table 2·6 
Error Register Bit Indicators 

Bit Position Name Description Type 

00 Illegal Function (ILF) Indicates that an illegal function code has been trans- Class B 
mitted. 

01 Illegal Register (ILR) Indicates that a read or write from a nonexistent Class A 
register is attempted. 

02 Register Modification Indicates that during a transport operation (GO = 1), Class A 
Refuse (RMR) a write into one of the registers is anempted. (Does not 

apply for the Maintenance or Attention Summary 
registers.) 

03 Control Bus Parity (CPAR) Indicates that incorrect control bus parity is detected. Class A 

04 Format (FMT) Indicates that a data transfer with an incorrect format ClassB 
code is attempted. 
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Table 2·6 (Cont) 
Error Register Bit Indicators 

Bit Position Name Description Type 

05 Data Bus Parity Error Indicates that incorrect data bus parity has occured. Class A 
(DPAR) 

06 Incorrectable Data Error or During a PE read operation, indicates that one of the Class A 
Vertical Parity Error following has occurred: 
(INC/VPE) 

1. Multiple dead tracks 
2. Dead tracks without parity errors 
3. Parity errors without dead tracks 
4. Skew overflow 

During an NRZ read operation, indicates that a vertical 
parity error has occurred or that data has occurred af-
ter the skew delay is over. 

07 Format Error or LRC During a PE read operation, indicates than an in- Class A 
(PEF/LRC) correct preamble or postamble is detected. 

During an NRZ write operation, indicates that the Class A 
Read-after-write LRCC does not match the LRCC 
computed during the write. 

08 Nonstandard Gap (NSG) Indicates that a tape character is detected during the Class A 
first half ofthe End of Record gap. 

09 Frame Count Error (FCE) Indicates that a space operation has terminated and Class A 
the Frame Counter is not cleared. Also asserted when 
the Massbus Controller fails to negate RUN when the 
TM02 asserts EBL. 

10 Correctable Skew or Illegal During a PE read operation, indicates that excessive Class A 
Tape Mark (CS/ITM) but correctable skew is detected. (This condition is 

only a warning and does not indicate bad data.) 

During an NRZ read, indicates that characters not 
legally a tape mark have been read and recognized as 
a tape mark. 

11 Nonexecutable Function Indicates one ofthe following: ClassB 
(NEF) 

1. A write operation is attempted on a write-protected 
transport. 

2. A space reverse, read reverse, or write check re-
verse is attempted when the tape is at BOT. 

3. The DEN2 bit in the Tape Control register does 
not agree with the PES status bit. 

4. A space or write operation is attempted when 
FCS = 0 in the Tape Control register. 

5. A read or write operation is attempted with DEN-
2 = 0 in the Tape Control register and the 2s 
complement of a number less than 13 is in the 
Frame Count register. 
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Table 2·6 (Cont) 
ElTOr Register Bit Indicators 

Bit Position Name Description Type 

12 Drive Timing Error (DTE) Indicates one of the following: ClassB 

1. During a write operation, WCLK was not received 
from the Massbus Controller in time to provide a 
valid tape character. , 

2. A data transfer (read/write) was attempted when 
the data bus ofthe Massbus was already occupied. 

13 Operation Incomplete During a read or space operation, indicates that a tape ClassB 
(OPI) record has not been detected with 7 sec from command 

initiation. 

During a write operation, indicates that a read·after· 
write tape record has not been detected within 0.7 sec 
from command initiation. 

14 Unsafe (UNS) Indicates one of the following: ClassB 

1. A program·controlled operation is attempted on a 
selected transport which is not on· line. 

2. An imminent power failure is detected (AC LO L). 

.15 Correctable Data Error or During a PE read operation, indicates. that a single Class A 
CRC Error (COR/CRC) dead track has occurred. 

During an NRZ operation, indicates that the CRCC 
read off the tape does not match the CRCC computed 
from the data read off the tape. 

07 04 03 02 01 

MAINTENANCE DATA FIELD swc MODE OF OPERIO"IQN 

10-1277 

Figure 2-11 Maintenance Register Format 

2.5.4 Maintenance RegiJter (Register 03.) each loop testing certain TM02 circuits. The Main
tenance register data field is part of these loops, and is 
used to read or write test data into the TM02. The 
wrap-around modes are discussed in more detail in the 
Maintenance Modes pamphlet (Section 3.1). Table 2-7 
briefly describes the bits of the Maintenance register. 

The Maintenance register (M8905) is a 16-bit, read/ 
write register (Figure 2-11) which allows complete 
diagnostic testing of the TM02 data paths and error de
tection circuitry. The Maintenance register can con
figure the data paths into four wrap-around loops, 
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Table 2·' 
Maintenance Register Bit Positions 

Bit Position 

00 

01 

05 

06 

07-15 

Name 

Maintenance Mode (MM) 

Maintenance Operation 
Code (MOP0-3) 

Maintenance Clock (MC) 

Selected Slave Clock 
(SWC2) 

Maintenance Data Field 
(MDF0-8) 

2.5.5 Attention Summary Register (Register 048 ) 

The Attention Summary register (M8909, sheet 3) is a 
read/write "pseudo-register" which consists of from 
one to eight bits, depending on the number of TM02s 
in the system. The term "pseudo-register" refers to the 
fact that only one register bit position is physically con
tained in each TM02. This bit position reflects the state 
of the AT A status bit for that TM02. Hence, bit 
position 0 of the Attention Summary register is gener
ated by the AT A bit of TM02 0, bit position 1 is gener
ated by the ATA bit ofTM021, and so on to bit 7. Bits 8 
through 15 are not used. 

Unlike the other drive registers, the Attention Sum
mary register is directly selected by the controller with
out first addressing a particular TM02. Thus, for a 
single Attention Summary register read operation, 
every TM02 in the system responds by placing the state 
of its AT A bit in the appropriate bit position on the 
control bus and disabling its remaining 15 control bus 
transmitters. This control bus configuration appears 
as a single register output which collectively informs 
the controller of all TM02s that require attention (i.e., 
AT A = 1). The controller can then selectively examine 
the Error or Status registers of each of the affected 
TM02s to determine the cause of the individual at
tention conditions. 

The controller can also write into the Attention Sum
mary register; however, the significance of the bits 

Description 

When set, configures the TM02 for maintenance mode 
operation. 

Controls command execution during the maintenance 
mode. (MM and MOP function together to alter 
normal command execution during maintenance 
mode operation.) 

Controls data sequencing through the TM02 data 
path in maintenance mode. 

ls a clock signal generated by the selected slave at the 
frequency of200 bpi data. 

Buffers the Data generated during wrap-around opera
tions. 

At the end of normal NRZ transfers, contains the LRC 
of the last record. 
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being written is unusual. Writing a 1 into a bit position 
resets the AT A bit in the TM02 assigned to that bit 
position; however, writing a 0 has no effect. This 
unique writing scheme allows the controller to reset, 
after inspection, all summary bits that were set, 
without accidentally resetting those bits that may have 
become set in the meantime. The following table illus
trates the effects of writing into an attention summary 
bit position: 

ATABit Summary Bit ATABit 
Before Written After 

0 0 0 
1 0 1 
0 1 0 
1 1 0 

2.5.6 Frame Count Register (Register 058 ) 

The Frame Count register (M8909, sheet 8) is a 16-bit, 
read/write register that counts tape events. During a 
data transfer operation (read/write), this register is in
cremented each time a tape character is transferred to 
or from the tape. However, during a space operation, 
this register is incremented each time a record is de
tected. The register output may be read by the con
troller at any time; but the controller can only write into 
this register when the transport is not performing a 
space or data transfer (GO negated). 



For a write operation, the Frame Count register is 
loaded, prior to write initiation, with the 2s comple
ment of the number of tape characters to be written. 
During the writing process, the Frame Count register is 
incremented each time a tape character is recorded. 
Normal write data transfer termination is accomplished 
when the Frame Count register overflows to zero. For a 
space operation, the Frame Count register functions 
similarly to a write, except it is loaded with the 2s 
complement of the number of records to be spaced and 
is then incremented each time a record is detected. 
Space termination is accomplished when the register 
overflows to zero. For a read operation, this register is 
automatically reset prior to read initiation. The 
register is then incremented each time a tape character 
is read. Thus, at the end of the read operation, the 
Frame Count register contains a count ofthe number 
of characters read. 

2.5.7 Drive Type Register (Register 06 8) 
The Drive Type register (M8903) is a 16-bit, read-only 
register, the content of which identifies the particular 
type of storage device (transport) being used. When a 
read from the Drive Type register is performed, the 
register output is applied to the appropriate multi
plexer bit positions. The remaining bit positions are 
forced reset, and hence the 8-bit output of the Drive 
Type register presents a 16-bit format to the controller. 

Bits 0 through 8 (DTO-8) of the Drive Type register 
identify the type and status of the selected transport. If 
a nonexistent transport is selected or if the selected 
transport is not powered up, DT0-8 will contain 
0108 . If the selected transport is powered up, but is not 
a TU16, DT0-8 will contain 0128 to 0178 ,depending 
on the type of transport. If the selected transport is a 
TU16 and is powered up, these bit positions will con
tain0118 . 

Figure 2-12 illustrates the Drive Type register format 
and Table 2-8 briefly describes each bit position. 

2.5.8 Check Character Register (Register 07 8 ) 

The Check Character register (M890S) is a nine-bit, 
read-only register which permits the programmer to 
check the validity of a data transfer. At the end of an 
NRZ read operation, this register contains the CRCC 
for that operation. Hence, the programmer can deter
mine if the CRCC generator logic is functioning pro
perly. At the end of a PE read operation, however, this 
register contains a dead track indication (DT = 1) of 
any track which may have dropped one or more bits 
during the operation. 

Figure 2-13 illustrates the Check Character register 
format for both NRZ and PE modes. 

15 14 13 12 \I 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

DRIVE TYPE (0-8) 10-1278 

NOT USED 

Figure 2-12 Drive Type Register Format 

15 14 13 12 \I 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

NOT USED 

A. NRZ FORMAT 

15 14 13 12 1\ 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

I g~~ I DT7 I DT6 DT51 DT3 DT9 lOTI I DT8 I DT2 I 
NOT USED 

B. PE FORMAT 
10-1273 

Figure 2-13 Check Character Register Format 
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Table 2·8 
Drive Type Register Bit Positions 

Bit Position 

~8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Name 

Drive Type (DTO-8) 

Slave Present (SPR) 

Drive Request Required 
(DRQ) 

7 -Channel (7CH) 

Moving Head (MOH) 

Tape Drive (TAP) 

Not Sector Addressed 
(NSA) 

2.5.9 Tape Control Register (Register 118 ) 

The Tape Control register (M890S) is a 16-bit, read/ 
write register which selects an existing transport and 
configures it to a particular operational mode. 

Figure 2-14 illustrates the Tape Control register and 
Table 2-9 briefly describes each bit position. 

NOT USED 

Description 

Specifies the drive type (011 = TU16). 

Asserted when a transport is powered up and has been 
assigned the selection code contained in the Tape Con
trol register. 

Always negated to indicate that the device is a single
port unit. 

Asserted if the selected transport is a 7 -channel unit. 
Negated if the selected transport: 

1. Is a 9-channel unit 
2. Does not have power applied 
3. Is disconnected from the slave bus. 

Always negated to indicate that the device is not a 
moving head unit. 

Always asserted to indicate that the device is a tape 
transport. 

Always asserted to indicate that the device is not sector 
addressable. 

2.5.10 Serial Number Register (Register 108 ) 

The Serial Number register (M8912) is a 16-bit, read
only register which contains a BCD representation of 
the four least -significant digits of the transport serial 
number. This register is located on the Test Function 
Generator module and the register inputs are 
hardwired to the BCD configuration of the least-

10 -1279 

Figure 2-14 Tape Control Register Format 

Bit Position 

~2 

03 

04-{)7 

Table 2·9 
Tape Control Register Bit Positions 

Name 

Slave Select (SS0-2) 

Even Parity (EV PAR) 

Format Select 
(FMT SELO-3) 

Description 

Specifies the unit number of the transport to be used. 

When set for NRZ operation, even parity is written or 
read from tape. Ignored during PE operation. 

Specifies Massbus-to-tape character formatting 
during a write operation, or tape character-to-Massbus 
formatting during a read (Table 2-10). 
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Bit Position 

08-10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

System 

PDP-I0 
PDP-I0 

PDP-I0 
PDP-I0 

PDP-11 
PDP-11 
PDP-11 

See Notes. 

Table 2·9 (Cont) 
Tape Control Register Bit Positions 

Name Description 

Density Select (DEN0-2) Specifies the tape· character density during read or 
write operations as follows: 

Not used 

Enable Abort on Data 
Transfer Errors 
(EAODTE) 

Density 
DEN2 DEN 1 DENO (bpi) 

0 0 0 ~} 0 0 1 : NRZ 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 

1 0 0 1600 PE 

1 0 1 }R~ed 1 1 0 
1 1 1 

When set, immediately aborts a write or read operation 
for one of the following errors: 

1. COR/CRC-Errorregisterbit 15. 
2. FMT/LRC-Errorregisterbit7. 
3. INC/VPE - Error register bit 6. 
4. DPAR - Error register bit 5. 

Frame Count Status (FCS) Is normally set at the end of a write into the Frame 
Count register. However, ifFCS = 0, and a space or 
write command with GO = 1 is loaded, a nonexe
cutable function (NEF) error is generated and the com
mand is not executed. Is reset when Frame Count 
register overflows. 

Tape Control Write (TCW) Is set when Tape Control register is written into. Is 
cleared with any tape motion command. 

Acceleration (ACCL) This read-only bit is asserted when the transport is riot 
actively reading or writing data. 

Table 2·10 
Format Select Codes 

Code Description 

0000 Core Dump 
0001 7-Track (Not 

used) 
0010 ASCII 
0011 Compatible 

1100 Normal 
1101 Core Dump 
1110 15 Normal 

2.24 

Notes 

1. Codes 0000 - 0011 use an M8914 Data Format
ting module. 

2. Codes 1100 - 1110 use an M8906 Data Format
ting module. 

3. An invalid code causes a Format Error (FMT
Error register bit 4) when a data transfer command 
with GO = 1 is loaded. 
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Figure 2-15 Serial Number Register Format 

significant serial number digits. Since the Test 
Function Generator module must be switched from 
slot EF to slot AB of the logic assembly for off-line 
transport testing, the Serial Number register does not 
function during the test mode. If the generator module 
is inadvertently left in the test slot during on-line' 
operations, the MOL (Medium On-Line) bit in the 
Status register is not asserted and thus the transport is 
unusable. 

Figure 2-15 illustrates the Serial Number register 
format. 

2.6 OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES 
This section discusses the sequencing that occurs when 
the TU16/TM02 performs functional operations. 
Each operation is described separately to simplify the 
presentation. However, this does cause considerable 
redundancy, especially for similar operations. If the 
equipment is down and time is critical, it is recom
mended that only applicable portions of this section be 
read. 

2.6.1 Rewind 
A program-controlled rewind operation may be ini
tiated by one of two commands from the processor. 
One of these commands (07.) performs the rewind 
operation and retains the transport on-line. The other 
command (03.) places the transport off-line imme
diately after command initiation. Following comple
tion of the 03. command, the operator must use the 
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE switch on the transport to 
return it to the on-line status. With the exception of the 
status bit indicators (Table 2-5), both rewind com
mands function identically. 

Figure 2-16 illustrates the major functional sequences 
of a rewind operation and the following paragraphs 
describe this operation in slightly greater depth. Each 
functional box on the flowchart is referenced to an 
applicable detailed logic description pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 

2.6.1.1 Command Initiation - To initiate a pro
gram-controlled rewind operation, the Massbus Con-
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troller first places the address code of the desired 
TM02 on the Drive Select lines of the Massbus. It then 
performs a register write into the Tape Control register 
(R10), selecting the slave TU16 desired to perform the 
rewind operation. The TM02 places the Slave Select 
bits of the Tape Control register on the slave bus. The 
Massbus Controller then writes the operational func
tion code of the rewind command (03. or 07. ) into the 
Control register (ROO). The TM02 decodes the function 
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Figure 2-16 Rewind Operation Flowchart 



code and asserts RWND L on the slave bus. (If a 
rewind/off-line operation has been specified, the 
TM02 also asserts WRITE L.) It then checks for 
errors, and, ifthere are none, issues SLAVE SET Pulse 
and STOP L to the TUI6, and clears the GO bit in the 
Control register. 

2.6.1.2 Command Execution - The TUI6, enabled 
by its address code on the Slave Select lines (SS 0-2), 
responds to SLA VE SET Pulse by setting a Rewind 
Status flip-flop (if WRITE L is also asserted, it also 
places itself off-line), which activates the capstan drive 
for a high-speed (150 in.!sec) rewind operation. The 
TU16 can now complete the rewind operation inde
pendently, and the Massbus Controller and TM02 may 
divert attention to other transports. 

2.6.1.3 Command Termination - When the reflec
tive beginning-of-tape (BOT) marker is detected, the 
TU16 terminates its high-speed reverse motion, but 
will overshoot the BOT marker. The TU16 then ini
tiates forward tape motion at read/write speed (45 in.! 
sec). When it encounters the BOT marker again, the 
Rewind Status flip-flop is reset, and the capstan motor 
is deactivated. When the TU16 has completed its re
wind operation, it asserts SET SSC (Slave Status 
Change) on the slave bus. This causes the attention bit 
in the TM02 to be set, which results in A TIN H being 
asserted on the Massbus, thereby notifying the Mass
bus controller. 

2.6.2 Space 
Figure 2-17 illustrates the major functional sequences 
of a space operation and the following paragraphs 
describe this operation in slightly greater depth. Each 
functional box on the flowchart is referenced to an 
applicable detailed logic description pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 

2.6.2.1 Command InItiation - To initiate a space 
operation, the Massbus Controller first places the ad
dress code of the desired TM02 on the Drive Select lines 
of the Massbus. It then performs a register write into 
the Tape Control register, selecting the slave TU16 de
sired to perform the space operation. The TM02 places 
the Slave Select bits of the Tape Control register on the 
slave bus. 

The Massbus Controller then loads the 2s complement 
of the number of tape records to be spaced into the 
TM02 Frame Count register. Following this, the con
troller loads the Control register with the operational 
function code of the space command (31 for space for
ward, 33 for space reverse). The TM02 decodes the 
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function code and asserts FWD L or REV L on the 
slave bus. It then checks for errors, and, if there are 
none, issues SLAVE SET Pulse and EMDtothe TU16. 

2.6.2.2 Command Execution - The TU16, which is 
enabled by its address code on the Slave Select lines (SS 
0-2), responds to SLAVE SET Pulse by setting a 
motion control flip-flop (forward or reverse) in its 
LA W module (M8910), which activates the capstan 
drive for forward or reverse motion (45 in.! sec). 

The selected TU16 also responds to EMD, multi
plexing motion delay presets onto the Read Data lines 
ofthe slave bus. The TM02 uses the presets to generate 
a motion delay, at the end of which the read heads will 
detect a record. (As the tape moves under the read 
heads, tape characters are detected exactly as they are 
during a read operation; however, Bit Fiddler 
operation is suppressed.) 

When the end of the record, i.e., IRG (Interrecord 
Gap), is detected, a signal (RECORD H) from the 
TCCM module increments the Frame Count register, 
and another motion delay is generated. At the end of 
this motion delay, STOP L is asserted on the slave bus 
and causes the motion control flip-flop in the TU16 to 
be reset. Soon after, however, another SLAVE SET 
Pulse from the TM02 sets this flip-flop again, as 
another motion delay is generated. At the end of this 
motion delay, the read heads will detect the next record. 
At the end of this record, the Frame Count register is 
again incremented and another motion delay occurs. 
This sequence continues for all the records spaced. Be
cause the resetting and setting of the TU16 motion 
control flip-flops takes place within approximately 1 
I-' s, the space operation will be performed at a constant 
speed (45 in.lsec). 

2.6.2.3 Command Termination - After the last 
record has been spaced, the Frame Count register will 
overflow to zero. This will inhibit a SLAVE SET Pulse 
to the TU16; the motion control flip-flop will not be 
reset. The capstan will remain deactivated, and tape 
motion will be terminated. If BOT, EOT, or TM are 
detected before the Frame Count register overflows, 
tape motion will also be terminated. Upon detection of 
BOT, EOT, TM, or frame count overflow, the GO bit 
ofthe Control register is cleared. 

2.6.3 Erase 
Figure 2-18 illustrates the major functional sequences 
of an erase operation and the following paragraphs 
describe this operation in slightly greater depth. Each 
functional box on the flowchart is referenced to an ap-
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plicable detailed logic description pamphlet in Chapter 
3. 

2.6.3.1 Command Initiation - To initiate an erase 
operation, the Massbus Controller first places the ad
dress code ofthe desired TM02 on the Drive Select lines 
of the Massbus. It then performs a register write into 
the Tape Control register, selecting the slave TU16 de
sired to perform the erase operation. The TM02 places 
the Slave Select bits of the Tape Control register on the 
slave bus. The Massbus Controller then loads the 
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TM02 Control register with the operational function 
code (25 ) of the erase command. The TM02 decodes 
the function code and asserts FWD L and WRITE L on 
the slave bus. It then checks for errors, and, if there are 
none, issues SLAVE SET Pulse and EMD (Enable 
Motion Delay) to the TUI6. 

2.6.3.2 Command Execution - The TUI6, which is 
enabled by its address code on the Slave Select lines, 
responds to SLA VE SET Pulse by setting its Forward 
motion and Write Enable flips-flops, which activate 
the capstan drive (starting forward tape motion) and 
the write and erase heads. It also responds to EMD by 
gating out a motion delay preset onto the slave bus 
Read Data lines. The preset is loaded into a counter in 
the TCCM module, which isthen counted up. When a 
count of 2 is reached, tape motion is considered to be 
up to speed. 

Since the erase head is activated and the write heads re
ceive no data input during an erase operation, all the 
tape moving past the erase head will be dc erased. 

2.6.3.3 Command Termination - When the start 
motion delay is over, another motion delay is started. 
At the end of this second (stop) motion delay, the 
TM02 asserts STOP L on the slave bus. STOP L causes 
the Forward motion control flip-flop to be reset, there
by deactivating the capstan motor. STOP L also causes 
the GO bit of the Control register to be cleared. When 
tape motion has ceased, the Write Enable flip-flop is 
cleared, de-energizing the write and erase heads. 

2.6.4 PE Data Read 
Figure 2-19 illustrates the major functional sequences 
of a PE read operation and the following paragraphs 
describe this operation in slightly greater depth. Each 
functional box on the flowchart is referenced to an 
applicable detailed logic description pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 

2.6.4.1 Command Initiation - To initiate a PE read 
operation, the Massbus Controller first places the ad
dress code of the desired TM02 on the Drive Select lines 
of the Massbus. It then perlorms· a register write into 
the Tape Control register, specifying selected slave 
TUI6, tape character format, and tape data density 
(1600 bpi for PE). 

The TM02 places the slave select (SS 0-2) and density 
(DEN 0-2) bits of the Tape Control register on the 
slave bus. The Massbus Controller then loads the 
TM02 Control register with the operational function 
code of a read operation (71 read forward, 77 read re-
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verse, 51 write check forward, or 57 write check reverse) 
and asserts RUN on the Massbus. The TM02 decodes 
the function code and asserts FWD L or REV L on the 
slave bus. It then checks for errors, and, if there are 
none, asserts OCC on the Massbus to notify the con
troller and other drives that it is occupying the data bus 
of the Massbus. The TM02 then transmits SLAVE 
SET Pulse to the TU16 and initiates a motion delay. 

2.6.4.2 Command Execution - The TU16, which is 
enabled by its address code on the Slave Select lines (SS 
0-2) of the slave bus, responds to SLAVE SET Pulse 
by setting a motion control flip-flop (forward or re
verse), thereby activating the capstan drive motor and 
tape motion. 

The Tui6 Read Amplifiers are on continuously. Even 
as the tape accelerates, the TM02 PE read circuitry 
checks for a PE Identification Burst (IDB) and begins 
looking for a preamble. When the tape is at speed, the 
preamble will be detected and read; the tape characters 
immediately after the preamble all-1s character are 
data characters. These are deskewed in the Data Sync 
(MS901) , and Tape Control-PE(MS902 logic), and 
sent to the Bit Fiddler (via the Maintenance Register 
module), which assembles the characters into is-bit 
data words and places them on the data bus. When a 
data word is assembled, the Bit Fiddler notifies the 
Massbus Controller, which then strobes in the data on 
the data bus. The Bit Fiddler continues this assembly 
of data characters into is-bit words until the first 
character ofthe postamble is detected. 

2.6.4.3 Command Termination - The TM02 reads 
the postamble, which signifies the end of the record 
and asserts EBL H (End of Block) on the Massbus. 
When the postamble has been read, amotion delay se
quence is initiated, at the end of which STOP L is 
asserted on the slave bus. STOP L resets the motion 
flip-flop in the TU16 and terminates tape motion. It 
also clears the GO bit in the Control register, which 
causes acc to be negated on the Massbus. 

2.6.5 NRZ Read 
Figure 2-20 illustrates the major functional sequences 
of an NRZ read operation and the following paragraphs 
describe this operation in slightly greater depth. Each 
functional box on the flowchart is referenced to an ap
plicable detailed logic description pamphlet in Chapter 
3. 

2.6~5.1 Command InItiation - To initiate an NRZ 
read operation, the Massbus Controller first places the 
address code of the desired TM02 on the Drive Select 
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lines ofthe Massbus. It then performs a register write 
into the Tape Control register, specifying selected slave 
TU16, tape character format, and tape data density. 
The TM02 places the Slave Select (SS 0-2) and Density 
(DEN 0-2) bits of the Tape Control register on the 
slave bus. The Massbus Controller then loads the 
TM02 Control register with the operational function 
code of a read operation (71 read forward, 77 read re
verse, 51 write check forward, or 57 write check reverse) 
and asserts RUN H on the Massbus. The TM02 de
codes the function code and asserts FWD L or REV L 
on the slave bus. It then checks for errors, and, ifthere 
are none, asserts OCC on the Massbus to notify the 
controller and other drives that it is occupying the data 
bus ofthe Massbus. The TM02 then transmits SLA VE 
SET Pulse of the TU16, and initiates a motion delay. 

2.6.5.2 Command Execution ~ The TU16, which is 
enabled by its address code on the Slave Select lines (SS 
0-2) ofthe slave bus, responds to SLAVE SET Pulse 
by setting a motion cOJ?trol flip-flop (forward or re
verse), thereby activating the capstan drive motor and 
tape motion. When the motion delay has timed out, the 
TM02 negates ACCL L on the slave bus. This signal 
enables the TU16 NRZ read circuitry. 

When a tape character is detected by the TU16, RSDO 
(Read Strobe Delay Over) is transmitted via the slave 
bus to the TM02 Tape Control-NRZ module, and the 
tape character is multiplexed onto the slave bus Read 
Data lines. RSDO causes the Tape Control-NRZ 
module to strobe in the tape character, via the TCCM 
module, from the slave bus. The character (minus the 
vertical parity bit) now becomes available to the Bit 
Fiddler. LRCC and CRCC are generated from the data 
as it passes through the Tape Control-NRZ module. 
These will later be used to check the validity of the data 
read. 

The Bit Fiddler assembles the characters into 18-bit 
data words and places them on the data bus. When a 
data word is assembled, the Bit Fiddler notifies the 
Massbus Controller, which then strobes in the data 
word off the data bus. The Bit Fiddler continues this 
assembly of data characters into 18-bit words until the 
end ofthe data record. 

During a forward read, the rest of the read circuitry 
continues its operation, reading the CRCC and 
strobing it into the Check Character register, and then 
reading the LRCC. Discrepancies between generated 
CRCC/LRCC and detected CRCC/LRCC cause their 
respective error bits to be set. 
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During a reverse read, the LRCC character is en
countered first at the start of the read operation, but is 
ignored. The CRCC is encountered next, and strobed 
into the Check Character register, but otherwise it is ig
nored. No CRC or LRC error is generated. Then the 
data is read; assembly of characters into data words 
may differ when reading in the reverse direction, but 
this depends on the data format selected. 

2.6.5.3 Command Termination - When the data 
and LRCCICRCC have been read, the read heads will 
encounter the IRG. This absence of tape characters 
causes a motion delay, at the end of which STOP L is 
asserted on the slave bus and EBL (End of Block) is 
asserted on the Massbus. STOP L resets the motion 
flip-flop in the TU16 and terminates tape motion. It 
also clears the GO bit in the Control register, which 
causes OCC to be negated on the Massbus. 

2.6.6 PE Data Write 
Figure 2-21 illustrates the major functional sequences 
of a PE data write operation and the following para
graphs describe this operation in slightly greater 
depth. Each functional box on the flowchart is 
referenced to an applicable detailed logic description 
pamphlet in Chapter 3. 

2.6.6.1 Command Initiation- To initiate a PE write 
operation, the Massbus Controller first places the ad
dress code of the desired TM02 on the Drive Select lines 
of the Massbus. It then performs a register write into 
the Tape Control register, specifying selected slave 
TU16, tape character format, and tape data density 
(PE -1600 bpi). The TM02 places the Slave Select (SS 
0-2) and Density (DEN 0-2) bits of the Tape Control 
register on the slave bus. The Massbus Controller then 
loads the 2s complement of the number oftape charac
ters to be written into the TM02 Frame Count register. 
Following this, the controller loads the Control register 
with the operational function code (61) of the data 
write command. The TM02 decodes the function code 
and asserts FWD L and WRITE L on the slave bus. It 
then checks for errors, and, if there are none, asserts 
OCC on the Massbus to notify the controller and other 
drives that it is occupying the data bus ofthe Massbus. 

When the controller has data available for transfer, it 
asserts RUN H on the Massbus. The TM02 responds 
by asserting SLAVE SET Pulse on the slave bus and 
accepting the first data word from the controller. 

2.6.6.2 Command Execution-The TU16, which is 
enabled by its address code on the Slave Select lines (SS 
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0-2) ofthe slave bus, responds to SLAVE SET Pulse 
by setting its Forward motion control and Write 
Enable flip-flops. These flip-flops activate the capstan 
drive motor for forward tape motion and turn on the 
write and erase heads. 

After a motion delay during which the TU16 erases 
tape while it comes up to speed, the TM02 negates 
ACCL L on the slave bus. This notifies the TU16 that it 
is at speed, and enables it to transmit WRT <;:LK to the 
TM02. Upon receipt of WRT CLK" the TM02 begins 
generating a preamble. When' forty all-O characters 
and one all-is character have been written, the Bit 
Fiddler begins disassembling the first data word into 
characters. When it has disassembled the first data 
word, it requests the next data word from the Massbus 
Controller, and continues to do so until all the data 
words have been transferred. Each time the Bit Fiddler 
generates a character, the Frame Count register is in
cremented, avertical'parity bit is generated, and the 
tape character is converted to PE mode and trans
mitted to the write Circuitry of the TU16. When the 
Frame Count register overflows to zero, the TM02 
asserts EBL (End of Block) to the controller and 
generates a postamble which is written on a tape. 
During the entire operation, the TU16/TM02 read 
operation is active and reads the record being written. 

2.6.6.3 Command Termination':"" When the TU161 
TM02 read Circuitry detects the end of the record, a 
motion delay is generated at the end of which the TM02 
asserts STOP L on the slave bus, resetting the TU16 
Forward motion flip-flop, thereby terminating tape 
motion. STOP L also clears the GO bit of the Control 
register, which causes OCC to be negated. When tape 
motion ceases, the Write Enable flip-flop is cleared, 
and the write and erase heads are de-energized. 

2.6.7 NRZ Data Write 
Figure 2-22 illustrates the major functional sequences of 
an NRZ data write operation and the following para
graphs describe this operation in slightly greater depth. 
Each functional box on the flowchart is referenced to 
an applicable detailed logic description pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 

2.6.7.1 Command InItiation - To initiate an NRZ 
write operation, the Massbus Controller first places the 
address code of the desired TM02 on the Drive Select 
lines ofthe Massbus. It then performs a register write 
into the Tape Control register, speCifying selected slave 
TU16, tape character format, and tape data density. 
The TM02 places the Slave Select (SS 0-2) and 
Density (DEN 0-2) bits of the Tape Control register 
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on the slave bus. The Massbus Controller then loads 
the 2s complement of the nuqtber oftape characters to 
be written into the TM02 Frame Count register. 
Following this, the controller loads the Control register 
with the operational function code (61) of the data 
write command. The TM02 decodes the function code 
and asserts FWD L and WRITE L on the slave bus. It 
then checks for errors, and, if there are none, asserts 
OCC on the Massbus to notify the controller and other 
drives that it is occupying the data bus ofthe Massbus. 

When the controller has data available for transfer, it 
asserts RUN H on the Massbus. The TM02 responds 
by asserting SLAVE SET Pulse on the slave bus and ac
cepting the first data word from the controller. 

2.6.7.2 CommandExecution-The TU16, which is 
enabled by its address code on the Slave Select lines (SS 
0-2) ofthe slave bus, responds to SLAVE SET Pulse 
by setting its Forward motion control and Write 
Enable flip-flops. These flip-flops activate the capstan 
drive motor for forward tape motion and turn on the 
write and era~e heads. ' 

After a motion delay during which TU16 erases tape 
while it comes up to speed, the TM02 negates ACCL L 
on the slave bus. This notifies the TU16 that it is at 
speed, and enables it to transmit WRT CLK to the 
TM02. 

Upon receipt of WRT CLK by the TM02, the Bit 
Fiddler begins disassembling the first data word into 
characters. When it has disassembled the first data 
word, it requests the next data word from the Massbus 
Controller, and continues to do so until all the data 
words have been transferred. Each time the Bit Fiddler 
generates a character, the Frame Count register is in
cremented. A vertical parity bit is generated, the 
CRCC is generated, and the tape character is trans
mitted to the write Circuitry of the TU16 where it is con
verted from binary to NRZ mode (ls become transi
tions) and written on the tape. When the Frame Count 
register overflows to zero, the TM02 tra,nsmits EBL 
(End of Block) to,the controller. It then generates the 
timing to write the generatedCRCC and the LRCC. 

During the time that the tape is moving at speed 
(ACCL L negated), the TU16/TM02 performs a read
after-write operation. 

2.6.7.3 Command Termination- When the TU161 
TM02 read Circuitry detects the end of the record, a 
motion delay is generated,' at the end of which the 
TM02 asserts STOP L on the slave bus, resetting the 
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TU16 Forward motion flip-flop, thereby terminating 
tape motion. STOP L also clears the GO bit of the Con
trol register, which causes OCC to be negated. When 
tape motion ceases, the Write Enable flip-flop is 
cleared and the write and erase heads are de-energized. 

2.6.8 WrlteTapeMark 
The tape mark is a special tape record used to separate 
data on tape. Although a write tape mark command 
may be issued at any time, the most common use of this 
command" is asa "software bookmark" to designate 
the end of a group,of related records. It is possibI'e to· 
quickly locate the beginning of a group of related data" 
records by searching the tape for written tape marks. 
This is accomplished by loading the Frame Count" 
register with a record count larg~r that! the number of 
records in any existing group of records, and then 
issuing a space command. The tran~port wi,ll space to 
the tape mark and terminate motion despite the fact 
that frame count overflow does not occur. ". 

Figure 2-23 illustrates the major functional sequences 
of a write tape mark operation and the following para
graphs describe this operation in slightly greater depth. 
Each functional box on the flowchart is referenced to 
an applicable detailed logic description pamphlet in 
Chapter 3. 

2.6.8.1 Command Initiation - To initiate a write 
tape mark operation, the Massbus Controller first 
places the address code of the desired TM02 on the 
Drive Select lines of the Massbus. It then performs a 
register write into the Tape Control register, selecting 
the slave TU16 desired to perform the write tape mark 
operation and the density at which the tape mark 
characters are to be written. The TM02 places the 
Slave Select (SS 0-3) and Density Select (DEN SEL 
0-3) bits of the Tape Control register on the slave bus. 

The Massbus Controller then loads the TM02 Control 
register with the operational function code (27) of the 
write tape mark command. The TM02 decodes the 
function code and asserts FWD L and WRITE L on the 
slave bus. It then checks for errors, and, if there are 
none, issues SLAVE SET Pulse to the TU16 and 
generates a motion delay. 

2.6.8.2 Command Execution - The TU16, which is 
enabled by its address code on the Slave Select lines, 
responds to SLAVE SET Pulse by setting its Forward 
motion and Write Enable flip-flops, which activate the 
capstan drive (starting tape motion) and the write and 
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erase heads. As tape moves past the heads, it is erased. 
Then, when the motion delay is over, the TCCM 
module generates the tape mark. 

If the TU16/TM02 is operating in PE mode, slave bus 
write lines WD 3,4,6, and 7 are forced low, while PE Os 
are generated for WD 0, 1, 2, 5, and P. At the same 
time, Record pulses (40 X 2 = 80) are transmitted to 
the TU16. This results in forty Os being written in 
tracks 1, 2,4, 5, and 8, and erasure of the remaining 
tracks. 

If the TU16/TM02 is operating in NRZ mode, the tape 
mark character is forced onto the slave bus WD lines, 
and a Record pulse is transmitted to the TU16. The 
TU16 is then allowed to erase seven character lengths 
of tape at which time it receives LRC STROBE on the 
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slave bus, and writes an LRCC (which will be the same 
as the tape mark character). 

After writing the NRZ or PE tape mark, the TU161 
TM02 continues to erase tape. As the write tape mark 
operation is performed, the read circuitry performs a 
read-after-write. 

2.6.8.3 Command Termination - When the read 
circuitry has detected the written tape mark, a motion 
delay is generated by the TM02, at the end of which 
STOP L is transmitted to the TU16. STOP L resets the 
TU16 Forward motion flip-flop, which deactivates the 
capstan motor, thereby terminating tape motion. 
When tape motion has ceased, the write and erase 
heads are de-energized. STOP L also resets the TM02 
Control register GO bit. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses TU16/TM02 on-line testing 
capabilities (Paragraph 3.1.1), diagnostics (Paragraph 
3.1.2), and TU16 off-line testing capabilities (Para
graph 3.1.3). 

3.1.1 Maintenance Register 
The Maintenance register (R3) facilitates on-line diag
nostic testing of the TU16/TM02, and allows testing of 
the TM02 data paths and error discrimination cir
cuitry. A discussion of the Maintenance register bits 
and their function follows. 

1. Bit 0 - Maintenance Mode (MM) - Must 
be loaded set when any maintenance mode 
function is desired. 

2. Bits 1 t04-Maintenance Op Code (MOP 0 
to 3) - These four bits determine the main
tenance function that will occur if the MM 
bit is set and the TM02 is loaded with the ap-

(M890:3) 
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propriate command. The op codes that are 
implemented are: 

• OOOO-Nullcode 

• 0001- Interchange Read (IRD) 
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during read or write check operations. In 
PE mode, this op code suppresses on
the-fly correction of data errors. 

• 0010-EvenParity 
Causes even parity to be used on the Con
trollines of the Mass bus. 

• 0011 - Global Data Wrap-Around 
(WRPO) 
Configures the TM02 data paths as 
shown in Figure 3.1-1. This causes a write 
data command to be executed as follows. 
Data is brought in on the data lines, di
vided into bytes using the algorithm de-
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Figure 3.1-1 Global Wrap-Around (WRPO) 
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Figure 3.1-2 Partial Wrap-Around (WRP 1) 

• 0101 - Formatter Write Data Wrap
Around (WRP 2) 
Configures the TM02 data path as shown 
in Figure 3.1-3. This causes a write data 
command to be executed as follows. Data 
is brought in on the data lines, divided 
into bytes using the format code resident 
in the Tape Control register, and depos
ited in the Maintenance Register Data 
Field. 

• 0110 - Formatter Read Data Wrap
Around (WRP 3) 
Configures the TM02 data path as shown 
in Figure 3.1-4. This causes a read data 
command to be executed as follows. Data 
is taken from the Maintenance Register 
Data Field, multiplexed into the for-
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Figure3.1-3 Formatter Wrap-Around (WRP2) 
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matting logic byte by byte, formed into 
data bus words using the alg9rithm de
fined by the format code resident in the 
Tape Control register, and transmitted 
to the controller. 
In addition, the op code suppresses re
ception of the Massbus WCLK signal. 
Thus, an attempt to perform a write 
operation with this op code in the Main
tenance register will result in detection of 
DTE. 

• 0111- Cripple Reception ofOCC 
An attempt to perform any data transfer 
operation with this op code in the Main
tenance register will result in detection of 
DTE. 



• 1000 - Illegal Check Character (ILCC) 
In NRZI mode, this op code suppresses 
initialization of the CRC checking logic, 
resulting in CRC errors. In PE mode, 
this op code suppresses detection of data 
in logical track 1. 

• 1001- Incorrect Tape Mark 
This op code causes bit 5 of tape data 
bytes to remain in the negated state. In 
PE mode, this op code suppresses detec
tion of data in logical tracks 1 and 2. 

• 1010 - Maintenance Mode End of 
Record (MMEOR) 
This op code is used to signal the end of a 
maintenance mode operation, thus 
causing the GO bit to become negated. 

• 1011 - Incorrect Preamble (INC PRE
AMBLE) 
This code causes logical bit 1 of a PE pre
amble and postamble to be inverted 
during a write data command, resulting 
in generation of invalid preambles and 
postambles. 

3. Bit 5 - Maintenance Mode Clock (MC)
This bit controls the sequencing of data 
through the TM02 data paths when oper
ating in a maintenance mode. 

4. Bit 6 - Two-Hundred CPI Clock (SWC 2) 
- This bit displays a clock signal which is 
derived from the crystal oscillator in the se
lected slave. The frequency of this clock is 
dependent upon the read/write speed of the 
selected slave, and is equal to the frequency 
at which an unbroken chain of ones are 
written on tape when operating at a density 
of 200 characters per inch. Frequency of 
SWC2 (KHz) = (0.2) x (Drive speed in ips). 
This clock is displayed to aid in monitoring 
of drive functions during maintenance mode 
operations. 

5. Bits 7 to 15 - Maintenance Data Field 
(MDF 0--8) - These bits act as buffers for 
data generated during checks of the TM02 
data paths. 

Proper operation ofthe Formatter Wrap-Around Tests 
is dependent upon three signals from the TU16: 
CLOCK (SB) L, MOL (SB) L and WRITE CLK (SB) L. 
Also, any fault (such as grounding data out of G056) 
which causes incorrect RSDO pulses will interfere with 
wrap-around tests. Verify the status of these signals 
before doing extensive toubleshotting in TM02. 

3.1-3 

3.1.2 Diagnostics 
This section introduces the diagnostics supplied with 
the TU16/TM02 Tape Drive System. For detailed in
formation, refer to the documentation supplied with 
the diagnostics. 

1. TM02/TU16 Control Logic Test, MAIN
DEC-ll-DZTUC and MAINDEC-I0-

DLTUA 

a. Tests control logic; points to likely fault 
locations. 

b. Tests the data paths utilizing the main
tenance wrap-arounds; points to likely 
fault locations. 

2. TM02lTU16 Basic Function Test- MAIN
DEC-ll-DZTUB and MAINDEC-I0-

DLTUA - Tests TU16/TM02 functions 
(read/write/space etc.) 

3. TM02/TU16 Data Reliability Program, 
MAINDEC-ll-DZTUA - Writes and 
reads user-determined data patterns, and 
thereby tests TU16 and TM02 circuitry. The 
program provides printouts whenever any 
errors occur. 

4. TM02 Drive Function Timer, MAINDEC
ll-DZTUD and MAINDEC-lO-DLTUA -
Tests for proper tape motion timing (speed, 
acceleration, deceleration) and data transfer 
rate. 

5. TU16 Utility Driver, MAINDEC-ll
DZTUE and MAINDEC-lO-DLTUA -
(BRUTUS - Brute Force Subroutine) -
Performs up to 15 operational functions de
termined by the user. 

6. Data Tape Create, MAINDEC-I1-DZTUF
Utility Program Supplement to Random 
Data Exerciser. Creates a paper tape con
taining a desired data pattern for use as Pat
tern 0 of the Random Data Exerciser. 

3.1.3 Test Function Generator 
The Test Function Generator (TFG) module (M8912) 
is used for off-line testing ofthe TU16 Tape Transport. 
During normal, on-line operation of the TU16, the 
TFG is only used to transmit the Serial Number and 
certain Drive-Type bits tothe TM02; to do so, it must 
be located in section EF of slot 3 of the TU16 back
plane. The Serial Number and Drive-Type information 
required is wired on the backplane at this location. For 
use as an off-line tester, the TFG module must be 
moved to section ABof slot 3. 
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An operating procedure for the TFG is presented in 
flowchart form in Figure 3.1-5. Figure 3.1-6 provides 
additional information on TFG switch settings. The 
TFG module is illustrated in Figure 3.1-7. 

As an off-line tester, The TFG module (Figure 3.1-7) 
controls tape motion, enables TU 16 read and write cir
cuitry, and generates test patterns to be written on 
tape. Three modes of operation are possible: 

1. Start-Stop Read (SS RD) - When the SS 
RD switch (S3) is activated (raised), tape 
motion is initiated; a record of predeter
mined length is read; tape motion is then 
terminated. This cycle is repeated as long as 
the SS RD switch is up. 

2. Start-Stop Write (SS WRT) - When the SS 
WRT switch (S2) is activated (raised), tape 
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motion is initiated; a record of predeter
mined length, consisting of preselected char
acters, is written on tape; tape motion is then 
terminated. This cycle is repeated as long as 
the SS WRT switch is up. 

3. Continuous Write (WRT) - When the 
WRT switch (S 1) is activated (raised), power 
is supplied to the write drivers and they are 
continuously driven with a preselected pat
tern. Tape motion is controlled from the 
front panel. 

When the tester card is located in the TU16 module, 
location AB, the pin labeled TESTER ENABLE L is at 
ground potential (drawing M8912, sheet 3). This 
enables the TEST PE H and TEST DEN H switches. 
With the LED on, the TEST PE H and TEST DEN H 
switches affect the recording density as controlled by 
the M8911 Slave Clock module. The TESTER 
ENABLE L level asserts LOCAL H, preventing the 
transport from going on-line. 

An eight-bit counter, constructed from two 74197 up
counters, controls a preset record length. The preset 

I 
HL -, SS RD SWITCH I 

L.....,.------1 

H 

t ST ONE SHOT L 
L 

WRT CLK TEST ENB L H -r----i 
(RECORD PULSE) * L READ 

count is entered from the S4 switches [S4 (1-8)]. Both 
the SS RD and SS WRT functions use the counter to 
control record length. The WRT function is con
tinuous and does not use a preset panel. 

A 16-bit shift register, constructed from two 74199 
8-bit shift registers, allows various data test patterns to 
be generated. Switches on SS and S6 select the data 
pattern to be loaded into the register. When shifted 
out, the test data patterns (TEST DATA A Hand L 
and TEST DA TAB Hand L) are wired to the Data 
Multiplex on the LAW module (M8910) and written on 
tape. 

The start-stop repetition rate during SS RD and SS 
WRT can be modified by adjusting R23. The range of 
adjustment is determined by switch S4, segment 9. 

3.1.3.1 Theory of Operation - The following para
graphs describe the theory of operation of the TFG 
module in its three functional modes. The discussions 
reference the TFG schematic (TFG 3). 

SS RD Function - Figure 3.1-8 illustrates SS RD 
timing. When the SS RD switch (S3) is closed, El - pin 
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10 goes low and triggers the First One Shot delay. 
FIRST ONE SHOT L, input to the LAW module 
(M8910), initiates tape motion; the direction of tape 
motion is determined by the direction switch on the 
TU16 control box. FIRST ONE SHOT also presets the 
8-bit counter (E1S and E22) and loads the 16-bit shift 
register (E13 and E23). 

When the First One Shot delay times out, flip-flop E8 
is clocked set and asserts WRT CLK TEST ENB L. 
This signal is used in the Slave Clock and Motion Delay 
module (M8911) to enable WRT CLK and RECORD 
PULSE L pulses. The RECORD PULSE L pulses now 
clock the TFG 8-bit counter and 16-bit shift register. 
When the counter overflows, the Third One Shot delay 
is triggered and negates WRT CLK TEST ENB L, in
hibiting further RECORD PULSE L pulses. 

When the Third One Shot delay times out, FOURTH 
ONE SHOT H is generated, and causes tape motion to 
terminate. When the Fourth One Shot delay times, the 
First One Shot is again triggered; the cycle begins 
again. The start-read-stop cycle continues as long as 
the SS RD switch is depressed. 

H 
SS WRT SWITCH 

SS WRT Function - Figure 3.1-9 illustrates SS WRT 
timng. The Start-Stop Write function operates in a 
manner similar to the SS RD function, except that SET 
TEST WRE L is asserted along with WRT CLK TEST 
ENB L. SET TEST WRE L causes the write and erase 
heads to be energized. When RECORD PULSE L 
pulses clock the shift register (E13 and E23), the con
tents of the register are rotated. The shift register 
outputs (TEST DATA A Hand L and TEST DATA B 
Hand L) can be jumpered to the LAW Data Write 
Multiplex and written on tape. 

Continuous Write Function - The continuous write 
function works differently than the SS WRT function 
in that in the continuous test mode, no starting and 
stopping occurs. One continuous write operation com
mences with the setting of the WRT switch and ends 
with the opening of the switch. Tape motion (starting 
and stopping) is controlled at the Control Panel. 

As the WRT switch is closed, WRT CLK TEST ENB L 
and SET TEST WRE L are asserted. This enables 
RECORD PULSE L pulses and passes write current to 
the heads. The eight-bit counters are not used in the 
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continuous write operation. Instead, the shift registers 
are clocked by inverted RECORD PULSE L pulses and 
whatever data pattern was in the shift register switches 
is shifted out on the TEST DA T A lines to be written 
and observed. The THIRD ONESHOT delay is in
hibited which eliminates the start-stop operations. 

Ifthe operator desires a test data pattern other than the 
. pattern presently in the shift register switches, he must 
first run a SS RD operation with the desired test data 
pattern. It is the only method for loading new in
formation from the switches into the shift register. 

The continuous write operation continues until the 
WRT switch is opened; this clears the WRT flip-flop 
and removes the write current and record pulses. 

3.1-8 



3.2.1 System Oocks 
All free-running system clock waveforms used in the 
TU16/TM02 are generated from a 2.3-MHz, crystal 
controlled clock located on the TU16 Slave Clock and 
Motion Delay module (M8911). The 2.3-MHz clock is 
divided down to 144 kHz, and is transmitted to the 
TM02 via the slave bus [CLOCK (SB)] by an on-line, 
selected transport loaded with tape. On the Tape Con
trol Common Mode (TCCM) module (M8903), this 
144-kHz clock is further divided to provide: 

DATA HALF 
800 BPI CLK 
200 BPI CLK 

72kHz 
36kHz 
9kHz 

These clocks perform various housekeeping functions 
in the TM02. For example, 800 BPI CLK clocks the 
Motion Delay Counter (TCCM 3); 200 BPI CLK counts 
the IDB Counter, Write End Counter, and Shutdown 
Counter. 

DATA HALF is essentially a 1600-bpi clock, and is 
used in functions pertaining to PE mode. For instance, 
it clocks the Character Counter on the Tape Control
PEmodule(TCPE4). 

3.2.2 Write Clock 
The TU16/TM02 is capable of reading and writing 
data at several bit densities. To do this, a separate 
clock signal, whose frequency depends on the tape data 
density, must be developed; WRT CLK is this signal. 
WRT CLK is transmitted to the TM02 by a selected, 
powered TUI6, loaded with tape and running at speed 
(except during a rewind). It is used in the TM02 to 
produce the following clock signals: 

WB CLK Clocks the TCCM Write Buffer 
(TCCM2) 

ST CLK U sed to generate PE write data states 
in the Tape Control-PE module 
(TCPE2) 

3.2-1 

PECLK 

CLOCKS 
CONTENTS 

3.2.1 System Clocks 
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3.2.3 Performance Checks 
3.2.4 Adjustments 
3.2.5 Troubleshooting 

Used in PE mode to control TCCM 
Write Multiplex (TCCM 2). 

WRT CLK is generated in the following manner. A 
number is preset into a 74161 (synchronously loaded) 
binary counter (SC 3), which is then upcounted at 575 
kHz. When the counter overflows, WRT CLK H is 
asserted and causes the counter to be preset at the 
leading edge ofthe next 575-kHz clock pulse. With the 
counter preset, WRT CLK will be negated by the 
trailing edge of that same 575-kHz clock pulse. The 
counter will be clocked up as before, until overflow, 
and the cycle is repeated. 

The presets of the 74161 counter are determined by 
various signals and conditions. These are listed in 
Table 3.2-1, along with the resulting counter presets, 
WRT CLK frequency, and density. Note that WRT 
CLK frequency for 1600 bpi is four times that of 800 
bpi. This is because 1600 bpi is used only in PE mode, 
and PE mode requires a double frequency WRT CLK. 

Obviously, the frequency of the cycle will vary with the 
magnitUde of the preset. Figure 3.2-1 shows timing dia
grams for presets of -1 (-n=2s complement of n), -2, 
and -3. Note that for a preset of on, the frequency of 
WRT CLK, fWRT CLK = [5751 (n + 1)] kHz. 

3.2.3 Performance Checks 
Verification of the clock system is accomplished as 
follows: 

1. With a TU16 selected, loaded and on line, 
observe with an oscilloscope, a 9 kHz square 
wave at F0651 ofthe TM02. 

2. Completion of Drive Function Timer diag
nostic without out-of-range errors. (The 
diagnostic may fail for reasons other than 
the clocks. Troubleshooting a failure should 
begin with the diagnostic printout.) 



3.2.4 Adjustments 
None. 

evaluation of the trouble symptoms and good trouble
shooting judgement are necessary to successfully apply 
Figure 3.2-2 to practical troubleshooting situations. 

3.2.5 Troubleshooting 
Figure 3.2-2 provides a guide for analyzing particular 
troubles using the engineering drawing set. Careful 

Table 3.2-1 
Write Clock Frequencies 
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REGISTER READING AND WRITING 

3.3 INTRODUCTION 
The Massbus Controller performs register transfers to 
control and determine the status of the TU16/TM02. 
These register transfers are performed on the control 
bus ofthe Massbus. 

3.3.1 Register Write 
The Massbus Controller writes into TM02 registers to 
control TU16/TM02 operations. To accomplish a 
register write (Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-2), the controller 
simultaneously: 

• Places a three-bit address code on the Drive 
Select lines. 

• Places the five-bit register select code of the 
desired register on the Register Select lines. 

• Places the information to be written on the 
Control lines. 

• Places a parity bit (odd parity) on the CPA 
line. This parity bit is associated with the 
data on the Control lines. 

• Asserts CTOD H. 

The controller now waits for these signals to settle (325 
ns) and then asserts DEM H. 

All drives daisy-chained on the Massbus examine the 
Drive Select lines (MBI 2), but only the drive whose 
unit select jumper block configuration corresponds to 
the signals on the Drive Select lines is conditioned to 
respond to DEM H. All drives decode the Register 
Select lines, but only the selected drive will utilize the 
information on these lines. 

3.3-1 

CONTENTS 

3.3.1 Register Write 
3.3.2 Register Read 
3.3.3 Attention Summary Register (R04) 
3.3.4 Performance Checks 
3.3.5 Adjustments 
3.3.6 Troubleshooting 

When DEM H is received by the selected TM02, a 
200-ns PULSE H is generated, which produces ASYC 
WRT L (also of200-ns duration). 

In the meantime: 

1. The TM02 has checked for control bus pari· 
ty(MBI4) (M8909, sheet 4) and, if detected, 
a parity error SET CMB PE L has been as
serted. 

2. The TM02 has decoded the Register Select 
lines and generated Rn L (MBI 2) (where n 
designates the selected register). If Rn is a 
nonexistent register, SET ILR (Set Illegal 
Register) is generated. 

3. IfRn is not R3 (Maintenance register) or R4 
(Attention Summary register) and GO Lis 
asserted (i.e., an operation other than re
wind is. being executed), then the TM02 
generates SET RMR (Set Register Modifi
cation Refused), (MBI 2). 

If neither SET ILR or SET RMR has been asserted, 
ASYC WRT L generates REG WRT L. REG WRT L, 
along with Rn L, load the selected register with the data 
on the Control lines. IfSETCMBPE, SETILR, or SET 
RMR were asserted, the corresponding bits in the 
Error register are set (MBI 11). 

The trailing edge of PULSE L triggers a 70-ns one-shot 
(MBI 2). When the 70-ns one-shot times out, TRA is 
asserted and transmitted to· the Massbus Controller. 
This signal, when received by the Massbus Controller, 
notifies it that the write sequence in the TM02 is over. 
The controller therefore negates DEM H and this in 
turn negates TRA (MBI 1); the register transfer is over. 
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Figure 3.3-2 Register Write Timing Diagram 

3.3.2 Register Read 
The Massbus Controller can read any TM02 register to 
determine the status of the TU16/TM02. To do so 
(Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-4), the controller simultane
ously: 

• Places a three-bit drive address code on the 
Drive Select lines. 

• Places the five-bit register select code ofthe 
desired register on the Register Select lines. 

• Negates CTOD H. 

The controller now waits 325 ns for these signals to 
settle on the Massbus and then asserts DEM H. 

Drive select recognition and register select recognition 
occur in the same way as for a register write (MBI 2); 
only the selected TM02 will respond. 

When DEM H is received by the selected TM02, a 
200-ns PULSE H is generated. If a nonexistent register 
is decoded on the Register Select lines, SET ILR H will 
be generated, and, on the leading edge of PULSE H, 
the ILR bit of the Error register will be set. If a legal 

3.3-3 

register has been addressed, Rn L (as decoded from the 
Register Select lines, where n is the selected register) 
will multiplex the bits of the selected register to the 
Control Line Latches (MR4 and Figure 3.3-5). 

The register multiplexers are located on several of the 
TM02 logic modules, but their outputs are "common 
collectored." Table 3.3-1 lists the location in the engi
neering drawing set ofthe various multiplexers. 

The trailing edge of PULSE L triggers a 70-ns one
shot, (MBI 2) which causes LCTOD L to be asserted. 
LCTOD loads the Control Line Latches with the multi
plexed register contents and gates the register contents 
onto the Control lines. 

When the 70-ns one-shot times out, TRA is asserted 
and transmitted to the Massbus Controller. Upon re
ceipt of TRA H, the controller strobes in the data on 
the Control lines and negates DEM H. DEM H, a low, 
nehates TRA L in the TM02, and also negates LCTOD 
L. With LCTOD L negated, the type 74173 Control 
Line Latches produce high level (+5 V), high im
pedance outputs. 
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Table3.3-! 
Register Locations 

Register Bit Source 

Drawing Sheet 

00 Control M8909 5 
01 Status 
02 Error M8909 11 
03 Maintenance M8905 2,3,5 
04 Attention Summary M8909 3 
05 Frame Count M8909 8 
06 Drive Type M8912 2 
07 Check Character M8905 3 

andM8901 3,5,7 
10 Serial Number M8912 2 
11 Tape Control M8905 6 
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3.3.3 Attention Summary Register (R04) 
The Attention Summary register is shared by all 
TM02s (and other drives) that are connected to a 
particular Massbus Controller. Therefore, when 
reading or writing this register, it is not required to 
place any address code on the Drive Select lines of the 
Massbus. Each TM02 is enabled to respond when it 
decodes R4 L from the Register Select lines. It should 
be noted, however, that the DEMAND-TRANSFER 
"handshake" is carried on in the normal manner by the 
TM02. 

3.3.3.1 Register 04 Read - To read the Attention 
Summary register, the Massbus Controller performs 
its usual register read sequence; however, no particular 
TM02 address code need be placed on the Drive Select 
lines. When each TM02 decodes R4 L (MBI 2) from the 
Register Select lines, it places its AT A (Attention 
Active) status bit on one of the Control lines of the 
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HI 

Massbus; which Control line is determined by the unit 
select plug configuration (unit number) of the par
ticularTM02. 

A type 74145 BCD decoder (MBI 3 and Figure 3.3-6) 
multiplexes the AT A bit onto the proper Control line. 
Inputs DO, Dl, and D2 of the decoder are the unit 
select (US0-2) configuration of the TM02. If register 
4 is being read and the ATA bit is asserted, input D3 is 
low (units 0 and 2 in Figure 3.3-6). The input to the 
BCD decoder is therefore the unit select configuration; 
the appropriate output is asserted low, but is later in
verted by the Massbus Drivers. 

IftheATA bit is not asserted (unit 1 in Figure 3.3-6), D3 
is high and the decoder decodes 8 or higher ( 8 + n for 
unit n). Since only outputs 0-7 of the decoder are 
used, this condition will not produce a high on the 
Control lines. 
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3.3.3.2 Register 04 Write - To write the Attention 
Summary register, the Massbus Controller performs 
the usual register write sequence. However, it need not 
specify a particular TM02 on the Drive Select lines. 
The DEMAND-TRANSFER handshake is carried out 
in the normal manner,. but TM02 internal operation is 
slightly different. 

When REG WRT L is generated, one of the Control 
lines is multiplexed (MBI 3) into the TM02. If the sig
nal on the Control line is high, it resets the AT A flip
flop; if it is low, it has no effect. The Control line is 
selected by the unit select configuration (US 0---2) of 
the particular TM02, input to a type 74151 multi
plexer. 

3.3.4 Performance Checks 
Most of the circuitry used to read and write registers is 
exercised by the TM02/TU16 Control Logic Test 
diagnostic (see Paragraph 3.1.2). 

3.3.5 Adjustments 
None. 

3.3.6 Troubleshooting 
For troubleshooting register read and register write 
operations, use the flowcharts in Figures 3.3-1 and 
3.3-3; the information in Figures 3.3-2, 3.3-4, 3.3-5 
and 3.3-6; and the data provided in the documentation 
with the TM02/TU16 Control Logic Test diagnostic 
(see Paragraph 3.1.2). Refer to Table 3.3-2 for more 
troubleshooting information. 

Table 3.3·2 
Register Reading and Writing Troubleshooting 

Item Symptoms: CheckFor:-

1 Massbus controller sets • Software selecting proper TM02 address. 
NED, or constant MCPE. • Proper TM02 address getting to TM02 and being 

acknowledged (Is E8-3 and MBI2 high?). 

• Is demand getting to TM02? «Is DEM H asserted 
atMBI2?). 

• Is transfer generated and reaching Massbus con-
troller? (MBI2, MB2). 

2 ILR bit sets. • Register select lines and register select decoder 
(MBI2). 

3 Data in register read in- • Problem with C mux lines, Coline latches or register 
correctly without CPAR flops (see Figure 3.3-5). 
error. • Problem on processor bus. 

4 Data in register read in- • Massbus cables or transceivers (MB1, MB2, 
correctly with CPAR error. MB3). 

• No -15 V dc at controller. 

5 Access to only every second One bit high on RS lines (MBI2). 
register. 
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3.4 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses the error check sequence per
formed by the TM02, as well as TM02 and system 
responses to error conditions (A TTN and EXC 
asserted). For a detailed discussion of the Error 
register bits, refer to Chapter 2, Paragraph 2.5.3. 

3.4.1 Error Check 
Whenever the Control register is loaded, setting the 
GO bit, an error check is performed. If an error con
dition exists, the operation specified by the function 
code in the Control register is inhibited. 

If any bit in the Error register is asserted, COM PER H 
(Composite Error) is asserted (MBl 10). If the Control 
register is loaded while this signal is asserted, PREY 
ER H (Previous Error) is generated and prevents the 
assertionofOCC (Occupied) on the Massbus (MBl 7). 
This clears the Control register GO bit, which in turn 
sets the TM02 AT A bit and asserts ATTN on the Mass
bus. 

3.4.2 Attention (ATTN) 
Attention (ATTN) is asserted on the Massbus by any 
drive that requires servicing. ATTN is asserted (MBl 3) 
under the following conditions: 

1. At the completion of an erase, space, or 
write tape mark operation 

2. Upon initiation of rewind command 

3. Upon loading a 1 into the GO bit of the Con
trol register while an error condition exists 

4. Upon termination of an operation during 
which an error occurred or SSC was asserted 

ERRORS 
CONTENTS 

3.4.1 Error Check 
3.4.2 Attention (ATTN) 
3.4.3 Exception (EXC) 
3.4.4 Performance Checks 
3.4.5 Adjustments 
3.4.6 Troubleshooting 

s. Upon termination of any operation during 
which END POINT was asserted. 

When the Massbus Controller senses that the ATTN 
line ofthe Massbus is asserted, it must read the Atten
tion Summary register (R04) to determine which 
drive(s) require servicing. It will service each drive 
whose AT A bit is asserted, and will clear the AT A bit of 
the drive upon completion of servicing. 

To service a TM02, the Massbus Controller first reads 
the Status register (R01) to determine why servicing is 
required. If the ERR (Composite Error) bit of the 
Status register is asserted, it will read the Error register 
(R02) to determine which error has occurred, and will 
then proceed accordingly. If the SSC (Slave Status 
Change) bit of the Status register is set, the Massbus 
Controller should poll all the slave TU 16s controlled by 
the TM02 to determine which one requires servicing 
and why. 

3.4.3 Exception (EXC) 
The EXC line of the Massbus is immediately asserted 
(MBl 9) by the TM02 whenever any error occurs during 
a data transfer operation (OCC TM asserted). 

If during a read data operation, an error which is 
serious enough to invalidate data occurs, then the 
TM02 asserts EBL (MBl 9) on the Massbus. This will 
cause the data transfer to be terminated; however, the 
read data operation of the TM02 continues and 
terminates in the normal manner. 

If during a write data operation, an error which is 
serious enough to invalidate data occurs, then the 
TM02 asserts EBL on the Massbus. It also terminates 
the write operation (WRITE END L asserted), 
stopping tape motion after erasing lRG. 

3.4-1 



The following error conditions cause the TM02 to as
sertEBL: 

1. A data transfer operation is attempted while 
an error condition exists in the TM02. 

2. An error condition occurs while the data 
transfer is being initiated. 

3. A Class B error (UNS, OPI, DTE) or an ILF 
error occurs while a data transfer command 
is being executed. 

4. A data error (INC/VPE, DPAR, PEF/LRC, 
COR/CRC) occurs during the data transfer 
operation, while bit 12 (EAODTE) of the 
Tape Control register is set. 

3.4.4 Performance Checks 
The TM02/TU16 Control Logic Test diagnostic (see 
Paragraph 3.1.2) checks the operation of each error bit 
except UNS. The assertion of UNS may be caused by 
the TM02 power supply or the loss of MOL from the 
TU16. 

3.4.5 Adjustments 
None. 

3.4.6 Troubleshooting 
When troubleshooting the error detection circuitry of 
the TU16/TM02, it is preferable to start at the Error 
register itself. Most of the Error register flip-flops are 
located in the Massbus Interface (MBI-10. The rest 
are located as follows: 

1. INC/VPE, PEF/LRC, and COR/CRC are 
on TCPE-2/CNRZ-2. 

2. CS/ITM is on TCPE-2/CNRZ-4. 

3. NSG is on TCCM-S. 

Table 3.4-1 lists errors which could be detected during 
certain operations and remain asserted after the 
operation is completed. If errors other than those in
dicated occur, the TU16/TM02 error detection cir
cuitry should be suspect. Use the TM02/TU16 Control 
Logic Test diagnostic (see Paragraph 3.1.2) to locate 
error circuitry which may be malfunctioning. Other 
errors along with some associated troubleshooting aids 
are given in Tables 3.4-2,3.4-3 and 3.4-4. 

Table 3.4-1 
TU16/TM02 Operations and Possible Errors 

~ U U 
~ ~ 

~ 
Errors ~ ~ > ~ U 

~ 
~ 

~ ........ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v:l ~ 
~ ~ ~ f u ........ ~ 

== == 

~ 
~ ~ 

v:l U v:l ~ ~ ~ 0 
Operations U Q Z ~ u Q 0 u 

Write to any register* X X X 
Read fromm any register X 
Load CS1 with "NO-OP" X X X X X X 
Load CS1 with "REWIND-OFF LINE" X X X X X X 
Load CS1 with "REWIND" X X X X X X 
Load CS1 with "DRIVE CLEAR" X X X X X 
Load CS1 with "WRITE TAPE MARK" X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CS1 with "ERASE" X X X X X X X X 
Load CS1 with "SPACE FWD" X X X X X X X X 
Load CS1 with "SPACE REV" X X X X X X X X 
Load CS 1 with "WRITE CHECK FWD" X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CS 1 with "WRITE CHECK REV" X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CSl with "WRITE FWD" X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CS1 with "READ FWD" X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Load CS1 with "READ REV" X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
MASSBUS INIT X 
Write into AS or MT register X X 

*Except AS or MT. 
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Table 3.4-2 
ControUer, Massbus Cable, Software and Power Supply Errors 

Error Bit Mnemonic 
Manual Reference 

Table No. Print Reference Diagnostic 

Illegal Function 00 ILF 2-6 SetlFLLogic: (MBIS, MBI7); DZTUC, Test 20 
ILF Flop (MBIll); ILF Multiplexer (MBIlO) 

Illegal Register 01 ILR 2-6 Register select lines (MB 1, MB2); DZTUC, Test 27 
Register select logic (MBI2); 
ILR Flop (MBIll); 

Register Modification Refused 02 RMR 2-6 RMR Logic (MBI2); RMR Flop (MBI11) DZTUC, Test 21 
RMR Multiplexer (MBIlO) 

Control Bus Parity 03 CPAR 2-6 Clines (MBIl, MBI2, MBI3); CPARFlop(MBU1); DZTUC, Test 3 
C Bus Multiplexer (MBI3, MBI4, MBIS, MBI8, 
TCCM7, MR2 through MR6) 

Format Error 04 FMT 2-6 Format Bits (MR6); ILF Decode (BF3) DZTUC, Test 23 

Data Bus Parity 05 DPAR 2-6 Parity tree (BF3); DPAR Flop (MBIll); DZTUC, Test 24 
Clines (MBIl, MBI2, MBI3) 

Non-Executable Function 11 NEF 2-6 Analyze program to determine which offive - .... _ .......... _-
causes are the most probable. Logic decoding 
of conditions is on MBI7. 

Drive Timing Error 12 DTE 2-6 Caused by failure in SYNC CLK/WCLK sequence DZTUC, Test 30 
(BF2) or Occupied Line (MBI7). 

Unsafe 14 UNS 2-6 MO L not present (MBI7); H740 ACLO is asserted ---_ ... _-_ ..... 



Error 

Operation 
Incomplete 

Frame Count 
Error 

Mode of 
Operation 

NRZ 

PE 

Table 3.4-3 
Tape Read/Write Errors 

Bit Mnemonic Symptom Probable Cause 

13 OPI Go to Paragraph 3.5.10.3 

09 FCE During a Read Operation no other The RHll was expecting a longer 
Error Register bits are set. record. This is normal when tape 

format is unknown. 

In the NRZ mode, during a read or Usually indicates the G056 output 
write operation, other data error bits changed during the assertion of 
are present. RSDO. Verify signal amplitudes and 

tape speed. 

During a write operation Usually indicates tape error caused 
early detection of postamble. 

Table 3.4-4 
Analysis of Data Errors* 

Symptom Probable Cause 

PEF /LRC error only The LRC character or the LRC checking logic is at 
fault. 

VPE with FCE error Usually indicates G056 transistion during RSDO 
causing SET VPE L on M8911. The trouble could be a 
badly damaged tape, poor velocity regulation, a worn 
head or a faulty G056. 

CRC and LRC errors without VPE while in the for- Problem is in the CRC character. 
ward direction. 

CSIITM error and NRZ runs. Indicates a problem in detecting the end ofthe Pre-
amble in one or more tracks. 

IN C without any bits being set in the CC Register Intermittent deskew channel in the TM02. 

*Troubleshoot data errors (INC/VPE, PEF /LRC, COR/CRC, CS/ITM) using the appropriate read/write troubleshooting sec
tions of Chapter 3 and the information contained in this table. 



3.5 INTRODUCTION 
TU16 tape motion can be controlled by the TM02 via 
the slave bus, or by the TU16 control panel switches 
(Figure 3.5-1), depending on whether the transport is 
on-line or off-line. The motion control logic in the 
LA W module (M891O) provides proper sequencing 
and control during TU16 operations. It enables the 
vacuum motor and provides the signals that control the 
capstan drive circuitry. 

The H606 Power Board contains the capstan drive cir
cuitry and the tape reel braking and motor control cir-

3.5.1 
3.5.2 
3.5.3 
3.5.4 
3.5.5 
3.5.6 
3.5.7 
3.5.8 
3.5.9 
3.5.10 

TAPE MOTION 

CONTENTS 

TU16 Power Board 
Motion Control Logic 
Manual Control Operation 
Tape Unit Status Sensors 
On-Line Operation 
Tape Motion Initiation (On-Line) 
Tape Motion Termination (On-Line) 
Performance Checks 
Adjustments 
Troubleshooting 

cuits. The direction and velocity of capstan rotation are 
determined by three signals (FOR H, REV IREW H, 
and REWIND CAP H) from the motion control logic. 
These signals, therefore, determine the direction and 
speed oftape motion. The tape reel braking and motor 
control circuits activated by the vacuum switches in the 
vacuum columns operate to maintain a reservoir of 
tape within the columns. The vacuum system operates 
to supply tape to the capstan at constant tension. 

3.5.1 TU16 Power Board (H606) 
The TU16 Power Board (H606) is divided into two 

IT;; ;;E~:;;O;':- - - - - - - - - - --I 
I LAW TU16 I 

(MB9101 CONTROL 

I PANEL I 
OFF-LINE; SWITCHES 

------- @~'tr~TRAN I 
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VACUUM SERVO CONTROL <J /\ 
MOTOR AND DRIVE Qb 
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AND MOTOR REEL MOTORS I 
SWITCHES CONTROL AND BRAKES 

I (@ I 
L ________________ J 
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Figure 3.5-1 Tape Motion Control Block Diagram 
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main areas: Capstan Servo Control and Oriver Circuits 
and the Tape Reel Braking and Motor Control Cir
cuits; the discussions reference the H606-0-1 
schematics. 

3.5.1.1 Capstan Servo Control and Driver - The 
heart of the transport mechanism is the capstan sub
system, which transports the tape across the read/ 
write/erase head assembly at the desired speed. The 
capstan is controlled by a velocity-feedback servo loop, 
shown in Figure 3.5-2. Refer also to sheet 3 ofthe H606-
0-1 schematics. As a forward command enters the logic 
(FOR H), Ql is biased correctly to turn on. With Ql 
turned on, the voltage present at the base of Q7 is 
higher than the -8 V at the emitter, resulting in Q7 
being turned on. If either reverse or rewind is selected, 
signal REV /REW H becomes true and turns Q2 on, 
while forward selects Q7. Notice that the collectors of 
both Q2 and Q7 are tied together. That output line is 
the running speed line going to the "-" input of the 
operational amplifier. Oiodes 07 and 010 detect the 
more positive and more negative levels from Q2 and 
Q7, respectively, when selected. Therefore, when Q2 is 
on (Q7 off), 07 conducts and when Q7 is on (Q20ff), 
010 conducts. Resistors R12 and R13 are the reverse 
and forward speed adjustments. They are each ad
justed to move tape at 45 in.!sec. Refer to Paragraph 
3.5.9 for more detailed information concerning ad
justments. 

Transistors Q8, Q9, and Q10 constitute a -8 V series 
regulator which biases the forward (Q7) logic. Transis-

CAPSTAN 
MOTOR 

TACHOMETER 0 

tors Q4, Q5, and Q6 make up a +8 V series regulator 
which supplies regulated +8 V to the reverse (Q2) 
logic. Circuit schematic ORVR 3 (H606, sheet 3) lists 
test points available for checking these supplies. 

The tachometer feedback signal (TACH V) is filtered 
and applied to the" +" input of the operational ampli
fier (comparator). The tachometer produces an output 
voltage (TACH V) proportional to the velocity of the 
capstan. The capstan servo amplifier (72741 at Ell) 
compares the tachometer output with a reference volt
age that is proportional to the desired capstan velocity 
and generates an appropriate error voltage. The error 
voltage (SERVO SIGNAL) is further amplified by the 
capstan motor driver, which drives the capstan motor. 
Thus, if the capstan is running slower than the desired 
speed, the SERVO SIGNAL and, consequently, the 
voltage impressed on the capstan motor increase, 
speeding up the capstan. If the capstan is running too 
fast, the capstan velocity is similarly decreased. 

When the capstan is at rest and a forward command is 
issued, the difference between TACH V (0 V) and the 
forward (Q7) circuitry is quite large. This causes the 
error voltage comparator to produce SERVO 
SIGNAL, which goes on to the driver cIrcuitry to allow 
the capstan velocity to approach 45 in.!sec forward 
velocity. . 

Resistor R21 is the balance adjustment resistor found 
in the comparator feedback loop. It is adjusted for zero 

CAPSTAN 

TACHOMETER FEED SACK 

r----------- --. ----. --. -. , 
I FORWARD REFERE.NCE I 
I VOLTAGE GENERATOR I 
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Figure3.5-2 ServoFeedbackLoop 
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capstan creep with no input. The procedure for ad
justment may be found in Paragraph 4.19.1 

Due to the danger of "spooking" (slippage between ad
jacent layers oftape on the reels), which can damage 
tape by stretching or buckling it, the tape reels cannot 
be accelerated as quickly as the capstan for high-speed 
(rewind) operation. For normal (45 in.lsec forward 
and reverse) operation, the vacuum columns buffer 
enough tape to allow time for the reels to catch up with 
the rapid accelerations and decelerations of the 
capstan. However, the buffer columns cannot contain 
enough tape to allow the capstan to accelerate and 
decelerate at its normal high rates to and from the 150 
in.lsec rewind velocity. For this reason, the rewind 
command logic uses two signals (REV /REW Hand 
REWIND CAP H) to control the rewind velocity of the 
capstan. 

When a rewind command is issued, signal REV /REW 
H is asserted, causing the capstan to accelerate imme
diately to 45 in.lsec just as in a normal reverse 
operation. Then REWIND CAP H is asserted; 
transistor Q3 is turned on, placing an increasing 
current on the running speed line. This causes a 
ramped rewind reference voltage generator (RI0/C13 
time constant) to gradually increase the rewind speed, 
exponentially approaching 150 in.lsec at a rate at 
which the reels can be accelerated. Resistor R11 is used 
to fine-adjust the rewind speed. Refer to Paragraph 
3.5.2 forfurtherinformation. 

Refer now to sheet 4 of schematic H606-0-1. This is the 
circuitry that drives the capstan motor. When SERVO 
SIGNAL enters, it splits and goes to both the right and 
left sides of the drawing. Transistors Q31 and Q32 
sense the SERVO SIGNAL polarity for the forward 
(+) and reverse (-) directions, respectively. The cir
cuitry involving transistors Q33, Q34, and Q35 
provides current amplification for the forward 
direction, providing MOTOR with the current 
necessary to drive the motor. Transistors Q36, Q37, 
and Q38 operate in a similar manner for the reverse 
direction. 

The SERVO SIGNAL line also goes to the left of the 
drawing; diode D38 shunts a positive SERVO SIGNAL 
for forward and diode 39 shunts negative levels for 
reverse. These two diodes are connected to the collec
tors ofthe two differential amplifiers (Q24 and Q26). 
The current (MOTOR) through the motor anq, con
sequently, its acceleration rate, would be functions of 
such loosely controlled parameters as power supply 
voltage, motor armature resistance (a function of 

temperature), and the back emf of the motor if some 
precautions were not taken. By current-limiting the 
output ofthe power current amplifier, the acceleration 
and deceleration rates of the capstan in normal (i.e., 
forward and reverse) operation become accurately con
trolled. The SERVO SIGNAL line is full of the large 
variations mentioned previously. Resistor R85 (0.1 
ohm, 1%) in the MOTOR RETURN line senses 
current through the motor and supplies a respective 
signal (through R94) to the bases of the Q24 and Q26 
differential amplifiers. The selected amplifier (Q24, 
forward; Q26 reverse) limits the current to the capstan 
motor and keeps the current between MOTOR and 
MOTOR RETURN constant. 

Transistor Q24 is used in the forward line; Q26 
operates in the reverse. Resistor R89 is the + current 
adjustment used to fine-tune the forward running cur
rent, eliminating large changes in the MOTOR 
RETURN line. Resistor R90 adjusts negative current 
for reverse direction, following a similar philosophy. 
Paragraph 4.19.3 explains the adjustment procedures 
involving these resistors. 

3.5.1.2 Tape Reel Braking and Motor Control Cir
cuits - Sheets 5 and 6 of schematic H606-0-1 illustrate 
the braking and motor control circuits. As explained in 
the previous paragraphs, it is necessary to buffer a 
small amount of tape past the read/write/erase head 
assembly without "spooking" the tape on the file and 
take-up reels. For this purpose, vacuum-buffer 
columns are used. The capstan does not directly move 
tape from one reel to another; rather, it removes tape 
from one vacuum column and deposits it in another. 
Each reel motion servo system endeavors to keep its as
sociatedvacuum-buffer column half-filled with tape, 
ready either to supply or to take up tape, as might be 
required by a sudden acceleration ofthe capstan. 

Figure 3.5-4 shows the tape transport vacuum-buffer 
columns and the respective tape-positioning-sensing 
vacuum switches; this figure is referred to again later in 
this section. A vacuum port at the bottom of each 
vacuum-buffer column provides the vacuum which 
draws the tape loop into the column with a constant 
tension, independent of the position or velocity of the 
tape loop. This assures a good, uniform wrap of the 
tape on the reel. In normal operation, the position of 
the tape loop in each vacuum column is sensed by a 
vacuum switch located near the top of each column, 
i.e., the upper motor upper vacuum switch (ta~e-up 
reel column) and lower motor upper vacuum switch 
(the file reel column). These vacuum switches close 
when subject to a vacuum exceeding 10 in. of water and 
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Figure 3.5-3 Reel Motor Amplifier Equivalent 
Circuit 

open when exposed to ambient air pressure. Thus, if 
the tape loop is above the upper vacuum switch in the 
buffer column, the switch is exposed to vacuum; the 
switch is then closed and its corresponding signal (UVS 
for the upper vacuum switches and LVS for the two ad
ditional lower vacuum switches) is at ground. If, how
ever, the tape loop is below a vacuum switch in either 
column, the switch is exposed to ambient air pressure; 
it opens and the corresponding signal is high. 

The reel servo systems endeavor to keep the respective 
tape loops in the brake zones (i.e., between the UVS 
and LVS of each column). Thus, if the capstan stops, 
each reel comes to rest with the tape loop in its brake 
zone; 

If, then, the capstan begins to put tape into a buffer, 
the loop moves down until it passes over the column 
LVS and enters the lower zone. At that point, braking 
is removed and a command is sent to the reel motor 
amplifier to accelerate the reel in order to empty tape 
from the buffer. 

The tape loop continues to move down into the lower 
zone until the reel is emptying tape out of the buffer 
columns as fast as the capstan is putting it in. As the 
motor continues to accelerate the reel, the tape loop 
begins to move up again until is passes the LVS a~d en
ters the braking zone. The motor is then turned off and 

braking is again applied. The tape loop continues to 
move up into the brake zone until the rate at which the 
reel motor is removing tape from the buffer column is 
again equal to the rate at which the capstan is putting 
tape in and, as the reel continues to decelerate, the 
cycle repeats. Thus, the tape loop oscillates about the 
position of the LVS. If the capstan instead removes 
tape from the buffer, the tape loop similarly oscillates 
about the UVS as the motor and brake alternately ac
celerate and decelerate the reel while supplying tape 
the buffer column at the average rate \!.t which the 
capstan is removing it. Figure 3.5-4 also shows the ad
ditional fail-safe vacuum switches used. These 
switches, located above and below the UVS and LVS in 
each column, are used to detect a failure in the tape 
transport mechanism that threatens to damage the 
tape. 

Figure 3.5-3 shows an equivalent circuit of the reel 
motor drive. Each reel motor is connected across a 
transistor bridge, which can connect the motor 
between the -17 V and + 17 V INT power supplies in 
either direction. Under normal operating conditions, 
REEL MTR ENABLE L is asserted and the reel motor 
responds to control by the vacuum switch signals. 
When a UVS is low (closed), the reel motor is con
nected across the power supplies in the direction that 
drives tape into the buffer column. When a UVS is high 
(open) and an LVS is low, indicating that the tape is in 
the braking region, the reel motor is shut off. When 
both a UVS and LVS are high, the reel motor is con
nected across the power supply in the direction that 
removes tape from a buffer. 

Each reel motor amplifier has an additional input, 
REELMTR PLS H, which is used during the loading 
sequence to start tape into the vacuum column. The 
REEL MTR PLS signal is asserted during the tape 
loading sequence to cause the reel motor to feed a few 
inches of slack tape into the buffer column sealing the 
buffer column and allowing vacuum to build up in the 
column. The loading sequence is explained in more 
detail later . 

When tape is not loaded, or when a failure is detected 
by the fail-safe switches, REEL MTR ENABLE L is 
negated, disablingthe vacuum switch signals, and the 
+ 17 V INT is interrupted, removing power from the 
reel motors. 

Tape Reel Motor Control Operation - The reel motors 
circuit operation still references sheets 5 and 6 of 
schematic H606-0-1 and Figure 3.5-4. Because the 
upper motor circuitry (take-up reel) functions identi-

3.5-4 
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cally to the lower motor circuitry (file reel), only the 
lower motor circuitry is detailed in this section. 

Referring to Figure 3.5-4, notice that the file reel is 
associated with the right vacuum column. The column 
is numbered, 1,2, and 3 with respect to what happens 
when tape is in one ofthose numbered areas. The three 
possibilities are described in the following paragraphs. 

1. Supplying Tape to the Vacuum Column -
Refer to the H606-0-1 schematic, sheet 5. 
When tape is in position 1, both the L WR 
MTR UVS and LWR MTR LVS are ex
posed to the vacuum and are, therefore., 
low. This places low levels at the bases of 
both Q11 and Q12, keeping them turned off 
and resulting in high level outputs from both 
collectors. With both LWR MTR UPR SW 
(LWR MTR UVS inverted) and El-pin 11 
high, signal L WR MTR UVS/LVS is low. 

Refer to H606, sheet 6. Signal LWR MTR 
UVS/LVS low puts a low level at the input 
(base) of Q28, keeping Q28 off. This indi
cates the column is empty. The LWR MTR 
UPR SW high level and REEL MTR EN
ABLE low make REEL MTR PLS high at 
the base ofQ45, turning Q45 on. The base of 
transistor Q43 is clamped approximately 
three diode drops below + 17 V. The base of 
Q43 is lower in potential than the emitter 
potential, so it turns on. This results in a 
voltage divider network from + 17 V INT 
down through R141, R143, and R144 to -17 
V, resulting in approximately + 15 V on the 
coll.ector of Q43 and -15 V at the junction of 
R143 and R144. The +15 V is also present 
on the base of Q42, turning it on; -15 V on 
the base of Q41 turns it on. Transistor Q42 
places +17 V INT on the LWR MTR RT 
line. Transistor Q41 places -17 V on the 
L WR MTR line, resulting in 34 V across 
LWR MTR. The LWR MTR (file reel) turns 
in a clockwise direction, placing tape into 
the right vacuum column. 

2. No Action - As soon as the tape enters the 
area marked 20n Figure 3.5-4, the UVS is no 
longer exposed to vacuum pressure, but in
stead is exposed to open air. This makes the 
LWR MTR UVS line high, turning on Q11 
and making LWR MTR UPR SW low. With 
LWR MTR UPR SW low and TP8 still high, 
signal LWR MTR UVS/LVS remains low. 

Now both the LWR MTR UVS/LVS and 
LWR MTR UPR SW lines are low. 

The LWR MTR UVS/LVS low level keeps 
Q28 off. The L WR MTR UPR SW low level 
keeps Q45 off. With both Q28 and Q45 off, 
no paths are connected to drive the L WR 
MTR, so nothing happens (motor does not 
turn). 

3. Remove Tape from the Vacuum Column -
If tape continues to go into the right vacuum 
column (i.e., the capstan may be putting it 
in), it passes point 3. Now both the UVS and 
LVS are exposed to air pressure, putting 
ground levels at the bases ofQ11 and Q12, 
turning them on; LWR MTR UVS/LVS be
comes high and L WR MTR UPR SW be
comes low. The high level of L WR MTR 
UVS/LVS turns Q28 on and LWR MTR 
UPR SW low makes REEL MTR PLS low, 
turning Q45 off. Transistor Q28 turned on 
creates a voltage divider from + 17 V INT, 
through R120 and R119 to ground. The base 
ofQ40 is clamped in the same way Q43 was, 
placing about + 15 V at its base; this turns 
Q40 on. The approximate voltage of + 15 V 
at the base of Q39 turns Q39 on. The -15 V 
at the base of Q44 turns Q44 on. Transistors 
Q39 and Q44 operate in a manner similar to 
the Q41-Q42 combination (when the tape 
was in position 1). However, in this instance, 
the + 17 V INT is connected to the L WR 
MTR line (through Q39) and the -17 V is 
connected to the L WR MTR RT line 
(through Q44). This puts +34 V across the 
L WR MTR with polarity opposite that of 
the supplying tape case, resulting in the reel 
motor turning in the opposite (counterclock
wise) direction and removing tape from the 
right vacuum column. 

Take-Up Reel Operation - The theory and logic 
operation for supplying and removing tape from the 
left vacuum column (take-up reel) is almost identical to 
the file reel operation. The exception is that when 
supplying tape to the column, the take-up reel turns 
counterclockwise (as opposed to clockwise for the file 
reel), and, when removing tape, itturns clockwise. 

Transistors Q47 and Q50 create the network to place 
+17 V INT on the UPR MTR RT line and -17 V on 
the UPR MTR lines, turning the UPR MTR counter
clockwise to supply tape to the left vacuum column. 
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Transistors Q46 and Q51 reverse the polarity of the 
voltage across the UPR MTR and turn it clockwise, 
removing tape from the left vacuum column. 

Brake Control Operation - The brake control logic is 
illustrated on schematic H606-1, sheet 5. The brakes 
used on the TU16 are electromagnetically-operated 
friction brakes. In normal 45 in.lsec operation, when 
UPR MTR UVS is high and: UPR MTR LVS is low 
(i.e., when the tape loop is in the braking zone), ap
proximately 310 rnA of current is driven through the 
brake winding. With signal UPR MTR UVS high and 
signal UPR MTR LVS low, UPR MTR UVS/LVS be
comes low. Tracing the AND of UPR MTR UVS/LVS 
and UPR MTR UPR SW through, it is noticed that 
UPPER BRK ON H is true. This high level turns Q19 
on; this turns Q18 on, which, in turn allows the Q20 
current driver to apply 310 rnA of current to the brake 
winding (as UPPER BRK OUT). This produces 
enough torque to rapidly bring the take-up reel to a 
stop. 

When the tape loop moves out of the brake zone, the 
current is shut off. Because the braking current tends 
to produce a significant residual magnetism in the 
brakes, a short (15 ms) pulse of about 150 rnA current 
is applied in the reverse direction when the brakes are 
released to ensure complete demagnetization and re
lease of braking. As the tape moves out of the brake 
zone, UPPER BRK ON goes away. This low transition 
is ac coupled through C25 to Q21 and Q22 (as UPPER 
BRK ON), resulting in the short pulse. Zener diode 
D25 and R71 (the collector resistor) cause the smaller 
(150 rnA) current. 

During high-speed rewind, the operation of the brake 
circuitry must be modified somewhat to avoid stopping 
the reel whenever the tape loop enters the braking 
zone. Without this modification, the reel motor could 
not accelerate the reel to 150 in.lsec rapidly enough to 
prevent failure. For this reason, when REWIND CAP 
H is asserted and the tape loop enters the brake zone, 
only a short pulse of braking is applied to the reel to 
slow it down but not to bring it to a halt. In the case of 
the take-up reel servo, ifthe tape loop remains in the 
braking zone longer than about 50 ms, a low current of 
about 60 rnA is applied to the brake, further de
celerating the reel. As REWIND CAP H becomes as
serted, signal LOW REWIND BRK L is asserted, 
placing a low level input to the base of Q23. This turns 
Q23 on and allows Q20 to pass an additional low 
current out UPPER BRK OUT. In the case ofthe lower 
(file) reel, this additional st0pcurrent is not necessary. 
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The file reel brake control logic operates otherwise 
identically to the take-up reel braking system. Signal 
LOWER BRK OUT is the line to the file reel brake 
coil. The path for normal braking (when LOWER 
BRK ON high is asserted) is through transistors Q15 
and Q16 to drive 310 rnA out of the LOWER BRK 
OUT line. To compensate for the residual magnetism 
in the brake coil, when LOWER BRK ON is negated, 
the LOWER BRK ON low transition is ac coupled 
through Q53, allowing Q 17 to apply the necessary re
verse current to LOWER BRK OUT. 

The difference in braking of the two reel systems occurs 
because the upper reel is dumping tape into the buffer 
during rewind and is therefore accelerated by torque 
resulting from the tape tension produced by the 
vacuum column. The lower reel, however, is removing 
tape from its buffer and, therefore, the tape tension 
tends to decelerate the lower reel, making low drag 
braking unnecessary. 

Figure 3.5-5 shows the brake current waveforms of each 
reel system during both 45 in.lsec and rewind opera
tions. Whenever tape is not loaded or the fail-safe 
switches detect a failure, and the LOAD/(OFF)/BRK 
REL switch is not in the BRK REL position, signal 
FORCE BRK ON low is asserted. This signal causes 
high (310 rnA) braking to be applied to both reels, re
gardless ofthe signals from the vacuum switches. 

3.5.2 Motion Control Logic 
The motion control logic, shown on the M8910 (LAW) 
drawings, provides the necessary sequencing and 
control forloading tape, rewinding, brake release, and 
shutting down the TU16 if power or the tape unit itself 
should fail. Its main sections are listed and explained 
below. 

Power Clear "- The power clear circuitry consists of a 
power transient detector ahd one-shot. When the 
+ 5 V power supply is turned on, the circuit produces P 
CLR L, which produces LOCAL H; this produces a 20-
ms clear pulse (DELAYED LOCAL L) that resets all of 
the various status flip-flops of the TU16 to the idle, un
loaded, off-line condition, keeps all motors turned off, 
and asserts braking on the reels. Similarly, when the 
+5 V power supply drops to approximately 4.4V, a 
PWR CLR pulse is produced that lasts for 20 ms or 
until the power supply drops too low to operate the 
power clear circuitry (approximately 3 V). 

ServoSystemFailureDetection-As explained in pre
vious text, two fail-safe switches, located in each 
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vacuum-buffer column, define the permissible limits 
of excursion of the tape into those columns. If the tape 
loop in either buffer column goes below fail-safe 
switch, the switch opens and LFS H is asserted. If 
either tape loop is above its upper fail-safe switch, then 
UFS L is asserted. When VACUUM ON L is asserted, 
indicating that tape is loaded, and either LFS H goes to 
1 or UFS L goes to 0, then the FAIL flip-flop (LAWS) 
is set. The effect of FAIL (1) is essentially the same as 
that of the CLR PLS pulse, except that FAIL (1) is a 
level and remains asserted, preventing tape unit opera
tion until manually reset by moving the LOAD/ (OFF)/ 
BRK REL switch to its central OFF position. 

Loading Sequence Logic - Initiation and shutting 
down of the reel motors, brakes, and function control 
logic is controlled by the loading sequence logic. The 
loading sequence logic consists of the RELA Y 
ENABLE flip-flop, the REEL MTR ENABLE Land 
V ACUUM ON L one-shots, and their associated 
gating. The RELAY ENABLE flip-flop is reset by 
either FAIL (1) or the LOAD / (OFF) /BRK REL switch 
being in the OFF position. When RELAY ENABLE is 
reset, the vacuum motor is turned off. Also, the power 
supply interrupts PWR COM INT and +17 V INT, 
which turns off power to the reel and capstan motors. 
The REEL MTR ENABLE L one-shot is held to its 1 
state, negating REELMTR ENABLE L; the VACUUM 
ON L integrating one-shot is held to its 1 state, ne-

gating VACUUM ON L. These prevent the function 
control logic from responding to any command. 

The RELAY ENABLE flip-flop is set by LOAD 
PULSE L, a pulse produced when the LOAD/(OFF)/ 
BRK RELswitch is brought to the. LOAD position. 
When the RELAY ENABLE flip-flop is set, the 
vacuum motor is turned on; RELAYENABLE L is as
serted, clearing FORCE BRK ON and generating 
REEL MTR PLS (H606, sheet 6). Both PWR COM 
INT and + 17 V INT are restored. Signal REEL MTR 
PLS causes each reel motor to dump a small amount of 
tape into the top of its buffer column, sealing it and al
lowing vacuum to build up in the column. When the 
lower fail-safe switches in both vacuum columns sense 
vacuum, the REEL MTR ENABLE L and VACUUM 
ON Ldelays are allowed to begin timing out. Approxi
mately 100 ms is allowed for the vacuum to build up 
and stabilize before the REEL MTR ENABLE L one
shot times out, asserting REEL MTR ENABLE. When 
REEL MTR ENABLE is asserted, the reel servos can 
function normally, bringing the tape loops to the 
middle of the buffer columns. Approximately 3 sec 
later, the VACUUM ONLone-shottimes out, asserting 
VACUUM ON. This allows the function control logic 
to accept commands and also enables failure detection. 
The tape loading sequence is then complete, and the 
transport remains loaded until the RELAY ENABLE 
flip-flop is reset. 
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Brake Release- When the FORCE BRK ON flip-flop 
is set, full braking is applied to both reels. It is set 
whenever the RELAY ENABLE flip-flop is reset, and 
is cleared whenever RELAY ENABLE is set. The 
FORCE BRK ON flip-flop can also be cleared by BRK 
REL SW L, the signal asserted when the LOADI 
(OFF)/BRK REL switch is in the BRK REL position, 
provided that LFS H is asserted. Thus, the lower 
vacuum switches prevent brake release until the vacuum 
has drained out of the buffer columns. Moving the 
LOAD/(OFF)/BRK REL switch from BRK REL to 
the center OFF position causes RELAY ENABLE L to 
be asserted, again setting the FORCE BRK ON flip
flop. 

Rewind Control- Due to the limited rate at which the 
reels can be accelerated and decelerated, a special se
quence of control signals must be generated to perform 
a high-speed rewind operation. The sequence is shown 
in Figure 3.5-6. When the function control logic accepts 
a rewind command, it asserts (see drawing LAW 7) 
signal SET RWD CMD L, which direct sets the RWS 
flip-flop. 

A high level is presented to the pin 12 input of the 7400 
gate in location E41 (LAW 5). This asserts signal 

RWS H 
0 

REWIND CAP DlY H 
(E52 pin 13) 0 

REV/REW H 
0 

REWIND CAP H 
0 

FWD H 
0 

BOT H 
0 

1.40 mll tiel H 
(E52 pin 5) 0 

FOR H 
0 

CAPSTAN 
+45 ips 

0 
VELOCITY 

-45 ips 

-150 ips 

REV IREW H, which accelerates the capstan servo to 
45 in.lsec in the reverse direction. At the same time, 
RWS H triggers a 300-ms delay, which allows the reels 
to stabilize at 45 in.lsec. When the delay times out, it 
asserts signal REWIND CAP H. The REWIND CAP H 
signal causes the capstan servo to gradually accelerate 
to 150 in.lsec in the reverse direction. 

Normally, rewinding continues until the function con
trollogic detects the Beginning of Tape (BOT) marker. 
When BOT is detected, the function control logic as
serts FWD L (LAW 7) and removes REWIND CAP H. 
The assertion of FWD L triggers the 140-ms delay 
(enabled by RWS H). Normal braking is applied and 
the capstan servo gradually decelerates toward 45 
in.lsec, still traveling in the reverse direction past 
BOT. 

When this delay times out, the forward command is 
passed on to the capstan servo as FOR H (LAW 5). The 
capstan accelerates from 45 in.lsec in the reverse 
direction to 45 in.lsec forward. The tape then moves 
forward until the BOT marker is again detected. At 
this point, the function control logic clears FWD L, 
FOR H, and RWS H, and the capstan comes to a stop, 
terminating the rewind. 
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Figure 3.5-6 Rewind Sequence Timing 
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The rewind control logic is designed so that jf there
wind is terminated at any point in the sequence, the 
operation stops without failure and without danger of 
"spooking" the tape. 

Tape Unit Ready and Transport Settling Down - The 
RUNNING H and the transport settling down [SDWN 
(SB) L] signals indicate whether the transport is idle 
(ready to begin an operation) or settling down (coming 
to a halt after performing an operation). When the tape 
transport is on-line and selected by its controller, it 
transmits the signals to the controller to notify the 
controller when it is able to accept another command. 

Whenever an operation is being performed, the func
tion control logic asserts MOTION H. The OR of 
MOTION H (operation in progress) and LOCAL H 
(unit off line) sets the RUNNING H one-shot delay 
(LA W 5), thereby asserting RUNNING H and also in
hibiting the settle-down signal, SDWN (SB) L. When 
both MOTION H and LOCAL Hare negated, the 
RUNNING H one-shot begins to time out andSDWN 
(SB) L is asserted, indicating the transport is ready to 
accept a command to move tape in the same direction 
as the previous command. After approximately 13 ms, 
when the capstan has had time to come to a complete 
stop following any previous operation, the RUNNING 
H one-shot times out, negating SDWN (SB) Land, 
provided MOL H is asserted, asserting Tape Unit 
Ready [TUR (SB) L], thereby indicating that the unit is 
ready to accept any command. 

3.5.3 Manual Control Operation 
Manual operation of the TU16 Tape Transport is ef
fected by the operator contiol box switches (Paragraph 
1.7.1). The detailed operation of each of the switches is 
explained in this section. 

LOAD/(OFF)IBR REL - This switch has three 
operations. In its center, or OFF position, signal OFF 
L is asserted to clear the FAIL and RELAY ENABLE 
flip-flops. When the switch is brought to the LOAD 
position, signal OFF L is negated and LOAD PULSE L 
is asserted for a few microseconds, settingRELA Y 
ENABLE H and initiating the tape loading sequence,. 
When the switch is brought to the BR REL position, 
OFF L is asserted again and the BRK REL SW signal is 
asserted low for brake release. For a more detailed 
explanation ofthese operations, see the relevant para
graphs of Section 3.5.2. 

ON-LINEIOFF-LINE - When this switch is quiescent. 
in either position, no output occurs to change the state 

of the transport. When it is moved fro~its ON-LINE 
to its OfF-LINE position, .oFF LINE SW is momen
tarily asserted low, setting LOCAL H (LA W 6). When 
the ON-UNE/OFF-LINE switch is. moved from its 
OFF-LINE to its ON-LINE position, ON LINE SW is 
asserted low momentarily, negating LOCAL H. 

Unless a rewind operation is in progress, the assertion 
of either OFF LINE SW L or ONLINESW L causes 
the assertion ofINIT L (LAW 8). The assertion of I NIT 
L clears the FWD, RWS and REV flip-flops and 
brings tape motionto a halt. 

The LOCAL signal controls the operating mode of the 
TU16 Tape Transport. When LOCAL L is negated, the 
transport is on-line and all operations of the transport 
are directed bytheTM02 Tape Controller via the Slave 
Bus (SB). When LOCAL H is asserted, the transport is 
off-line and is, effectively, isolated from the slave bus. 
In this mode, tape motion is controlled by the FWD/ 
REW /REV and START/STOP switches,.as discussed 
below. 

FWDlREW lREV - This three-position switch 
selects the direction oftape motion for off-line opera
tions (LAW 7). When it is in the FWD position, 
MANUAL FWD L is asserted; in the REW position, 
MANUAL REW L is asserted; and in the REV posi
tion, MANUAL REV L is asserted. These signals do 
not initiate tape motion, but are strobed by the START 
L pulse as explained below. 

STARTISTOP- When this switch is move<i from its 
START position to the STOP position, signal STOP L 
is asserted for a few microseconds. If the transport is 
off-line (LOCAL H asserted), this causes a corres
ponding pulse at INIT L, clearing the FWD, REW, 
and REV flip-flops and bringing tape motion to a halt. 
When the START/STOP switch is moved to the 
START Rosition, S'( ART Lis asserted, directly setting 
a flip-flop (at coordinates D-7 of drawing LA W 7). The 
high-going transition of this flip-flop is ANDed with 
LOCAL H(transport off-line) and MOTION L (no 
operation in progress) to produce a pulse that strobes 
the MANU AL FWD, REV, and REW lines in an 8266 
multiplexer. The assertion of one' of these lines causes 
the FWD, REV, or RWS flip-flop to be set, initiating 
tape motion in the indicated direction. Note, however, 
that if BOT H is asserted, the signal that sets the RWS 
flip-flop is gated off because the tape is already at BOT. 
Note also that if END PT H is asserted and FWD H is 
set, then INIT L is asserted to clear the FWD flip-flop 
and prevent running off the end ofthe tape. 
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3.5.4 Tape Unit Status Sensors 
The tape status (EOT IBOT) and write lock sensor 
features are discussed in this section. 

EO T/BOT Sensor- To locate the beginning and end 
of the recording area on the tape, the load and end 
points are marked by reflective strips mounted on the 
nonoxide side of the tape. The dimensions and place
ment ofthese strips are shown in Figure 3.5-7. 

The strips are detected by the phototransistors of the 
EOT IBOTsensor assembly. The EOT IBOT assembly 
is located in the wall of the lower vacuum column. It 
consists of an EOT sensor phototransistor, located to 
detect light reflected from the EOT strip; a BOT sensor 
phototransistor, located to detect light reflected from 
the BOT strip; and two light-emitting diodes (LED) 
located opposite the center of the tape, which 
illuminate both the EOT and BOT strips. The LED 
operates in the infrared region and, therefore, 
produces no visible light. The outputs of the EOT and 
BOT signals are amplified, filtered, and converted to 
logic levels, as shown on drawing M8910 (LAW), sheet 
6, producing signals BOT (SB) L, END PT H, and 
END PT (SB) L. 

The assertion of END PT H sets a flip-flop, which re
mains set until either the tape is rewound or EOT is 

I .... o--__ RECoRDING AREA __ --.l 
SEE NOTE 2 

0.03-IN. MAX 

negated while the tape is traveling in the reverse 
direction. Thus, if the tape is moved forward past the 
EOT marker, the END PT flip-flop remains set even 
after the marker is passed and is cleared only by re
winding or reversing the tape back past the EOT 
marker. Setting the END PT flip-flop has the following 
effects: 

1. If the TU16 is off-line (LOCAL H asserted), 
forward tape motion stops and the transport 
does not accept manual forward commands 
until the tape is rewound or reversed off the 
EOTmarker. 

2. The End Point indicator lamp is lit. 

3. If the TU16 is on-line and selected by the 
TM02, the TU16 signal END PT (SB) L is 
asserted. indicating to the TM02 that is has 
passed the end point. 

NOTE 
Notice that if the TU16 is on-line, it 
does not stop automatically upon de
tecting EOT. It is permissible to write 
data up to 10 ft past the end point. It is 
up to the programmer to ensure that he 
does not run past this point. 

PHOTO REFLECTIVE MARKERS 
SEE NOTE 1 

0.498 I :to.002 IN. 

~ )r---""'I\---RIM END HUB ~ L..-____ ~~-t_-___ E_OT _ __:_..J 

REFERENCE ~.. 10 F~T 
EDGE 

I BOT l 0.03-IN. MAX I t 

-

25FT. +5FT. 
-OFT. r-15FT.~IFT'--1 

BACK SIDE::\ 

MAGNETIC SIDE J 
0.0019 r !0.0003IN. 

t 

HUB END 

MAGNETIC SIDE 

FRONT VIEW 

SCHEMATIC OF TAPE WINDING 

NOTES: 
(1) Photo reflective markers shall not protrude beyond 

edge of tape and shall be free of wrinkles and excessive ad
hesive. Marker dimensions: length. 1.2 ± 0.2 inch; width. 
0.19 ± 0,02 inch; thickness, 0.0005 ± 0.0001 inch. 

(2) Minimum for test area: maximum for recording. 
(3) Tape shall not be attached to the hub. 

CP-0223 

Figure 3.5-7 Tape Markers, Recording Area. and Tape Wind 
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The assertioJ). of BOT H has the followingdlects: 
, " " 

1. , The TU16 accepts po new n:wind commands. 

'2. When the TU16 -rewinds into BOT ,(i.e., 
RWS H is asserted, FWD L is asserted, and 
BOT H'becomes -asserted), the FWD flip
flop is set (drawing LA W 7); refer also to the 
description of rewind operation, Paragraph 
3.~.2. 

3. -When the TU16 moves forward into BOT, 
the FWD flip-flop is cleared. (If the RWS 
flip-flop is set at this time, clearing FWD 
also clears RWS, terminating the rewind se
quence.) 

4. The LD PT indicator is lit. 

5. 'If the TU16 is on-line (i.e., LOCAL L ne
gated) and selected byth~ TM02, it asserts 
the transport bus signal BOT (SB) L, indi
cating to the TM02 that it is at BOT. 

WritE! Lock - To protect tapes from inadvertent 
erasure, tape reels are provided with a write enable 
ring. If a reel-of tape is mounted on the TU16 Tape 
Transport with its write epable ring removed, this con
dition is sensed and the transport refuses to honor any 
write conimands._Furth.er, if the transport is on-line 
and selected by its controiler,it asserts WRL (SB) L to 
the TM02 Tape Controller, indicating to the TM02 
that it is write-locked. ' 

The physical write-lock assembly is shown in Figure' 
4-18. ~incipally, the assembly consists of the write
lock solenoid and the write-lock switch. When no 
write enable ring is inserted in the file reel, a feeler at
tached to the end of the solenoid shaft extends into the 
write-lock slot on the back of the reel. This feeler puts 
the write-lock switch in its normally closed position, 
asserting WR LOCK L (drawing LAW 8). When a 
write enable ring is inserted in the file reel, the ring 
pushes back the solenoid shaft. "actu~ting the 
write-lock switch and negating WR LOCK L. If the 
write enable switch is actuated + 17 V INTis turned on 
(i.e., when tape is loaded in the buffer columns) the 
write-lock solenoid is engaged to withdraw the 
write-lock feeler from contact with the ring. This keeps 
the write-lock switch actuated until the tape is un
loaded and reduces wear of the write-lock assembly 
and write enable ring during tape unit operation. ' 

3.5.5 On-Line Operation 
When signal LOCAL L is negated, the TU16 is on-line. 
In this state, all transport operations are directed by 

the TM02 via the slave bus. The slave bus connects the 
TM02 Tape Controller to up to 'eight TU16 Tape 

, Transports. 

_ 3.5.5.1 TrallSport SeleCtion and Status ReportlDg-
, All of the tape transports in a system are 'wired to the 
same slave bus, but only one transport can be logically 
connected to the bus at onetime, i.e., only one trans
port can transmit -its status' to the TM02 Tape 
Controller and respond to commands, and only one 
transport can be reading or writing data at a given 
time. 

, ; ',' 

To select the particular tape transpor:t to converse with 
the tape controller, the controller transmits a binary 
code on bus lines B SEL 1 L, B SEL 2 L, and B SEL 4 L. 
As shown on drawing M8910 (LAW), sheet 6, each 
transport on the l?us compares this code to the trans-

_ port number determined by the unit select plug (signals 
SW1, SW2, and.sW4). Ifthe selection code transmitted 
by the TM02 Tape Controller matches the transport 
number" and the transport is on-line, the SELECT 
LAMP lights; and the transport logically connects 
itself to the slave bus. All other transports remain 
logically disconnected and neither transmit nor respond 
to bus signals. 

When a partiCUlar transport is logically connected to 
the slave l?us, it transmits status information to the 
tape control as follows: 

7CH(SB)L 

BOT(SB)L 

Always negated in the TU16 
Tape Transport. 

Asserted when the tape is posi
tioned at load point (beginning 
of tape). 

END PT (SB) L Asserted when the End Point 
flip-flop is set. 

WRL (SB) L Asserted when the TU16 Tape 
Transport is write-locked. 

RWS (SB) L Asserted when the Rewind 
Status (RWS) flip-flop is set. 

SDWN(SB) L Asserted when the transport is 
settling down following an oper
ation, i.e., asserted for about 
13.5 ms following the command 
to terminate an operation while 
,the capstan is coming to a halt. 
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TUR(SB)L Asserted when the tape unit is 
ready to receive any command; 
i.e., when the transport is 
neither performing an operation 
nor settling down following an 
operation. 

3.5.6 Tape Motion Initiation (On-Line) 
When DRV SET PLS is generated by the Massbus In
terface module (MBI 6), the TM02 negates STOP L 
(TCCM 3) and asserts SLAVE SET PLS L (TCCM 4) 
and EMD L (TCCM 3) on the slave bus (Figures 3.5-8 
and 3.5-9). During a read or write data operation, this is 
a consequence ofthe assertion of RUN H by the Mass
bus Controller. During nondata transfer operations 
that require tape motion, this is a consequence of 
loading the corresponding function code (GO bit set) 
into the Control register (ROO). 

If a TU16 is selected, on-line, and loaded with tape 
(MOL H asserted), it responds to SLAVE SET PLS 
and the FWD, REV, and RWND command lines ofthe 
slave bus by setting the corresponding motion control 
flip-flops [i.e., FWD, REV, and RWS (Rewind Status) 
flip-flops on LAW 7]. If the WRITE command line is 
asserted, along with the RWND command line, SET 
OFFLINE L is generated, setting the LOCAL flip-flop 
(LA W 6). If WRITE is as!>erted but RWND is not, 

SLAVE SET PLS produces SET WRE (Set Write 
Enable), which sets the WR ENAB flip-flop (LAW 8). 

The outputs of the motion control flip-flops produce 
FOR H, REV IREW H, and REWIND CAP H (LAW 
5) signals which control the capstan servo and drive cir
cuits as described in Paragraph 3.5.1.1. At the same 
time, the WR ENAB flip-flop, if set, generates 
WRITE ENABLE H, which shunts WRITE voltage to 
the write and erase heads, thereby energizing the 
heads. This causes tape to be erased, generating IRG 
as the tape comes up to speed and the start motion 
delay times out. Simultaneously with motion initiation, 
EMD L gates the motion delay presets onto the Read 
Data lines of the slave bus (SC 2) an'd loads them into 
the Motion Delay Counter in the TM02 (TCCM 3). 
When EMD L is negated, the counter is upcounted by 
800 BPI CLK until it reaches a count of 214, at which 
time ACCL H and READING L are asserted, and 
further clocking is inhibited. The presets ofthe counter 
determine the time interval necessary to reach a count 
of 214, and hence the duration of the motion delay. 
When an erase or write tape mark operation is per
formed, the presets to the motion delay may be modi
fied. Modification occurs only when starting in the for
ward direction, not from BOT (E60 pins 3, 4, 5, and 6), 
and adds 80 ms to the start motion delay; this produces 
an extended IRG on tape. The presets depend on the 

SELECT L 1 .... -----------------111('1'") __________ _ 

SLAVE SET PLS L ~ LJ~-----------~\~\-----------

TUR (SB) L 
\\~-------,L 

EMD (SB) L LJ I)I\_j ---...,u 
-1 START MOTION I. -lSTOP MOTION r-

DELAY Lr-_____ --I\I\_-----D-E-LA-Y-.., 

ACCL L __________ --...If ) I 
WRT CLK H ____________ flJlJ[::-.---------n------------------.~]Ul __ _ 

STOP L ~----------~~~~---------, 

-------------------~\(\-j---------I r--
SOWN (58) L U 
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Figure 3.5-8 Tape Motion Timing 
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type of operation performed (read/write), the direction 
of tape motion, and other parameters. Table 3.5-1lists 
the motion delays generated under the various condi
tions. READING L enables the read circuitry in the 
TM02. ACCL L is transmitted to the TUI6, where it 
enables generation of WRT CLOCK and other read 
and write functions. 

Once forward or reverse tape motion is initiated, it con
tinues (unless a TU16 mechanical or power failure is 
sensed) until the TM02 transmits STOP L asserted to 
the transport. 

If a rewind operation is being performed, STOP L is 
asserted as soon as DRV SET PLS is negated. How
ever, since the Rewind Status flip-flop is already set, 
this does not produce an INIT L pulse (LA W ) and 
does not terminate motion. Once the Rewind Status 
flip-flop is set, the TU16 performs the rewind opera
tion independently, as described in Paragraph 3.5.2. 
The TU16 notifies the TM02 that it is performing a re
wind by asserting RWS L on the slave bus. When the 
rewind control sequence is over, motion terminates 
automatically and the TM02 is notified when the TU16 
asserts SET SSC L (Slave Status Change) on the slave 
bus (LAW 8). 

3.5.7 Tape Motion Termination (On-Line) 
The TU16 terminates tape motion when an INIT L 
pulse (generated on LA W 8) clears the motion control 
flip-flops (LAW 7). Several sequences cause this to 
happen, depending on the type of operation being per
formed (Figure 3.5-10). The various sequences are dis
cussed in the following paragraphs. 

3.5.7.1 Read-Duringa read operation, the motion 
termination sequence begins when the read circuitry 
negates RST SHDN CNTR; this occurs when the read 
heads presumably encounter the IRG after reading a 
data record or tape mark. 

When a tape mark or data record (24 preamble chara, 
ters for PE, 10 data characters for NRZ) is encountere, 
ENBL SaDN CNTR L is asserted (TCPE 5 and CNR 
4). Because WRT CLK ENBL L is not asserted durh: 
a read operation, the Gap Detection Timer (TCCM ; 
will be inactive, and E35 pin 8 will be low. This allov 
ENBL SHDN CNTR L to gate 200 BPI CLK H to Shu 
down Counter (E51). 

When no envelopes are detected in PE mode, (AN 
ENV H negated), or when no RSDO pulses are receive 
from TU16 in NRZ mode, RST SHDN CNTR L is nl 
gated. This allows the Shutdown Counter to be ul 
counted. If the counter reaches a count of 15, EO 
PLS and EOR CLR L are produced. EOR CLR L a: 
serts EMD L, (TCCM 3) and thereby initiates a sto 
motion delay. EMD L loads the motion delay counte 
with presets gated by the TU16 onto the Read Da1 
lines of the slave bus, just as occurred during motio 
initiation (Paragraph 3.5.6). The presets will, howeve: 
be different during start and stop delays. 

Note that because ACCL H was negated (EI5, pin 2, 
high), the two most significant bits of the motion deh 
counter are preset higl1, asserting DECL Hand nc 
gating READING L. The counter is upcounted unt 
overflow, at which time DECL H is negated and ACC 
H is asserted. The leading edge of ACCL H clocks til 
Stop flip-flop (E57), causing STOP L asserted to t 
transmitted to the TUI6. STOP L produces the INIT 
pulse (LAW 8), which clears the FWD or REV motio 
control flip-flop, and thereby causes the capsta 
activating signal to be removed. As tape motion sloVl 
down, SDWN L is asserted by the TU16 and tran: 
mitted to the TM02. When tape motion stoP! 
RUNNING H is negated, while TUR L is asserted an 
transmitted to the TM02. 

3.5.7.2 Write - Termination during a write is a 
most identical to that during a read. Note the two di: 
ferences: 

Table 3.5-1 
Start and Stop Motion Delays 

Start/Stop Direction of Motion Operation 
Read/Space Write Data E..ase/Write Tape Mark 

Reverse 2.7ms - -
Start Motion Delays Forward 2.7ms 9ms 89ms 

Forward from BOT 9ms 202ms 202ms 

Stop Motion Delays 
Reverse 1.8ms - -
Forward 1.8ms 2.7ms 2.7ms 
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Figure 3.5-10 Tape Motion Termination Flowchart 
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1. The Gap Detection Timer (TCCM 5) is ac
tive, because WRT CLK ENBL L is asserted 
during the write. Thus ENBL SHDN CNTR 
L cannot gate clock pulses to the Shutdown 
Counter until 2.7 ms (24 200 BPI CLK 
pulses) after the last character is written. 

2. When tape motion ceases, RUNNING L is 
negated and clocks the WR ENAB flip-flop 
clear, thereby de-energizing the write and 
erase heads. 

3.5.7.3 Erase- Termination during an erase follows 
a sequence similar to that of a write. The sequence 
starts as soon as the start motion delay is over 
(READING L asserted). This activates TCCM 5 E41 
(pins 8,9, and 10), and causes the Shutdown Counter 
to be upclocked immediately, because RST SHDN 
CNTR L remains unasserted. Thus the stop motion 
delay follows the start motion delay almost imme
diately, and tape (aproximately 3 in.) is erased 
throughout. As in a write operation, the write and erase 
heads are de-energized after tape motion ceases. 

3.5.7.4 Spa.ge- Termination during a space is simi
lar to that of a read. Each time an IRG is detected, a 
stop motion delay is generated, and STOP L is trans
mitted to the TU16 and clears the motion control flip
flop. However, as soon as SDWN L asserted is received 
by the TM02, a DRV SET PLS is generated, which 
produces a start motion delay and a SLAVE SET PLS. 
This causes the motion control flip-flop to be set once 
again. Thus, start motion delays and stop motion 
delays are produced as each record is spaced. 

Each time a record is detected, the Frame Count regis
ter is incremented. When the Frame Count register 
overflows, or when a tape mark is detected, further 
DRV SET pulses are inhibited; the motion control 
flip-flop remains cleared, and tape motion ceases. 

3.5.7.5 Rewind - Once the RWS flip-flop in the 
TU16 is set, the transport performs the rewind opera
tion independently (Paragraph 3.5.2). The transport 
rewinds past the BOT marker, then spaces forward 
until it encounters the BOT marker again. This causes 
an IN IT L to be generated (LAW 8), which clears the 
RWS and FWD motion control flip-flops, (LAW 7). 
When tape motion ceases, RUNNING L negated 
causes RWS L to be negated on the slave bus. It also 
causes the Set Slave Status Change flip-flop (E60 on 
LA W 8) to set and assert SET SSC L on the slave bus. 

3.5.7.6 Operation Incomplete (OPI) - The OPI bit 
of the Error register is set when the end of a record is 
not detected within 7 sec of the initiation of a read or a 
space operation, or if the end of a record is not detected 
within 0.7 sec after the initiation of a write operation. If 
OPI H is asserted, 200 BPI CLK H is gated to the Shut
down Counter. The shutdown sequence begins if or 
when RST SHDN CNTR L is negated. Thus, if a record 
has not been detected, shutdown begins immediately. 
If a record is being detected, the shutdown sequence 
begins at the end ofthe record. 

3.5.8 Performance Checks 
Most failures in tape motion are located by off-line 
operation and checkout; or by use of the TM02/TU16 
Control Logic Test, TM02/TU16 Basic Function Test 
or TM02 Drive Function Timer diagnostics (see Para
graph 3.1.2). Data reliability problems could also be 
caused by faulty brakes (Paragraph 4.19.4) or capstan 
jitter (4.19.2). 

3.5.9 Adjustments 
The following is a list of adjustments relating to 
material covered in this pamphlet, with referenced to 
Chapter 4 where these procedures are located. 

Capstan Servo DC Balance 
Capstan Speed 
Capstan Acceleration and 

Deceleration Times 
Brake Adjustment 
Tape Guide Rollers 
Read/W rite Interlock Assembly 
Vacuum Motor Belt Adjustment Procedure 

4.19.1 
4.19.2 

4.19.3 
4.19.4 
4.19.8 
4.19.9 
4.19.10 

The final three adjustments listed above are mechani
cal adjustments, and need only be performed when a 
failure is indicated. The remaining adjustments are 
electrical, and because of interaction among them 
should be performed in the sequence listed. 

3.5.10 Troubleshooting 

3.5.10.1 Tape Motion Troubleshooting Checks -
Table 3.5-2 provides checks that can be made for spe
cific trouble symptoms. If the trouble is not found go to 
Paragraph 3.5.10.2. 

3.5.10.2 TM02/TU16 nata RellabUlty Program 
Diagnostic - Run the TM02/TU16 Data Reliability 
Program diagnostic using pattern 1, 800 BPI and 20 
characters. Use Table 3.5-3 to analyze the results of the 
Data Reliability diagnostic. 
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Tape unit will not load. 

Table 3.5·2 
Tape Motion Troubleshooting Checks 

SymptolDl Remedy 

Vacuum motor does not tum on with load switch • . Check fuse Fl. 
butrelayonS4104S1 energizes. 

• Check wiring from PIon regulator to vacuum 
motor. 

Vacuum motor does not tum on with load switch • Check hames~ connections from switch box to 
andrelayonS4104S1 does not energize. M8910. 

Vacuum motor turns on but reel motors do not 
dump tape into column. 

• Check harness connections from M8910 to 
H606. 

• Check harness connections from H606 to 
power supply. 

• If RELAY ENABLE does not go low (pin 8 of 
P2 on H606) when load switch is set, check with' 
switch box or M8910. 

• Check for +17 Vdc INT and -17 Vdc at H606 
(DRVR2). 

• Check for presence of reel motor pulse at TP11 
(DRVR6). 

• Check for assertion of REEL MOTOR EN
ABLE L on H606 (DRVR6). 

• Check that reel motors are plugged into H606. 

Improper off-line operation. Capstan does not respond to motion commands 
but motion indicators are on. 

• Check for assertion of FOR and REV at H606 
(DRVR6). 

Improper on-J.ine operation.; 

Motion flops do not respond to switches: 

• Check harness connections from capstan 
motortoH606. 

• Check for +16 Vdc, -16 Vdcand PCOM INT 
from power supply (DRVR4). 

• Check that START L is setting ESI (LAW 7). 

• Check negative pulse from 8266 (LAW 1). 

• Check for assertion oflNIT L (LAW 8). 

Capstan moves but tape leaves vacuum column. • Check vacuum switches (DRVRS, DRVR6). 
• Check reel motor (DRVRS, DRVR6). 
• Check reel motor brake circuits (DRVRS, 

DRVR6). 

Improper EOT/BOT sensor operation. • Check connections to the EOT/BOT sensor 
assembly (see Paragraph 4.5). 

• Checkfor-6 Vdcon C02B2 oftu16. 

• Checkfor appropriate markers on tape. 

• Check EOT IBOTsensor assembly (LA W6). 

• Check M8910 module (LA W6). 

• Check that drive is selected. 

• Check that drive is on-line. 

• Check that drive is loaded. 

• Check cable installation. 

• Run TM02lTU16 Data Reliability Program. 
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Table 3.5-3 
Trouble Analysis of Data ReliabUlty Diagnostic 

Problem Symptom Remedy 

Runaway No CLOCK (SB) Pin D01El stays Check for bad cable. 
r- d· . . h- L (144 KHz, 7 JlS at ground level. Check for bad cable connector card. 
A runaway con ltion eXIsts w en 

period) on wire Check forbad M8911. 
the program starts and the WRT 
and FWD indicators light at a 

wrap pin DOlEl. Check for wire wrap pin short. 

constant brightness (no flicker-
(See sheet 2 of 

ing) , the REV indicator does not 
M8911 schematic 

light, and depressing the HALT 
Pin DOlEl stays at Check that jumper is installed on 

key does not stop tape motion. 
a logic level (ap- M891l. 
proximately +0.3 CheckM891l. ...... - 0+3.4 Vdc). Check M8913Y A. 

No CLR READ BOARD L on pins Check C03V 1 and C0411 for shorts. 
C03Vl and C04Il. Check the following G056 output 
- - pins for shorts: 

Approximately 12.5 msec after A04Bl 
SET pulse, a series of 100 nsec A04Fl 
negative going pulses should ap- B04Fl 
pear on pins C03Vl and C04Il. B04Kl 
These pulses should be 28 msec C04Pl 
apart and within 0.5 volts of C04Rl 
ground. D04Vl 

'-- - E04El 
F04Kl 

Replace or repair M8911 

G056 outputs stay low and will not re- Replace or repair G056 
set. 

UNS (Unsafe) Error bit asserted in Check that TU16 is on-line. 
error register 
r- - Check MOL (SB) MOLislow. Check that cable connector cards 
Unsafe error indicates that the 
TM02 attempted to execute a L at pin FOl V2 fo are not loose. 

command with a TU16 that was +0.2to +0.4 Check that cables are routed 

not on-line or that the TM02 it- V dc. (See sheet 6 correctly. 

selfis faulty. ofM8910 
schematic.) I Set the TU16 to Check cables. 

'-- - off-line mode. Check cable cards. 
MOL does not go CheckTM02. 
to +3Vdc. 

On-line mode is REWIND (SB) L Trouble is in TM02. 
selected at the on pin C01P2 stays 
switch box butth 

, TU16 goes off- REWIND (SB) L Replace or repair M891O. 
line when the on pin C01P2 
program is changes state. 
started. 

OPI (Operation Incomplete) Error Run TU16 Utility Driver Diagnostic. 
Go to Paragraph 3.5.10.3. 
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3.5.10.3 TUl6 Utlllty Driver Diagnostic -:- An OPI 
error occurring in the TM02lTU16 Data Reliability 
Program diagnostic of Paragraph 3.5.10.2 can be 
caused by any of the following: 

• SET PULSE is not senttothe TUI6. 

• Write circuitry fails to write on tape. 

• Read circuitry fails. 

To troubleshoot an OPI error, run the TU16 Utility 
Driver Diagnostic by performing the following steps: 

b. Set up the following program parameters: 
Density 800 BPI 
Word Count 10 8 

Frame Count 20 8 

Data Pattern Ali ones 
Operation Write 

c. Check that the TU16 is loaded, at BOT and 
is on-line. 

d. The tape should move forward and the WRT 
and FWD indicators should light. 

a. Load the TU16 Utility Driver Diagnostic. 
Refer to Table 3.5-4 to analyze the results of the Utility 
Driver Diagnostic. 

Table 3.5·4 
Trouble Analys .. ofUtlllty Driver Diagnostic 

Problem Symptom Remedy 

Tape does not move. Put HALTON ERROR switch up to cause the Check the TM02 error register for set-up errors. 
program to pause. Wait for the RUN indicator to Check the SET PULSE line for shorts. 
go out. Check for fauIty M891O. 

Check for bad cable. 
Check for faulty M9001. 

Restart the program. Check an A01S2 for SET PULSE (Figure 3.S-11A and 
sheet 7 ofM89l0 schematic.) 
Check FWD at pin CO 1 V2 for a low (0 Volts). 
Check REV at pin COl V2 for a high ( + 3 Volts). 
Check WRITE at pin DOl D2 for a low (0 Volts). 
Check REWIND at pin C01P2 for a high (+3 Volts). 
Check for bad cables. 
Check for bad cable card connectors. 
Check backplane wiring for errors. 
Check M891O. 

TU16 SEL indicator is not lit. Check the following signals for a high level ( + 3 V dc). 
SELO, Pin BOIH2 
SELl, PinBOlP2 
SEL2, Pin B01M2 
STOP, Pin A01V2 (Figure3.S-11B) 
INITPLS, Pin A01U2 
DRVCLR, Pin BOID2 

Tape moves and Check cable. 
REC pulses (pin Check cable card connector. 
B01R2) are present 
(Figures 3.S-11C, D Signal is low. Check M891O. 
and 3.5-12.) 

The 144 KHz pulse train CLOCK is not present Check back panel wiring errors. 
onpinoolEl. Check M89ll. 

ACC L (SB) L on pin AOIH2 should go low (0 Check that data lines ROO, RD1, RD2. RD3, RD4, 
volts) for approximately 9.5 msec after SET RDS, RD6, RD7 and RDP are between + 3.5 and 
PULSE and then go high (+3 Vdc). ACCLnever +4.5 Vdc. (Some RD lines may go low when the 
goes high. SET PULSE occurs but most ofthem should remain 

high.) 

Check that EMD pulse on pinBO 1 E2 goes low for 
2.8 or 42 msec after SET PULSE, and then goes high. 
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Problem 

No analog signals on 
pin A04L1 (Figures 
3.5-11Eand.? 5-13). 

No RSDO pulses on 
pin COIK2 (Figures 
3.5-11F and 3.5-14). 

OPI error remains. 

Table 3.5·4 (Coot) 
Trouble Analys" ofUttllty Driver Diagnostic 

Symptom Remedy 

WRITE CLOCK (SB) L on pin ooIE2 is a 36 KHz Check back panel for wiring errors. 
(28 sec) square wave that starts when ACC L (S8) L 
goes high and continues until ACC L (S8) L goes 
low. Check M8911. 
WRITE CLOCK is missing. 

Tape moves and REC pulses are present. 

Tape moves. REC occurs and analog signals 
are present. 

Tape moves, REC occurs, 
analog signals are present 
anO RSDO pulses are 
present. 

Less than 16 RSDO 
pulses are generated. 
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Check the writers. 
Check the write cable. 
Check M8910 (see Sheets 2 and 30fM891O 

schematic). 
Check that WRITE CLOCK jumpers are properly 

connected to back panel. 
Check that write buffer is being clocked. 
Check that write voltage (orange wire) is approxi

mately +12 Vdc (+5.5 Vdcfor PEor Off-line 
mode). 

Check that the fol\owing wires to G056 are at the 
specified voltages: 

Red == +5Vdc 
Yel\ow == +12Vdc 
Green == -6 Vdc 

Check the read and write cables. 
Check that the WDlines (WOO, Wdl, _._) go low 

(0 volts) for approximately 400 !.ISeC during the 
period when REC pulses occur. 

Check that all RD lines on G056 go low. 

Check for 100 nsec CLEAR RD 8RD L pulse on pin 
C03Vl (see Sheet 3 ofM8911 schematic). 

Check for back panel wiring shorts. 
Check that there are no connections to the following 

back panel pins: 
D03Pl oo3E2 
D03Nl D03Ml 

D03N2 
D03T2 

Replace or repair M8913 and cable B. 

Run the TU 16 with another TM02. 

Check back panel wiring for errors. 
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Figure 3.5-12 Waveforms ofREC Pulses (16 data pulses, CRC pulse, LRC pulse) 
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VERTICAL = 2 V/CM 

Note write crosstalk 9 ms from start of trace. 

A. SWEEP SPEED = 2 MS/CM 
TRIGGER = SET PULSE 

VERTICAL = 2 V/CM 

B. SWEEP SPEED = 0.1 MS/CM 
TRIGGER = FIRST ANALOG SIGNAL 

Figure 3.5-13 Waveforms of Analog Read Signals 

VERTICAL = 2 V/CM 

TRIGGER = SET PULSE 
SWEEP SPEED = 2 MS/CM 

Figure3.5-14 Waveform ofRSDO Pulses 
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3.6 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses the operation of the TU161 
TM02 read circuitry when operating in PE mode. The 
PE read data path (reference Figure 2-6) is covered 
from the read heads to the inputs ofthe Bit Fiddler. Bit 
Fiddler read operation is described in pamphlets 3.8 
(M8906) and 3.9 (M8914). 

3.6.1 Read Heads and Amplifiers 
As tape moves past the read heads. flux transitions on 
the tape cause the read head to produce voltage pulses; 
the direction of flux transition determines the polarity 
of the output pulses. The read preamplifier (Figure 
3.6-1 and G056 schematic). consisting of two type 72733 
differential video amplifiers then inverts the read head 
signals. Each differential output ofthe read preampli
fier is inverted and further amplified by a group of 
three transistors; the final two transistors operate in 
push-pull mode. The resulting amplified differential 
signals are then input to opposite sides of a delay lines. 
A phase shift of about 6 degrees (Figure 3.6-2) occurs 
across the delay line; this phase shift is utilized by the 
peak detector. The peak detector is a comparator cir
cuit whose output changes state when the relative mag
nitude of its inputs changes (i.e .• when one input be
comes greater or less than the other); this occurs at the 
peaks of the read head signals. 

Outputtransitions ofthe peak detector circuit are con
verted into pulses by the dual edge pulse amplifier; 
these pulses strobe the dual threshold gate. The dual 

3.6.1 
3.6.2 
3.6.3 
3.6.4 
3.6.5 
3.6.6 
3.6.7 
3.6.8 
3.6.9 
3.6.10 
3.6.11 

READ (PE) 

CONTENTS 

Read Heads and Amplifiers 
Data Sync 
Preamble Detection 
Data Detection 
Postamble Detection 
lRG Detection 
lDB Detection 
Tape Mark Detection 
Performance Checks 
Adjustments 
Troubleshooting 

threshold gate compares its input (amplifier output) to 
positive and negative threshold voltages (Figure 3.6-3). 
If the input is more positive that the POS RD 
THRESHOLD at strobe time, a negative pulse is pro
duced at the + output. If the input is more negative 
than the NEG RD THRESHOLD, a negative pulse is 
produced at the - output. 

The outputs of the G056 Read Amplifier are routed to 
the slave bus via a type 8266 multiplex on the Slave 
Clock and Motion Delay module (M8911 , sheet 2) and 
drivers on the Data Driver module (M8913) (refer to 
Figure 2-6). The read data signals are then transmitted 
to the TCCM module in the TM02, where they are 
multiplexed to the three Data Sync modules (M9001). 

Read threshold voltages are determined by the signals 
PES Land WRE H input to a 74156 data selector chip 
(Figure 3.6-3). Depending on these inputs, one of four 
transistors is turned on. Since each transistor has a 
different collector resistor, a programmable current 
( + Threshold Voltage) is obtained. The + Threshold 
Voltage is fed to a 72741 O-Amp to produce an equal, 
but opposite polarity - Threshold Voltage. These 
threshold levels are used by the Read Amplifiers to 
establish the lowest acceptable signal level. 

A pulse at the + output of the dual threshold gate sets 
the 7476 J-K Read Data flip-flop. A pulse at the -
output will clear the flip-flop, because when reading in 
PE mode, theJ input is low and the K input is high. The 
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Figure 3.6-3 Programmable Threshold 

output ofthe Read Data flip-flop follows the polarity of 
the magnetic field on the tape; it contains the data in 
phase encoded form. 

3.6.2 DataSync 
The Data Sync module (M8901) contains three sec
tions, each of which processes a single track of read 
data (Figure 3.6-4). Each of these sections contains a 
data discriminator, a phase-locked clock, a Deskew 
Buffer, error detection circuitry, and error correction 
circuitry (Figure 3.6-5). To process nine tracks of data, 
three Data Sync modules are required. 

DATA 

READ DATA 

BIT 

2 
o 
4 

P 

5 

6 

7 

3 

M8901 SECTION A 
(SLOT 1 ) 

SECTION B 

SECTION C 

M8901 SECTION A 
(~LQ.T.]l.. ___ _ 

SECTION B 

SECTION C 
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Figure 3.6-4 Data Sync Channels 
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DATA 
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INFO 

DROPPED BIT 

L~:::~~J===::: DESKEW BUFFER OFLO 
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Figure 3.6-5 One Section ofthe Data Sync Module 
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NOTE 
Operation of all sections of the M8901 Data Sync 
module is Identical. Therefore, all dJicusslons of 
Data Sync operation reference section A sche
matics (DS 2 and 3), unless otherwise specified. 

3.6.2.1 Phase-Locked Oock - Conversion of phase 
encoded data into binary data requires generation of a 
data window for each track in sync with the data transi
tions in the track. The direction of the data transition 
within the data window determines whether a 1 or a 0 
bit is detected. 

The phase-locked clock (DS 3) operates to generate the 
data window and to keep it in sync with the incoming 
data stream. The heart of the phase-locked clock is a 
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) and a phase detec
tor (type 4044). The phase detector senses the phase re
lationship between incoming data transitions (BIT 
STRB) and the VCO output signal divided down to the 
data frequency. If the frequency of data transitions 
increases (decreases), BIT STRB begins to lead (lag) 
TP3. This increases (decreases) the VCO output fre
quency and brings the two signals back in phase. Thus, 
the frequency of TP3 becomes the same as the fre
quency of BIT STRB. The data window (WINDOW) is 
generated 90 degrees out of phase with TP3 (DS3 and 
Figure 3.6-6). 

BIT STRB 

TP3 

WINDOW 
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Figure 3.6-6 Data Window Generation 

3.6.2.2 Data Discrlmlnator - The data discrimi
nator converts the phase encoded data on its track into 
binary form: 1 = high, 0 = low. To do so, the dat~ win
dow must first be synchronized to the frequency of the 
incoming data. It is for purposes of synchronization 
thatthe preamble is used. 

To understand the operation of the data discriminator, 
it should be noted that the data discriminator operates 
in three modes (Figure 3.6-7). 

READING H 

RECORD 
ACTIVE H . 

ANY TRANS L --_ ..... 

:IDB DET=EC=TI=ON:,:,oofolo"""""::PR=E:7AM:-::B=-L'::"E -=Z=ERO:::::-S .j.ol·'==PR:=E-:-:AM~B~LE=-/~· DATAl 

DETECTION POSTAMBLE 
DETECTION 
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Figure3.6-7 Data Discrimination Modes 

1. During the start motion delay, READING H 
is negated, causing ANY TRANS L (Any 
Transition) to be asserted' (TCPE 5). During 
this condition, IDB may be detected (Para
graph 3.6.7). 

2. When the motion delay times out, ANY 
TRANS is negated. During this condition, 
preamble Os may be detected (Paragraph 
3.6.3). 

3. When 24 preamble Os are detected, 
RECORD ACTIVE and ANY TRANS are 
asserted. During this condition, the pre
amble 1s character and data are detected 
(Paragraph 3.6.4). 

3.6.2.3 Deskew Buffer - Each Deskew Buffer (DS3) 
stores . the binary data detected by the data 
discriminator until a whole tape character becomes 
available. Because eight bits of data can be stored for 
each track, a skew of up to seven tape characters can be 
accommodated; . 

The Deskew Buffer is implemented by nine type 74172 
2 by 8 random access registers. Each register buffers 
data (RD BUFFER I) and flux reversal information 
(BIT STRB OCCURRED) for a single track. Each 
register is loaded as data bits become available. The 
output of the register depends on its RD ADDR input 
(common to all the registers that make up the Deskew 
Buffer), and is read when a whole tape character be
comes available~ The RDADDR is then incremented, 
and the read circuitry waits for the next tape character 
to become available .. Deskew Buffer operation is des
cribed in more detail in Paragraph 3.6.4.1. 

3.6.2.4 Error Detection - The error detection cir
cuitry senses when a data transition fails to occur. 
Error detection is described in more detail in Para
graph 3.6.4.2. 
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Figure 3.6-8 Data Discriminator Timing Diagram 

3.6.2.5 Error Correction - The error correction cir
cuitry performs on-the-fly error correction. Error cor
rectionis described in more detail in Paragraph 3.6.4.2. 

3.6.3 Preamble Detection 
Because all sections ofthe Data Sync modules operate 
in the same manner, this discussion describes the 
operation of one section: M8901, Section A, (DS 2 and 
3). Reference Figures 3.6-8 and 3.6-9. 

The preamble Os (A RDA H) are input to an XOR gate 
which inverts A RDA H iftape motion is in the forward 
direction (REV L negated). The output of E35 is of 
proper polarity for both forward and reverse read 
operations. Another XOR gate together with an 
inverter and their associated circuitry, function to pro
duce a positive pulse (BIT STRB H) each time the 
output ofE35 (E31 for Rev. B circuit schematic) tran
sitions. However, because ANY TRANS is negated and 
E14 and E24 (E15 and E35 for Rev. B circuit schematic) 
are "common collectored," BIT STRB H pulses are 
produced only on negative-going transitions. (The 
negative-going transition corresponds to the data tran
sitions of preamble Os.) 

This operation synchronizes WINDOW H with the in
coming data. On its trailing edge, BIT STRB H asserts 
BIT STRB OCCURRED. Since BIT STRB OC
CURRED H is asserted when WINDOW H is negated, 
ENV H is generated (DS 3). Each time the output of 
E35 transitions low, BIT STRB H is asserted; ENV H 
remains asserted as long as BIT STRB occurs at the ex
pected data rate. 

When ENV H is detected on a sufficient number of 
tracks (TCPE 4), a clear input is removed from the 
character counter (E9 and E14), allowing it to be up
counted by DATA HALF H. Because DATA HALF 
occurs at the PE data rate, the outputs of the character 
counter represent the number of preamble Os read. 
When the character counter reaches a count of eight 
(CT 3 H asserted), the Preamble flip-flop is set (TCPE 
5). When the character counter reaches a count of 24 
(CT 3 Hand CT 4 H asserted), the Record Active 
flip-flop is set. With RECORD ACTIVE asserted, 
ANY TRANS L is asserted, and the data discriminator 
operates in its third mode. By this time, the phase
locked clock is synchronized to produce WINDOW H 
in sync with the Data being read. 
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As preamble Os continue, WINDOW H is always as
serted at the time E35's (E31 for Rev. B) output tran
sitions low. This transition produces a BIT STRB H 
pulse which clocks the Read Buffer. But because E35' s 
output is already low, the buffer remains reset. 

3.6.4 Data Detection 
When the preamble lscharacter appears (Figure 3.6-8) , 
BIT STRB His produced at the positive transition of 
E35's (E31for Rev. B) output (DS 2), thereby setting 
the Read Buffer flip-flop. Because WINDOW H has 
been synchronized to the PE data transition time; BIT 
STRB H occurs ,only during the data transition time, 
and will set or clear the Read Buffer depending on the 
direction of transition. Therefore, the binary output of 
the Read Buffer is a decode of the RDA phase encoded 
data. 

3.6.4.1 Deskew Buffer - Whenever WINDOW H is 
negated, the Deskew Buffer (DS 3, 74172) is loaded 
with the contents of the Read Buffer and Bit Strobe 
Occurred flip-flops. However, during the preamble, 
only location 000 is loaded each time. When the pre
amble 1 bit is detected, ONE DETECTED (1) H is as
serted (DS 3). ONE DETECTED (1) H enables the 
Write Address Generator to increment the Deskew 
Buffer write address. Thus, the preamble Is bit is 
loaded into address 000. The next bit, i.e., the first 
data bit, is also loaded into address 000 (Figure 3.6-10). 
The address is now incremented on each leading edge 
of WINDOW H, sothat the second data bit is lQaded 
into 001, the third into 010, etc. After the eighth data 
bit, the write address becomes OOQ again, and the cycle 
continues. 

With ONE DETECTED asserted,counter E34 ,(E27 
for Rev. B) (DS 2) is enabled to determine Deskew 
Buffer status. Each time a data bit is loaded into the 
Deskew Buffer, the count of E34 is decremented. Each 
time th,e Deskew B~ffer is read, the count is in
cremented.Thus, the counter keeps track of how many 
unread data bits are in the Deskew Buffer. 

When the Deskew.13uffer contains an unread data bit 
in each track,BITREApY H (common collectored) is 
asserted. BIT REA-DY H causes CHAR SHIFT Hand 
ENBRDSLto be asserted (TCPE 3). CHAR SHIFT 
generates RD SYNC (0) H, which upcounts the Deskew 
BufferS~~tus Counters, thereby causing BIT READY 
Rto, be negated. CHAR SHIFT also increments the 
Deskew Buffer, read address (TCPE 4). ENB RDS L 
enables generation ofRDS L by succeeding BIT 

. READY . R pulses. RDS L. causes the output of the 
Data Sync modules [i.e., the contents of Buffer B 
(Paragraph 3.6.4.2)] to be read and assembled by the 
Bit Fiddler. 

If skew of more than seven characters occurs during thf 
read operation, the Deskew Buffer Status Counter oj 
the leading track will be downcounted to seven, 
causing OVERFLOW L to be asserted. This sets the 
INC/VPE error bit in the Error register. A skew oj 
three or more characters causes the CS/ITM bit of the 
Error register to be set. 

3.6.4.2 Error Detection and Correction - If BIT 
STRB does not occur during any data cell, ENV H is 

, negated and the DD TRK (Dead Track) flip-flop (DS 
3), E39 (E49 for Rev. B), is set. When the data of this 
data cell is read from the Deskew Buffer and loaded 
into Buffer A, E22(EI9forRev. B), DROPPED BIT H 
will be generated as well. The outputs of Buffer A of 
each track are input to a Parity Generator/Checker 
(TCPE 2). If there is only one dropped bit and a parity 
error is detected, PERR AND ONE DD TR H is 
generated; this means that the content of Buffer A of 
the dead track is of the wrong polarity. When the next 
CHAR SHIFT H is generated, this bit is corrected as it 
is clocked into Buffer B; thus, on-the-fly error cor
rection is achieved. 

The outputs of Buffer B are gated by PES B H (Phase 
Encoded Status Buffered), and become RD B (Read 
Datil B). The RD B lines are multiplexed in the Main
tenance Register module (MR 2) and become RD C 
(Read Data C), and are then transmitted to the Bit 
Fiddler. 

3.6.5 Postamble Detection 
If on any track, a 1 bitfollowed by a 0 bit is read, POST 
PAT L is asserted (DS 3 E28). If this occurs simul
taneously on all tracks, POST DETECT A, B, C, His 
asserted, and the Postamble flip-flop (TCPE 5) is set. 

With the Postamble flip-flop set, the character counter 
is further upcounted, and, when a count of 32 is 

,reached (CT 5 H asserted), MID POSTAMBLE (1) is 
asserted. This signal loads the Check Character regis
ter (R07) with dead track information (MR 4). 

3.6.6 IRG Detection 
If the read heads are passing over a portion of erased 
tape, no envelopes will be detected, and ANY ENV H 
will be negated. This also causes RS SHDN CNTR L 
(Reset Shutdown Counter) to be negated (TCPE 5), 
and allows the Shutdown Counter (E51 on TCCM 5) to 
beupcounted by 200 BPI CLK H. When a count ofl5 is 
reached, EORS H and RECORD H are asserted. 
RECORD H indicates that an IRG is detected, while 
EORS H causes a stop motion delay to be generated. 
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Figure 3.6-10 Data Sync Data Read Flowchart 
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3.6.7 IDBDetection 
When the lOB is encountered, the parity read line con· 
tains alternate Is and Os; no other read lines transition. 

The parity line (A RDA) is input to pin 9 of XOR gate 
E35 (DS 2 and Figure 3.6-11) on the Data Sync modult 
in slot C02. If tape is moving in the forward direction 
(REV Lnegated), A RDA is inverted. Thus, the outpu1 
of E35 is of proper polarity for both forward and re
verse tape motion. 

Gates E15 and E14 and their associated circuitry pro
duce a narrow pulse BIT STRB H each time the output 
of gate E35 transitions. BIT STRBH sets ENV H. ENV 
H will remain asserted throughout the IDB. 

During the lOB, the only track generating ENV H will 
be the parity track (track 4). This condition is recog
nized by circuitry on the Tape Control-PE module 
(TCPE4), and allows the IDB Timer to be upcounted 
by 200 BPI CLK H. When the lOB Timer reaches a 
count of 8, lOB H is asserted; this prevents further 
counting of the IDB Timer, and asserts the IDB bit of 
the Status register (ROl). 

3.6.8 Tape Mark Detection 
A PE tape mark is defined as Os in tracks 2, 5, and 8, 
while tracks 3,6, and 9 are erased. This pattern is 
recognized in the TM02 by the generation of ENV H in 
tracks 2, 5, and 8, while tracks 3, 6, and 9 do not 
generate ENV. When this condition is detected, 
(TCPE 4) FMK PATTERN is asserted, and the cor
responding bit in the Status register (ROl) is set. 

3.6.9 Performance Checks 
Use the TM02/TU16 Data Reliability Program diag
nostic (see Paragraph 3.1.2) for a performance check 
on the Read (PE) circuitry. -

3.6.10 Adjustments 
The following adjustments directly affect proper 
operation of the TU16/TM02 read circuitry: 

Read Amplitude Adjustment (Paragraph 4.19.5) 
Read Skew Adjustment (Paragraph 4.19.6) 

3.6.11 Troubleshooting 
To troubleshoot the Read (PE) function, run the 
TM02/TU16 Data Reliability Diagnostic and use 
Table 3.6-1 to analyze the results. 
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Figure 3.6-11 IDB Detection Timing Diagram 

Table 3.6-1 
Analysis of Data Reliabillty Diagnostic for Read (PE) Troubleshooting 

Problem Symptom Remedy 

FCE (Frame Count Error) Postamble detected too soon. Check postamble detect cir-
cuitry on M8901 (DS 3. 
5,7) 

Check postamble flip-flop 
on M8902 (dwng TCPE5) 

Error caused by certain data patterns. Check for dead track. 

Check EBL on M8909 
(dwngMBI9) 

Check RUN from RH con-
troller and on MASSBUS. 

CORR SKEW Error One or more tracks using third stage of deskew buffer (M8901 - Problem is one track sensing 
DS2, M8902; Dwng TCPE 2) end of pream b Ie too soon 

or too late. 

CORR SKEW Error One track is missing. Check for damaged tape. 
and 

CORR DATA Error 

NSG Error During a read operation one or more channels of read data completes Check for poorly written 
a record in the wrong state. tape. 

e. g. Overshoot on the last transition being recognized as an extra CheckG056. 
transition. 

Some unerased data left in the IRG. Check for misaligned erase 
head. 
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Table 3.6-1 (Cont) 
Analysis of Data Reliability Diagnostic for Read (PE) Troubleshooting 

Problem 

PEF, CDE, INC Errors 

Incorrectable data error 
with all zeros in check 
character register and no 
CS/ITM error. 

Check Character Register 
repeatedly contains the 
same bit set. * 

PEF Error 

Symptom Remedy 

Check tape for dirt and de-
fects. 

Check for capstan jitter. 
Check operation of phase 

locked loop. 
Check deskew buffer. 
CheckG056. 
Check read states circuits 

onM8902. 

Parity error exists with no dead track. Check for defective compo-
nent in the deskew buffer 
(DS 3, 5, 7; Dwng 
TCPE2). 

Trouble is in only one track. Trouble is in same track. Check for trouble in TU 16. 
Swap the M8901 modules 

Check analog and digital 
outputs of GO 56. 

Trouble is in different track Check M8901. 

More than one dead track due to improper detection of preamble Check for poor quality tape. 
and postamble. Check tape speed regulation. 

* A 777 in the check character register may indicate a late detection of 
postamble which causes the check character register to be strobed at 
the wrong time. 
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3.7 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses the operation of the TU161 
TM02 read circuitry when operating in NRZ mode. 
The NRZ read data path (reference Figure 2-6) is 
covered from the read heads to the inputs of the Bit 
Fiddler. Bit Fiddler read operation is described in 
pamphlets 3.8 (M8906) and 3.9 (M8914). 

3.7.1 Read Heads and Amplifiers 
As tape moves past the read heads, flux transitions on 
the tape cause the read head to produce voltage pulses; 
the direction of flux transition determines the polarity 
of the output pulses. The read preamplifier (Figure 
3.7-1), consisting of two type 72733 differential video 
amplifiers, then inverts the read head signals. Each 
differential output ofthe read preamplifier is inverted 
and further amplified by a group of three transistors; 
the final two transistors operate in push-pull mode. 
The resulting amplified differential signals are then 
input to opposite sides of a delay lines. A phase shift of 
about 6 degress (Figure 3.7-2) occurs across the delay 
line; this phase shift is utilized by the peak detector. 
The peak detector is a comparator circuit whose output 
changes state when the relative magnitude of its inputs 
changes (i.e., when one input becomes greater or less 
than the other); this occurs at the peaks of the read 
head signals. 
Output transitions ofthe peak detector circuit are con
verted into pulses by the dual edge pulse amplifier; 
these pulses strobe the dual threshold gate. The dual 
threshold gate compares its input (amplifier output) to 
positive and negative threshold voltages (Figure 3.7-3). 
If the input is more positive than the POS RD 
THRESHOLD at strobe time, a negative pulse is 

READ(NRZ) 
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3.7.7 Performance Checks 
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3.7.9 Troubleshooting 

produced at the + output. If the input is more negative 
than the NEG RD THRESHOLD, a negative pulse is 
produced at the - output. 

Read threshold voltages are determined by the signals 
PES Land WRE H input to a 74156 data selector chip 
(Figure3.7-3).Depending on these inputs, one offour 
transistors is turned on. Since each transistor has a 
different collector resistor, a programmable current 
( + Threshold Voltage) is obtained. The + Threshold 
Voltage is fed to a 72741 Op-Amp to produce an equal 
but opposite polarity - Threshold Voltage. These 
threshold levels are used by the Read Amplifiers to es
tablish the lowest acceptable signal level. 

Whenever the dual threshold gate produces an output 
pulse, PACKET L is asserted, and the Read Data flip
flop is set. This signifies that a one-bit has been de
tected on the tape track. Because of parity conventions, 
at least one ofthe TU16's Read Amplifiers will detect a 
flux· transition (a one-bit) as a tape character is read. 
When the first one-bit of a tape character is read, and 
the corresponding Read Data flip-flop is set, START 
SKEW DELAY is asserted. This sets the Skew 
flip-flop and initiates a read deskew timing sequence, 
at the end of which SDO H (Skew Delay Over) and 
RSDO (Read Strobe Delay Over) are asserted. 

SDO H generates CLEAR READ BOARD L, which 
clears the Read Data flip-flop in each Read Amplifier. 
RSDO L is transmitted via the slave bus to the TM02, 
where it is used to generate RDS H (Read Strobe). 

3.7-1 
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Figure 3.7 -3 Programmable Threshold 

The read deskew timing sequence during a read data 
operation differs from that of an Interchange Read 
(IRD) or a write operation. During a read data 
operation, the Skew Delay Counter (two 74197s) 
loaded with a preset that depends on the tape data 
density is up-clocked at 1.15 MHz when the Skew flip
flop is set. When the counter reaches a count of 100 , 
SDO H is asserted; this occurs approximately SO per
cent into the data cell. 

With SDO H asserted, the Skew flip-flop is reset on the 
next negative-going clock edge. This causes the 
counter to be reloaded; SDO H is thereby negated. The 
deskew timing sequence will reoccur each time a tape 
character is read. 

During a write or IRD operation, the counter presets 
are greater, and therefore SDO H is generated 35 per
cent sooner. When SDO H is generated, the counter is 
reloaded and upcounted until NTZO H (Non-Trespass 
Zone Over) is asserted. At this time, the Skew flip-flop 
is reset and the deskew timing sequence is over. If the 
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Read Amplifiers detect a data transition (PACKET L 
asserted) while SDO H is asserted, SET VPE L is 
generated and transmitted to the TM02, where it sets 
the INC/VPE bit ofthe Error register. 

The outputs of the G056 Read Amplifier are routed to 
the slave bus via a type 8266 multiplex on the Slave 
Clock and Motion Delay module (SC 2) and drivers on 
the Data Driver module (M8913) (refer to Figure 2-6). 
The read data signals are transmitted to the TCCM 
module in the TM02 where they are multiplexed to the 
Tape Control-NRZI module (M8904). 

3.7.2 Tape Control-NRZI 
When RSDO H is received in the TM02, it is used to 
generate (CNRZ 4) a 390-ns ERDS H pulse (Enable 
Read Strobe) and RDS L (Read Strobe). ERDS L loads 
the NRZ Read Latch (CNRZ 2) with the tape character 
data. The Read Latch outputs are then gated CNRZ 3) 
by PES B L (Phase Encoded Status Buffered) negated 
to the Maintenance Register module. The data inputs 
(RD B) to the Maintenance Register module are multi-



plexed to the Bit FIddler. ERDS L also clocks the Read 
LRCC register (CNRZ 3). Thus, a Longitudinal Parity 
Check Character and a Cycle Redundancy Check 
Character are developed as data is read. This is 
discussed in more detail in Sections 3.7.3 and 3.7.4. 

3.7.3 CRCCGenerationandRead 
The Read CRCC Generator (CNRZ 3) is clocked at the 
start of an operation by DRV SET PLS H. The register 
is then clocked by ERDS H each time a tape character 
is read, and the Read CRCC is thus developed. Just 
before the CRCC is read from tape, the register should 
already contain the CRCC. It should therefore be 
cleared when the CRCC is read from tape; if not, a 
CRCC error has occurred. This is detected by E48 and 
E45 (CNRZ 3) and CRCE ENBL L is asserted. If the 
read is.in the forward direction, COR/CRC L is as
serted (CNRZ 2), and the corresponding bit is set in the 
Error register. 

During a reverse read, when the second RDS H pulse is 
produced, REV CRCS L is asserted. During a forward 
read, FWD CRCS L is asserted when Binary Counter 
EI6 (CNRZ 4) reaches a count of three; this occurs 
three character cells after the last data character has 
been read (i.e., when the CRCC is read). 

REV CRCS L or FWD CRCS L generate CHK CHAR 
L. The negative-going edge of this signal clocks the 
Check Character register (R07) with the CRCC just 
read from tape. 

3.7.4 LRCC Generation and Read 
The read LRCC register (CNRZ 3) is cleared at the start 
of an operation by DRV SET PLS H. The register is 
then clocked by ERDS L each time a tape character is 
read. Each time a one-bit is read on a track, the cor
responding bit in the register is toggled. Therefore, just 
before the LRC tape character is read, the register 
should contain the LRCC. When the LRC tape charac
ter is read, the register should contain all Os; if it does 
not, an LRCC error has occurred. This is detected by 
E43, E49, E45, and E13, and LRCE ENBL H is 
generated. Note that during a reverse read (FWD L 
negated), LRCC error is inhibited. This is because the 
LRCC is ignored during a reverse read. LRCE ENBL H 
causes the PEF/LRC flip-flop (CNRZ 2) to be set, 
thereby setting the corresponding bit in the Error 
register. 

BecausetheLRCC is the last character read in a 
record, it is preserved in the Data Field of the Main
tenance register (R03). It can therefore be checked by 
performing a register read of R03. 

3.7.5 mG Detection 
As data is read off the tape and RSDO is transmitted 
from the TUI6 to the TM02, RST SHDWN CNTR L 
(CNRZ 4) constantly keeps resetting the Shutdown 
Counter (TCCM 5). If RSDO pulses terminate, the 
Shutdown Counter is enabled for counting by 200 BPI 
CLK H. [During a write operation, the Gap Detection 
Timer (TCCM 5) must first time-out before the 
Shutdown Counter is enabled.] When the Shutdown 
Counter reaches a count of 15, EORS H and RECORD 
H are asserted. EORS H causes a Stop tape motion 
delay to be generated. RECORD H signifies that IRG 
has been detected. 

If data is again detected after a count of SHDN=8, 
and before the stop motion delay, a Nonstandard Gap 
error (NSG) is generated, and the corresponding bit in 
the Error register is set. 

3.7.6 Tape Mark Detection 
A set oftwo isolated characters, separated from each 
other by six to eight character lengths of erased tape is 
recognized as an NRZ (nine-channel) tape mark by the 
TUI6/TM02. 

Refer to the NRZ tape mark detection logic located on 
CNRZ 4. The Short Record flip-flops EI7 were initially 
cleared by READING H negated, during the start 
motion delay. As the read heads pass over the IRG, no 
RSDO H pulse sets the Tape Mark Window flip-flop, 
because NO CHAR RD L is asserted. The same RSDO 
pulse also sets the Short Record 1 flip-flop, which 
negates NO CHAR RD L and enables the Binary 
Counter (EI9) to be upcounted byWRT CLK. 

If the next RSDO H pulse occurs while the Binary 
Counter is at a count of 12 through 15, TPMK 
WINDOW (1) L will remain asserted. At the same 
time, SHORT REC I (1) H will be negated, and 
SHORT REC II (0) L will be asserted. 

These three conditions activate E13 (pins 1, 2, and 13), 
and generate ENBL SHDN CNTR L. If no other 
characters are soon detected, the Shutdown Counter 
will assert SHDN=8 H, which will cause the NRZ 
TMRK flip-flop to direct set. 

In nine-track tape units, the Binary Counter is preset to 
6. Therefore, the tape mark is valid if the second 
character arrives six to nine character lengths after the 
first. 
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3.7.7 Performance Checks 
Use the TM02/TU16 Data Reliability Program diag
nostic (see Paragraph 3.1.2) for a performance check 
on the Read (NRZ) circuitry. 

3.7.8 Adjustments 
The following adjustments directly affect proper 
operation ofthe TU16/TM02 read circuitry: 

Read Amplitude Adjustment (Paragraph 4.18.5) 
Read Skew Adjustment (Paragraphs 5.4.13 and 
5.4.14) 

3.7.9 Troubleshooting 

3.7.9.1 TM02/TU16 Data ReliabUity Program 
Diagnostic - Run the TM02lTU16 Data Reliability 
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Program diagnostic using Pattern 1, 800 BPI and 20 
characters. Use Table 3.7 -1 to analyze the results ofthe 
Data Reliability diagnostic. 

NOTE 
Han OPI error occurs with a VPE errors, trouble
shoot the OPI error first. (See Paragraph 3.5.10· 
.3.) This type of problem Is usually caused by too 
few RSDO pulses. 

If the trouble is not found, change the pattern to 3 
(rippling 1s) and rerun the diagnostic. Use Table 3.7-2 
to analyze the results ofthe Data Reliability diagnostic. 



Table 3.'·1 
Trouble Analysis of Data Rellablllty Diagnostic Using Pattem 1 

Problem Symptom Remedy 

CRC and LRC Errors Check gain adjustment of 0056. 

Look for a dead channel by letting Check the WD line of the dead channel with an os· 
th~ program run until some error cilloscope triggered from t.he REC line. The wave· 
printouts are obtained. form offigure 3.7·4 should be obtained. 

If the error printout resembles 
CRC 377-777 
~RC 377·777 Analog signal for Read channel Check 0056 .. 

the parity channel is dead. dead channel 2 is isbad. Check read head cable. 
missing ordistorted. Check read. head. 

If the error printout resembles Check analog signals 
BN: 20 (Fig. 3.5·7 A) on pins 

G 377 . A04Ll, B04Bl, Read channel Repair or replace tvI891O. 
B 357 B04Ml,C04Kl, is good. Check for faulty back panel wiring. 

adeadchannelexi~ts.1 C04Ll, D04Pl, Check write head cable. 
D04Rl, F04Pl and Check write head. 
F04Rl. Mount a skew Check RD line. 
tape and check the Check M8911 and cables. 
read channel (Fig. Check 0056 and cables. 
3.5.7B)onpinsA04Bl Check M8913 and cables. 
A04Fl, B04Fl, 
B04Kl, C04PI, 
C04Rl, D04Vl, 
E04El and F04Kl. .' 

CRC, LRC and VPE Check for "elean" analog signals (Fig. 3.7·5A). 
Errors without data errors. 

Check that the data pulses are approximately 9 volts 
peak·to·peak. 

Check that the CRC and LRC pulses are less than 5 
volts above and below ground. 

Check pin E04Kl for the packet waveform shown in 
Figure3.7·5C, D. Insure that each pulse is less than 
2 ,",sec wide and that pulses occur every 28/A sec. 

Check thatlogic "highs" are greaterthan + 2.4 V dc 
and all logic "lows" are less than +0.8 Vdc. 

NEF (Non· Executable Check that WRL (Write Lock) at pin FOIK2 is at 
Function) Error. +3Vdc. 3 

The PESB (Phase Encoded Status Signal) signal is incorrect. The signal Check that DEN lines are in correct state. 
should be +3 Vdc for densityO, 1, 2, and 3; and 0 volts for density 4, 5, 6, Check that 7 CH is not floating. 
and 7. 

NSG (Non Standard Gap) Excessive number ofRSDO pulses are being generated. . Check read circuitry. 
Error. 

FMT (Format) Error. Format code in TM02 Control Register (bits 4, 5, 6, and 7 of location Stop and restart the program and retype the format 
172432) is not 14. code. 

ITM (Illegal Tape Mark) When the program starts check Typed response is 0 or RETURN. Check for system fault. 
Error. the response to TM = O. 

Typed response is 1. Checkfor bad tape. 

Typed response is 1 and ITM is 
printed more than once. 

Check data channels 0, 1, and 4. 

FCE (Frame Count) Error. Error occurs at end of read operation. Check for 18 RSDO pulses. 

Error occurs at end of write operation. Trouble is in TM02 or RHll. 

DTE (Drive Timing Error) Trouble is in TM02, controller or processor. 
DBPE (Data Bus Parity Error) 
CBPE (Control Bus Parity Error) 
RMR (Register Modification Refuse) 
ILR (Illegal Register) 
ILF (Illegal Function) 

1 To determine which channel is dead. convert the G and B 
numbers, which are in octal, to binary. 

2 Convert the data channel number to the physical track 
number as follows: 

Channel 4 Channel 0 
G 377 011111111 
B 357 = 011101111 

Channel 0 is the least significant (right·most) bit. In the 
above example, Channel 4 is dead. 

3 IfWRL is at ground, a write lock condition will exist and it 
will be impossible to execute a write command. Refer to 
the M8910circuit schematic. 
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Table 3.7·2 
Trouble Analysis of Data ReUabUity Diagnostic Using Pattem 3 

Problem Remedy 

Grounded RD or WD line Check printout as follows to locate bad channel. Check RD and WD of faulty 
- channel for short to ground. 

BN: 1 Channel 0 
G 00000010 
B 00000011 

BN: 2 
G 00000100 
B 00000 1 0 1 

BN: 3 
G 00001000 
B o 0 0 0 100 1 

Note that for each B (bad data) printout, Channel 0 is a one 
(1). This indicates that either RDO or WDO is shorted to 
ground. 

Data lines tied together Check printout as follows to locate connected data lines. Check on slave bus (cable A) for 
connection between two data lines 

BN: 1 Channel 6 Channell indicated by printout. 
G 00000010 
B o 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

BN: 6 
G o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B o 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

BN: 17 
G 00000010 
B o 1 000 0 1 0 

Note that for each B (bad data) printout, Channels 1 and 6 
are always the same. This indicates that WD1 and WD6 
are tied to each other. 

Intermittent errors on data Error printout indicates that data channel 0 is intermittent. Check that both ends of cables A 
channelO. and B are correctly installed. 

Using an oscilloscope, check for 
the wave shapes of Figure 3.7-6. 
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Figure 3.7 -6 NRZI Signal Waveforms Using Pattern 3 and 800 BPI 
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3.8 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses the operation of the M8906 
Bit Fiddler during a read data operation (reference 
Figure 2-6). The M8906 Bit Fiddler is used in PDP-11 
systems. PDP-10 systems utilize an M8914 Bit Fiddler, 
which is described in other pamphlets (3.9 and 3.11). 

3.8.1 M8906 Bit Fiddler Operating Modes 
When OCC is asserted on the Massbus, the Bit Fiddler 
is enabled (BF ENABLE H asserted, MBI 9). 
[Reference the M8906 schematics and the M8906 Bit 
Fiddler Read Operation flowchart (Figure 3.8-D).] 
When DRIVE SET Pulse is generated, tape motion is 
started and the Bit Fddler is initialized by P BF RUN H 
(generated by the signal AEMD, BF 2). The initial 
state of the Bit Fiddler during a read operation is deter
mined by the tape data format and the direction of tape 
motion. These parameters determine the initial states 
ofthe Select A and Select B flip-flops. The format also 
determines the manner in which these flip-flops will be 
toggles (see Table 3.8-1). 

BIT FIDDLER READ (M8906) 
CONTENTS 

3.8.1 M8906 Bit Fiddler Operating Modes 
3.8.2 M8906 Bit Fiddler Read Operation 
3.8.3 Performance Checks 
3.8.4 Adjustments 
3.8.5 Troubleshooting 

The Format Select bits (FMT 0-3) of the Tape Con
trol register are decoded in the Bit Fddler (BF 3) as 
follows: 

FMT(0-3) 
3 2 1 0 
1 100 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 

Mode 

Normal Mode 
Core Dump 
15 Mode 

Any other combination produces a Bit Fiddler Format 
Error (BFFMTE). 

3.8.2 M8906 Bit Fiddler Read Operation 
When a tape data character becomes available on the 
Read Data Clines (RDC 0-7, BF 5), the Bit Fiddler 
receives RDS (BF 2). This causes one or two of the 
Read Latches (E1, E2, ES, and E6 on BF 5) to be 

Table 3.8-1 
Bit Fiddler Initialization/Operation 

Format Mode Select A SelectB 
initial Toggled By initial Toggled By 

Forward Normal Mode Clear Toggling inhibited Clear RDS 
Tape Core Dump Clear RDS Clear Alternate RDS 
Motion 15 Mode Clear Toggling inhibited Set RDS 

Reverse Normal Mode Clear Toggling inhibited Set RDS 
Tape Core Dump Clear RDS Set Alternate RDS 
Motion 15 Mode Clear Toggling inhibited Clear RDS 

·Only normal mode and 15 mode provide proper reassembly in read reverse. 

3.8-1 
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loaded by CLK @ and/or CLK ® ' or by 
CLK © and/or CLK @ , depending on the 
states of SELECT A, SELECT B, and CORE DUMP. 
The states of SELECT B and/ or SELECT A are now al
tered, and, when the next tape data character becomes 
available and RDS is received, one or two other Read 
Latches are loaded. The Bit Fiddler thus assembles 
18-bit data words (bits 16 and 17 forced set) for transfer 
to the MassbusController. Table 3.8-2 shows eLK @ 
® © @ sequences for the different formats and 
tape motion directions. 

After each CLK ® ® © @ cycle, an 18-bit data 
word, ready for transmission to the Massbus Con
troller, is sitting on the Data lines. The Bit Fiddler 

BIT FIDLER 
ENABLE H 

J I 

(BF3) generates a parity bit DPA TM which will be 
transmitted with the data word. 

When the data word is assembled, the Massbus Trans
fer (MB XFR, BF 2) flip-flop is clocked set. This pro
duces a l-J,ls pulse SCLK, which is transmitted to the 
Massbus Controller and causes it to strobe in the word 
on the Data lines. SCLK also resets the MB XFR flip
flop. Consecutive tape data characters are assembled 
in the same manner, and each time a data word is 
ready, SCLK is generated to the Massbus Controller. 

Figure 3.8-2 is a timing diagram of Bit Fiddler opera
tion in core dump mode during a read forward 
operation. 

AEMD H~~~ ______________________________________ ___ 

P BF RUN~r--D--__ --__ --__ --__________________________ __ 

E 32 PIN 12J~ 
MB XFR H _________ ..... L.Jr------....I '-\ ____ .... y_---

SEL EC T A ~~~'-"-'L.-""/ 

S E L EC T B ~~"""''''''..L-_---' 

RD C DATA 
AVA I LABLE ________ --' I I I I I I I I I I I I 

RDS H 

CLK @ n n n n 
CLK ® n n n 

CLK © n n n 
CLK @ n n n 

SCLK H n n n 
• DATA WORD. XFR .DATA WORD. XFR .DATA WORD .. XFR •• __ _ 

ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY 
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Figure 3.8-2 Bit Fiddler Read Forward Operation in Core Dump Mode 
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. 3.B.3 P~rformance Checks 1. Incorrect data without status errors . 
Perform Wrap-Around tests of the TM02/TU16 
Control Logic Test diagnostic (see Paragraph 3.1.2). 

2. Data late errors. 

3.B.4· Adjustments 
None. 

3.B.S Troubleshooting 

3. Data bus parity errors. 

4. Format errors. 

5. Drive timing errors. 

Symptoms which point directly at Bit Fiddler malfunc
tions are: 

If module swapping the M8906 does not correct the 
trouble, use Figure 3.8-1 to trace trouble to related cir
cuits. 

Mode 

Normal Mode 

Core Dump 

15 Mode 

Table 3.8-2 
CLK @ ® © ® Sequences 

Direction of Tape Motion Sequence 

Forward A&B -+C&D -+A&B-+ C&D"~etc. 
Reverse* C&D -+ A&B -+ C&D -+ A&B -+ etc. 

Forward A -+ B -+ C -+ D -+ A -+ B -+C -+ D -+etc. 
Reverse 

Forward 
Reverse* 

C -+ D -+ A -+ B -+ C -+ D -+ A -+ etc. 

C&D-+ A&B -+ C&D -+ A&B etc. 
A&B -+ C&D -+ A&B -+ C&D etc. 

*Only nonnal mode and 15 mode provide proper reassembly in read reverse .. 
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3.9 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses the operation of the MB914 
Bit Fiddler during a read data operation (reference 
Figure 2-6). The MB914 Bit Fiddler is used in PDP-10 
systems. PDP-11 systems utilize an MB906 Bit Fiddler, 
which is described in other pamphlets (3.B and 3.10). 

3.9.1 Bit Fiddler Initialization 
Reference the MB914 Bit Fiddler schematics and the 
Bit Fiddler Read Operation flowchart (Figure 3.9-1). 

When the TM02 decodes a data transfer function code 
in the Control Register, OCC TM is asserted (MBI 7); 
this enables the Bit Fiddler (BF ENABLE H). When 
BF ENABLE H and GO BUF H are asserted the status 
register is enabled. 

When the TM02 receives RUN H, DRY SET PLS is 
generated in the Massbus Interface module (MB909). 
DRY SET PLS produces EMD H (TCCM 3), a pulse 
which, on its trailing edge, triggers a one shot (BFLRB, 
E10) which sets the status register. When the status 
register is set it assumes its initialized state of the SR1 

BIT FIDDLER READ (M8914) 

CONTENTS 

3.9.1 Bit Fiddler Initialization 
3.9.2 Bit Fiddler Formatting 
3.9.3 Bit Fiddler Read Operation 
3.9.4 Performance Checks 
3.9.6 Troubleshooting 

H output being high, and the LD SEL Hand SR3 H 
outputs being low. The status register remains in this 
state until the data output word has been assembled. 

3.9.2 Bit Fiddler Formatting 
The mode of Bit Fiddler operation during a data read is 
determined by the selected data format. The Format 
Select bits (FMT 0-3) of the Tape Control register are 
decoded in the Bit Fiddler (BF7) as shown in Table 
3.9-1. 

Figure 3.9-2 illustrates Bit Fiddler multiplexing. The 
figure shows the read operation in block diagram form. 
Figure 3.11-3 illustrates the tape frame format for the 
four modes of operation. In each case the tape frames 
are inputted into the Bit Fiddler from the drive unit. 
The tape frames are received in the Bit Fiddler Data 
Shift Register where they are assembled into the 36-bit 
PDP-10 core word. The number of tape frames re
quired to assemble a complete word, and whether 
shifting is required in the data register, depends on the 
mode of operation. 

Table 3.9·1 
Bit Fiddler Format 

Bits 
3 2 1 0 Mode 

0 0 0 0 10 Core Dump 
0 0 0 1 10 Seven Track 
0 0 1 0 10 ASCII 
0 0 1 1 10 Compatibility 

Any other combination produces a Bit Fiddler Format 
Error (BFFMTE). 
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Figure 3.9-2 Bit Fiddler Multiplexing Block Diagram 10-2023 

3.9.3 Bit Fiddler Read Operation 
When a tape character becomes available on the Read 
Data Clines (RDO 0-7), the Bit Fiddler receives RDS 
H. RDS H clocks the status counter and the Frame 
Count Register on the Massbus Interface Module 
M8909. The status counter was already loaded prior to 
initialization and is counted up during the Read 
process. The output of the status counter addresses a 
PROM (E61) which clocks the data shift register 
causing the first character to be loaded. (See Figure 
3.9-3). 

When the next RDS pulse is received the status counter 
and frame count register are again clocked and the 
Prom outputs load each section ofthe data register ex
cept for the lower order 8 bits. The next RDS pulse 
again causes loading of the data register except for the 
lower order 16 bits, etc. until the data register is loaded 
with the correct number of tape frames (data charac
ters). When the outputs ofthe status counter match a 
decoding of the format bits (FMT 0-3) a CHAR 
MTCH H signal is asserted indicating that the correct 
number of tape data characters have been loaded into 
the data register. CHAR MTCH H clocks the status 
register which asserts SHIFT LEFT H to the data 
register for assembling of the data word. When the 
word has been assembled according to the format, 
CLK SR H is asserted and clocks the status register 
which generates two SCLK pulses to the Massbus 
controller. 

When the Controller receives the first SCLK it 
generates WCLK which strobes out the first half ofthe 
data word. When the Controller receives the second 
SCLK it sends another WCLK pulse to the Bit Fiddler 
causing the second half of the data word to be strobed 
out onto the data lines. The Bit FIddler then generates 
a parity bit for each data word placed onto the Mass
bus. 

3.9-3 

The status register now returns to its initial state until 
all of the tape data characters for the next word have 
been assembled and strobed onto the data lines. 

Each SCLK generated by the Bit Fiddler preloads the 
status counter in preparation for a frame count of the 
next half of a data word. 

When the frame count register overflows the BF ENBL 
H signal is negated and the Read operation is 
completed. 

Figure 3.9-3 is a timing diagram of Bit Fiddler opera
tion in the "10 core dump" mode during a Read 
operation. 

3.9.4 Performance Checks 
Perform Wrap-Around tests of PDP-I0 Diagnostic 
MAINDEC-I0-DLTUA to check performance of data 
paths, DPAR circuits and format error circuits (see 
Paragraph 3.1.2). 

3.9.5 Adjustments 
None. 

3.9.6 Troubleshooting 
Symptoms which point directly at Bit Fiddler malfunc
tions are: 

1. Data late errors. 

2. Data bus parityettors. 

3. Format errors. 

4. Drive timing errors. 

If module swapping the M8914 does not correct the 
trouble, use Figure 3.9-1 to trace trouble to related cir
cuits. 
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Figure 3.9-3 Timing Diagram of Bit Fiddler Read Forward Operation in Core Dump Mode 
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3.10 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses the operation of the M8906 
Bit Fiddler during a write data operation (reference 
Figure 2-4). The M8906 Bit Fiddler is used in PDP-ll 
systems. PDP-10 systems utilize an M8914 Bit Fiddler, 
which is described in other pamphlets (3.9 and 3.11). 

3.10.1 Bit Fiddler Initialization 
Reference the M8906 Bit Fiddler schematics and the 
Bit Fiddler Write Operation flowchart (Figure 3.10-1). 

When the TM02 decodes a data transfer function code 
in the Control register, OCC TM is asserted (MBI 7); 
this enables the Bit Fiddler (BF ENABLE H, MBI 9). 
When the Massbus Controller is ready to transmit 
data, it places an 18-bit data word on the Data lines of 
the data bus, places a parity bit associated with the 
Data lines on the DPA line, and then asserts RUN H. 

When the TM02 receives RUN H, DRV SET PLS is 
generated in the Massbus Interface module (M8909). 
DRV SET PLS produces AEMD H (TCCM 3), a pulse 
which, on its trailing edge, triggers a one-shot (BF2, 
E29) and generates P BF RUN H. P BF RUN H ini
tializes the Bit Fiddler by setting or clearing the Select 
A and Select B flip-flops. Because WRITE L is as
serted during a write data operation, P BF RUN H is 
gated by E25 and also sets the MB XFR (Massbus 
Transfer) flip-flop. MB XFR H produces a 1- s SCLK 
pulse, which resets the MB XFR flip-flop and is trans
mitted to the Massbus Controller. 

When the Massbus Controller receives SCLK, it trans
mits WCLK to the TM02 and then places the next data 
word and its corresponding parity bit on the data bus. 
WCLK, enabled by BF ENABLE, produces CLK 
WRT BUF H, which loads the Bit Fiddler Write Buffer 

BIT FIDDLER WRITE (M8906 
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(BF 4). Thus, in a data write operation, the first da1 
word is transferred soon after, and as a consequence 0 

the assertion of RUN H. Subsequent data words at 
transferred only after the first data word has been cor 
verted to tape characters, i.e., after the motion delay. 
over (and in PE Mode, after the preamble is written). 

3.10.2 Bit Fiddler Formatting 
The mode of Bit Fiddler operation during a data writ 
is determined by the selected data format. The Form~ 
Select bits (FMT0--3) ofthe Tape Control register at 
decoded in the Bit Fiddler (BF 3) as follows: 

FMT(0-3) 
Bit 3 2 1 

1 1 0 
110 
1 1 1 

o Mode 
o Normal Mode 
1 Core Dump 
o 15 Mode 

Any other combination produces a Bit Fiddler Form~ 
Error (BFFMTE). The selected format determines th 
initial states ofthe Select A and Select B flip-flops, an 
also the manner in which the flip-flops are toggle 
(refer to Table 3.10-1). SLCT A and SLCT B are input 
to multiplexers E15, E16, and E19 (BF 4), and detel 
mine the manner in which a data word stored in th 
Write Buffer is disassembled. Note that in core dum 
mode, BFO 4-7 are forced low. As SLCT A and/ c 
SLCT B toggle, the data word is multiplexed int 
characters as indicated in Figure 3.10-2. 

3.10-1 

3.10.3 BitFiddlerTiming 
When WRT STRB H pulses are received by the B 
Fiddler, it begins disassembling the data word store 
in the Write Buffer. In NRZ mode, this occurs imm< 
diately after the start motion delay, when the TU16 
at speed and transmits WRT CLK to the TM02. In P 
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Table 3.10·1 
Bit Fiddler Inltiallzation/ Operation 

Format Mode Select A SelectB 
initial Toggled By initial Toggled By 

Normal Mode Clear Toggling inhibited Clear WRTSTRB 
Core Dump Clear WRTSTRB Clear Alternate WRT STRB 
15 Mode Clear Toggling inhibited Set WRTSTRB 

PDP-II MASSBUS BIT WEIGHT 
CORE WORD DATA WORD 

LS·B Rill 

"'"} 
2° 

j " 'H"'''''' WRITTEN 

07 

"} j '~'H"'"'' WRITTEN 

MSB R15 .. 015 215 

016 
017 

a. Normal Mode 

PDP-II MASSBUS BIT WEIGHT 
CORE WORD DATA WORD 

LSB Rf/l 
.. Dill} 

2° 
• 1st CHARACTER 

WRITTEN 
03 

Dr } 2nd CHARACTER 
WRITTEN 

07 

DB} • 3rd CHARACTER 
WRITTEN 

on 
D12} ~ 4th CHARACTER 

WRITTEN 
MSB R15 .. 015 2'5 

016 
017 

b. Core Dump Mode 
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LSB N17 ",. } 2° 
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mode, WRT STRB pulses are generated after the pre-
amble has been written. . 

WRT STRB H is generated on the Tape Control Com
mon Mode module (TCCM 4). When DRV SET PLS H 
is asserted during a write data operation, the Write 
Data Record flip-flop (£42) is set, generating WDR H. 
In NRZ mode, (PESB L negated), this produces a high 
at E25 pin 6 and E46 pin 8, and enables generation of 
WRT STRB H when WRT CLK is produced by the 
TU16. WRT STRB and WRT CLK will be at the same 

WRT ClK H n n and WB ClK H 

PE ClK l I and DATA ClK H 

WRT STRB H n (for PEl 

WRT STRB H n n (for NRZl 

Figure 3.10-3 

--1~1 BIT FIDDLER j 

ENABLE H 

frequency. In PE mode, WRT STRB H is also derived 
from WRT CLK; however, FE WRT ENABLE Land 
DA TA CLK H must be asserted. This occurs when the 
data portion of a record is written. Because the fre
quencyof DATA CLK H is half that of WRT CLK, 
WRT STRB H will also be at half the frequency of 
WRT CLK H(Figure 3.10-3). 

Figure 3.10-4 is a timing diagram for Bit Fiddler write 
operation in core dump mode. Each time a WRT 
STRB H pulse is generated, the Select B and/or Select 

n n n rL 
I L 
n rL 

n n n rL 
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A flip-flops are toggled. The Frame Count register is 
also incremented (FCCLK H, BF 2) at each WRT 
STRB H. For each combination of SLCT A and SLCT 
B, a separate character is multiplexed onto the Bit 
Fiddler output lines; this character becomes available 
to the write circuitry in the TCCM module. 

In core dump (or normal) mode, completion of data 
word disassembly is detected by E21 (pins 3, 4, and 5) 
(in 15 mode, E21 pins 1, 2, and 13 detect this condi
tion), and the MB XFR flip-flop is clocked set. MB 
XFR H generates a 1- s SCLK pulse, which clears the 
MB XFR flip-flop, and is transmitted to the Massbus 
Controller. The controller responds to SCLK with a 
WCLK pulse which loads the Bit Fiddler Write Buffer 
with the data word on the Data lines. The controller 
then places a new data word on the Data lines, places a 
data parity bit on the D PA lines, and waits for the next 
SCLK pulse. In the meantime, the Bit Fiddler per
forms its disassembly process on the new word in its 
Write Buffer. When this word is disassembled, another 
SCLK is transmitted to the controller; this cycle con
tinues untill all the data has been transferred. 

Each time the Write Buffer is loaded, a data bus parity 
check is performed. If there is a parity error, the Parity 
Error flip-flop (BF 3) is set and SET DPAR H is 
generated. This causes the DPAR bit in the Error 
register to be set. 

3.10-5 

If a WRT STRB H pulse occurs before the Bit Fiddler 
receives a WCLK response from the Massbus 
Controller, SET DTE L (Set Drive Timing Error) is 
asserted. This causes the DTE bit in the Error register 
to beset. 

3.10.4 Performance Checks 
Perform the TM02/TU16 Control Logic Test diag
nostic to check performance of data paths, DPAR cir
cuits and format error circuits (see Paragraph 3.1.2). 

3.10.5 Adjustments 
None. 

3.10.6 Troubleshooting 
Symptoms which point directly at Bit Fiddler malfunc
tions are: 

1. Data late errors. 

2. Data bus parity errors. 

3. Format errors. 

4. Drive timing errors. 

If module swapping the M8906 does not correct the 
trouble, use Figure 3.10-1 to trace trouble to related 
circuits. 





3.11 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses the operation of the M8914 
Bit Fiddler during a write data operation (reference 
Figure 2-4). The MS914 Bit Fiddler is used in PDP-I0 
systems. PDP-ll systems utilize an M8906 Bit Fiddler, 
which is described in other pamphlets (3.S and 3.10). 

3.11.1 Bit Fiddler Initialization 
Reference the MS914 Bit Fiddler schematics and the 
Bit Fiddler Write Operation flowchart (Figure 3.11-1). 

When the TM02 decodes a data transfer function code 
in the Control register, OCC TM is asserted (MBI 7); 
and enables the Bit Fiddler (BF ENABLE H). When 
BF ENABLE H and GO BUF H are asserted, the status 
register is enabled. 

When the Massbus Controller is ready to transmit 
data, it places an 18-bit data word on the Data lines of 
the data bus. The lS-bit data word is the first half of a 
PDP-I0 36-bit data word. 

When the TM02 receives RUN H, DRY SET PLS is 
generated in the Massbus Interface module (M8909). 
DRY SET PLS produces EMD H (TCCM 3), a pulse 
which, on its trailing edge, triggers a one-shot (BFLR9, 
EI0) which presets status register E67 (BFS). When the 
status register is set its R2 output is asserted and 
generates two SCLK TM L pulses via multiplexer E7S, 
exclusive OR E41 and one-shot E2. The RC time delay 
in the E41 input circuit results in the generation of the 
second SCLK TM L pulse. 

When the Massbus Controller receives the first SCLK, 
it transmits WCLK to the TM02 and then places the 
first half of the 36-bit data word onto the da1a bus. 
When the Controller receives the second SCLK, it 
transmits the second WCLK to the TM02 and then 
places the second half of the data word and its cor
responding parity bit on the data bus. The two halfs of 
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the 36-bit data word are loaded into the 4S-bit shift 
register via the input multiplexer (see Figure 3.9-2). 
Thus, in a data write operation, the first data word is 
transferred soon after, and as a consequence of, the as
sertion of RUN H. Subsequent data words are trans
ferred only after the first data word has been converted 
to tape characters. 

3.11.2 Bit Fiddler Formatting 
The mode of Bit Fiddler operation during a data write 
is determined by the selected data format. The Format 
Select bits (FMT0--3) of the Tape Control register are 
decoded in the Bit Fiddler (BF7) as shown in Table 
3.11-1. 

The mode of operation determines the number of 
frames required to disassemble one 36-bit word. Refer 
to Figure 3.11-2 and Table 3.11-2 for the tape frame 
formats. Figure 3. 11-2 illustrates the tape frame format 
for the four modes of operation. In each case the 36-bit 
PDP-I0coreword is inputted to the Bit Fiddler, via the 
Massbus, in two lS-bit segments. The two segments 
are received in the Bit Fiddler data register and then 
disassembled into tape frames according to the 
selected mode. Each tape frame corresponds to a 
character written onto the tape. 

Table 3.11-2 illustrates the utilization ofthe tape tracks 
in the various modes of operation. Note in the 10 
Compability mode aU tracks of all tape frames are 
used, while in the 10 Core Dump mode four tracks of 
the 5th frame are not used. In 10 seven-track mode 
tracks 6 and 7 are never used while in the 10 ASCII 
Mode track 7 is not used except in frame S. Thus 
shifting of the Bit Fiddler data register is necessary in 
the 10 seven-track and 10 ASCII modes of operation. 
The shift clock (CLK SR H) goes through a variable 
delay on BLFR 7 to allow time for transfer of the word 
frames and for any shifting that may be required in the 
data register. The amount of delay varies according to 
the mode format. 

, 3.11-1 
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Bits 

Table 3.11·1 
Bit Fiddler Format 

Number of 
Tape Frames 

3 2 1 0 Mode per Disassembled Word 

0 0 0 0 10 Core Dump 
0 0 0 1 10 Seven Track 
0 0 1 0 10 ASCII 
0 0 1 1 10 Compatibility 

Any other combination produces a Bit Fiddler Format 
Error (FMTE). 

Table 3.11·2 
Tape Track Formats 

5 
6 
5 
4 

Mode Format Frame Bit Positions on Tracks 
Code No. Trk.Par Trk.7 Trk.6 Trk.5 Trk.4 Trk.3 

lO-Compatibility 0011 1 P Bo Bl B 2 B3 B4 
2 P B8 B9 B 10 Bll B 12 
3 P B 16 B 17 B18 B 19 B 20 
4 P B 24 B 25 B 26 B27 B 28 

lO-Core Dump 0000 1 P Bo Bl B2 B3 B4 
2 P B8 B9 B 10 Bll B12 
3 P B 16 B 17 B18 B 19 B 20 
4 P B 24 B 25 B 26 B 27 B 28 
5 P * * * * B 32 

10-ASCII 0010 1 P * Bo Bl B2 B3 
2 P * B7 B8 B9 B 10 
3 P * B 14 B15 B 16 B17 
4 P * B 21 B 22 B 23 Bz. 
5 P B35 B 28 B 29 B 30 B31 

lO-Seven Track 0001 1 P * * 

~ :, 
Bl B2 

2 P * * B7 B8 
3 P * * : ~: B14 
4 P * * B 20 
5 P * * : ~: B B 26 25 
6 P * * ,B 31 B 32 30 

*Blank 

3.11-3 

Trk.2 Trk.l 

B5 B6 
B 13 Bu 
B 21 B 22 
B 29 B 30 

B5 B6 
B13 Bu 
B 21 B 22 
B 29 B 30 
B 33 B 34 . 
B4 B5 
Bll B 12 
B 18 B 19 
B 25 B 26 
B 32 B33 

B3 B4 
B9 B 10 
B 15 B 16 
B 21 B22 
B 27 B 28 
B33 B34 

TrkO 

B7 
B 15 
B 23 
B 31 

B7 
B 15 
BZ] 
B 31 
B 35 

B6 
B 13 
B 20 
B 27 
B 34 

B5 
Bll 
B 17' 
BZ] 

B 29 
B 35 





3.11.3 Bit Fiddler Timing 
When WRT STRB H pulses are received by the Bit 
Fiddler, it begins disassembling the data word stored 
in the shift register. In NRZ mode, this occurs imme
diately after the start motion delay, when the TU16 is 
at speed and transmits WRT CLK to the TM02. In PE 
mode, WRT STRB pulses are generated after the pre
amble has been written. 

WRT STRB H is generated on the Tape Control 
Common Mode module (TCCM 4). When DRV SET 
PLS H (MBI 6) is asserted during a write data opera
tion, the Write Data Record flip-flop (E42) is set, 
generating WDR H. In NRZ mode, (PESB L negated), 

WRT CLK H n n ond WB CLK H 

PE CLK L I ond DATA CLK H 

WRT STRB H n llor PEl 

WRT STRB H n n llor NRZl 

Figure 3.11-3 

this produces a high at E25 pin 6 and E46 pin 8, and 
enables generation of WRT STRB H when WRT CLK 
is produced by the TU16. WRT STRB and WRT CLK 
will be at the same frequency. In PE mode, WRT 
STRB H is also derived from WRT CLK; however, PE 
WRT ENABLE Land DATA CLK H must be asserted. 
This occurs when the data portion of a record is 
written. Because the frequency of DATA CLK H is 
half that of WRT CLK, WRT STRB H will also be at 
halfthe frequency ofWRT CLK H (Figure 3.11-3). 

Figure 3.11-4 is a timing diagram for the Bit Fiddler 
during a Write operation in the Core Dump Mode. 
Each time a WRT STRB H pulse is generated the 

n n n rL 
I L 

n rL 
n n n rL 
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frame count register in the Massbus Interface Module 
is incremented and the Bit Fiddler status counter (E70) 
is decremented. For each combination of the status 
counter output a separate character is multiplexed 
onto the Bit Fiddler output lines (WDBFO 0-4); this 
character becomes available to the write circuitry in the 
TCCM module. 

Completion of a data word disassembly is detected by a 
comparison of the output of the status counter to a 
decoding of the format lines. When a match is detected 
CHAR MTCH H (E69-6) is asserted and shifts the 
status register thereby generating another pair of 
SCLK pulses to the Massbus. The Massbus RH11 
Controller responds to the first SCLK with a WCLK 
pulse which loads the Bit Fiddler data register with the 
first half of the next data word. The second SCLK 
pulse causes the loading of the second half of the data 
word into the data register. If the format code indicates 
either lO-ASCII or lO-seven track, the shifting of the 
bits now takes place. The data register shift pulses are 
received from the status counter which generates the 
pulses in accordance with the particular mode of 
operation. The word is then disassembled and the cycle 
continues until all ofthe data has been transferred. 

When the last data word has been disassembled and 
the CHAR MTCH H is asserted, the lower order four 
bits of the frame count register, gated with the Small 
Frame Count signal (SFC H) inhibits the CHAR 
MTCH signal from clocking the status shift register 
and generating a new SCLK pulse. 

If a WRT STRB H pulse occurs before the Bit Fiddler 
has received a WCLK response from the Massbus 
Controller, SET DTE L (Set Data Timing Error) is as
serted. This causes the DTE bit inthe Error Register to 
beset. 

If 10 Seven-track mode is requested while the board is 
operating in the PE mode, the BF FMTE (Bit Fiddler 
Format Error) is asserted. 

3.11.4 Performance Checks 
Perform Wrap-Around tests of PDP-10 Diagnostic 
MAINDEC-10-DLTUA to check performance of data 
paths, DPAR circuits and format error circuits (see 
Paragraph 3.1.2). 

3.11.5 Adjustments 
None. 

3.11.6 Troubleshooting 
Symptoms which point directly at Bit Fiddler malfunc
tionsare: 

1. Data late errors. 

2. Data bus parity errors. 

3. Format errors. 

4. Drive timing errors. 

If module swapping the M8914 does not correct the 
trouble, use Figure 3.11-1 to trace trouble to related 
circuits. 
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3.12 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses the operation of the TU161 
TM02 write circuitry when operating in PE mode. The 
write data path (reference Figure 2-4) is covered from 
the output of the Bit Fiddler to the write heads. Bit 
Fiddler write operation is described in pamphlets 3.10 
(M8906) and 3.11 (M8914).· 

3.12.1 PE Data Write 
The characters multiplexed by the Bit Fiddler onto the 
Write Data Bit Fiddler Output lines (WDBFO 0-7) 
are transmitted to the TCCM module. In the TCCM 
module, the WDBFO lines are input to a parity tree 
(TCCM 2 E44) and generate a vertical parity bit (PE 
parity is always odd). The character (parity bit 
included) is applied to the A inputs ofthe TCCM Write 
Multiplex (TCCM 2), and multiplexed to the TCCM 
Write Buffer. 

When the Write Buffer receives WB CLK H, it is 
loaded with the output of the Write Multiplex. The 
complemented outputs ofthe Write Buffer are applied 
to the D inputs ofthe Write Multiplex, and loaded into 
the Write Buffer at alternate WB CLK H pulses. This 
operation phase encodes the binary data output of the 
Bit Fiddler. 

The uncomplemented outputs of the TCCM Write 
Buffer are driven by type 75451 drivers across the slave 
bus to the TU16. The Write Data (WD) lines of the 
slave bus are received by receivers in the LAW module 
(M8910) ofthe TU16 (refer to LAW 3 and 4). The data 
is then gated by the Write Data Multiplex (E5, E13, 
and E19) to the Write Deskew Buffer and nine XOR 
gates. In PE mode (PE + LRC H asserted), the XOR 
gates cause the Write Deskew Buffer to "follow" its 
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voltage input. The Write Deskew Buffer is clocked by 
SK CLK (Skew Clock) pulses (LAW 4). These pulses 
are delayed REC L pulses, jumpered to compensate for 
static skew in the write head. The Write Deskew Buffer 
outputs are then driven to the write head. 

3.12.2 PE Data Write Timing 
When the TM02 decodes a Write Data function code, 
it places the WRITE and FWD commands on the slave 
bus. When the Massbus Controller asserts RUN, the 
TM02 generates DRV SET Pulse, which sets the WDR 
(Write Data Record) flip-flop (TCCM 4); this enables 
generation ofWB CLK and REC L pulses when WRT 
CLK is received from the TU16. The TM02 also 
transmits SLAVE SET Pulse to the TU16. This ini
tiates tape motion and sets the Write Enable flip-flop 
(LA W 8). WRITE ENABLE switches current to the 
write and erase heads (LAW 3). Since no flux reversals 
can be effected until WRT CLK pulses are produced, 
the tape is dc erased as it accelerates. 

When the transport is up to speed (ACCL H negated), 
the PE Write Major States circuitry (TCPE 3) is 
enabled; at the same time, the TU16 begins to transmit 
WRT CLK to the TM02. The Write Major States cir
cuitry enables the various segments of a PE data record 
(preamble Os, preamble Is, data, postamble Is, and 
postamble Os) to be written. While the preamble is 
being written, WRT CLK generates WB CLK and 
REC L pulses (TCCM 4). WB CLK is used in the 
TCCM write circuitry (TCCM 2) to phase encode the 
preamble (Figure 3.12-1). REC L is transmitted to the 
TU16 and causes the phase-encoded characters 
generated by the TCCM Write Buffer to be transferred 
to tape. 

3.12-1 
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Figure 3.12-1 TCCM Write Operation Timing (PE) 

When the preamble has been written, the Write Major 
States circuitry asserts DATA H. This enables the 
generation ofWRT STRB in addition to WB CLK and 
REC L, and changes the mode of the TCCM Write 
Multiplex operation so that it gates data characters 
from the Bit Fiddler to the TCCM Write Buffer. The 
WRT STRB pulses cause the Bit Fiddler to generate 
tape characters from the data words it receives from the 
Massbus Controller. WB CLK pulses clock the TCCM 
Write Buffer and phase encode the Bit Fiddler outputs, 
while the REC L pUlses, transmitted to the TU16, 
cause the data to be transferred to tape. The writing of 
the data portion of a PE record terminates with Frame 
Count register (ROS) overflow. 

3.12.3 Preamble Write Timing 
The Write Major States circuitry on TCPE 3 controls 
various stages of a PE write data operation. At the be
ginning of a write data operation in PE mode, WDR H 
(TCCM 4) enables the PRE 0 flip-flop (TCPE 3) to be 
clocked set by ST CLK (State Clock). However, Write 
Major States circuitry operation is inhibited until the 
end of the start motion (acceleration) delay. When the 
start motion delayis over (ACCL negated), the PRE 0 
flip-flop is set; PRE 0 asserts PE WRT ENB L. At the 
same time, WRT CLK pulses received by the TM02 
producePE CLK, WB CLK H, and REC L pulses 
(TCCM 4). PE CLK and PESB (Phase Encoded Status 
Buffered) cause the SO and S1 inputs of the TCCM 
Write Multiplex (TCCM 2) to toggle as illustrated in 
Figure 3.12-1. Because ONES H is not asserted, phase-

encoded Os are loaded into the TCCM Write Buffer by 
WB CLK. (The operation is identical to the manner in 
which postamble Os are produced, illustrated in Figure 
3.12-1. 

The number of preamble Os generated is counted by ES 
and E6 on TCCM 3. (The motion delay counter, of 
which ES and E6 area part, thus serves a dual purpose.) 
When forty Os have been generated, FORTY H causes 
the PRE 0 flip-flop to be cleared and the PRE 1 flip
flop to be set; this asserts ONES L, causing the TCCM 
Write Buffer to be loaded with a phase-encoded 1s 
character. REC L pulses are continuously transmitted 
to the TU16, and cause the forty Os and the 1s character 
to be transferred to tape. 

After the preamble 1s character is written, the PRE 1 
flip-flop is cleared, and the Data flip-flop is set. DATA 
H asserted causes the data portion of the PE record to 
be written, as described in Paragraph 3.12.2. 

3.12.4 Postamble Write Timing 
When the Frame Count register overflows (indicating 
that the data has been written), WRITE END L is 
generated (MBI 9) and clears the Write Data Record 
flip-flop (TCCM 4). WDR H negated clears the Data 
flip-flop (TCPE 3) and causes the POS 1 flip-flop to 
set. This asserts ONES L, and changes the mode of 
TCCM Write Multiplex operation (Figure 3.12-0, so 
that a phase-encoded 1s character is generated and 
written on tape. The next ST CLK pulse clears the POS 
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1 flip-flop. This negates ONES L and enables the post
amble Os to be written on tape. The ST CLK pulse that 
follows sets the POS 0 flip-flop. While POS 0 is as
serted, E5 and E6 of the Binary Counter on TCCM 3 
are upcounted from 40 to 80, during which time 40 
postamble Os are written on tape. When EIGHTY L is 
asserted, the POS 0 flip-flop is cleared; this completes 
the PE record. 

3.12.5 PE Tape Mark Generation 
When the DRV SET PLS is produced, the write and 
erase heads are energized and cause the tape to be 
erased throughout the start motion delay. DRV SET 
PLS also causes the TMWIP (Tape Mark Write In Pro
gress) flip-flop (TCCM 4 E42) to be set. 

When the start motion delay is over, the Write Major 
States circuitry (TCPE 3) is enabled, and TMWIP H 
allows the PRE 0 flip-flop to set. This cases the as
sertion of PE WRT ENB L, which enables generation 
ofPE CLK, WB CLK, and REC L pulses (TCCM 4). 

With PRE 0 asserted, almost the same situation exists 
as when preamble Os are written (Paragraph 3.12.3). 
Forty tape characters will be written on tape, as 
determined by E5 and E6 on TCCM 3. However, be
cause WFMK L is asserted and input to E33 pin 12 on 
TCCM 2, bits 3,4,6, and 7 of the TCCM Write Buffer 
are force cleared. Thus, instead of all-O tape 
characters, only tracks I, 2,4,5, and 8 will contain Os; 
tracks 3, 6, 7, and 9 (corresponding to bits 3, 4, 6, and 
7) will be erased. 

When the 40 characters comprising the tape mark have 
been written, FORTY H (TCCM 3) causes the PRE 0 
flip-flop (TCPE 3) to be cleared; this inhibits further 
WB CLK and REC L pulses. 

3.12.6 IDB Generation 
The IDB is written on tape automatically when a 
TU16, operating in PE mode, is commanded to 
perform a write operation while at BOT. The circuitry 

that detects this condition is located on TCCM 3. The 
count in the motion delay counter (E5, E6, E14, and 
E15) is used to activate the Write IDB circuitry. During 
a write from BOT operation, the start motion delay is 
202 ms. Approximately 56 ms into the delay, the Write 
IDB flip-flop (E26) is forced set and asserts WRT ID 
BURST L. It remains set for 130 ms, during which time 
the identification burst is written. 

WRT ID BURST L asserted negates ACCL (SB) L 
(TCCM 3); this enables the TU16 to transmit WRT 
CLK to the TM02. WRT ID BURST also generates PE 
WRT ENB L (TCPE 3), which enables generation of 
PE CLK, WB CLK, and REC (TCCM 4). At the same 
time, WRT ID BURST is input to E33 pin 13 on 
TCCM 2, and force clears all the bits of the TCCM 
Write Buffer except for the parity bit. WRT ID 
BURST H, input to E83 pin 13 on TCCM 2, enables 
PARITY DATA SET UP H, which causes the Write 
Buffer parity bit to produce alternate Is and Os. The 
net result is alternate Is and Os on the parity track 
(track 4) while all other tracks are erased. 

3.12.7 Performance Checks 
Perform TM02/TU16 Data Reliability Program diag
nostic (see Paragraph 3.1.2). 

3.12.8 Adjustments 
The only adjustment directly affecting the proper 
operation of the TU16/TM02 write circuitry is the 
write skew adjustment (Paragraph 4.18.6). The ad
justment should only be performed after replacing the 
head plate assembly, or when excessive wear in the 
head plate assembly is suspected. Note that before 
adjusting write skew, the read skew adjustment (Para
graphs 5.4.13 and 5.4.14) must be performed. 

3.12.9 Troubleshooting 
To troubleshoot the Write (PE) function, run the 
TM02ITU16 Data Reliability Diagnostic and use 
Table 3.12-1 to analyze the results. 
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Problem 

FCE (Frame Count Error) 

CORR SKEW Error 

CORR SKEW Error 
and 

CORR DATA Error 

NSG Error 

PEF, CDE, INC Errors 

Incorrectable data error 
with all zeros in check 
character register and no 
CS/ITM error. 

Check Character Register 
repeatedly contains the 
same bit set. * 

PEFError 

Records are being 
written im properly. 

Table 3.12-1 
Analysis of Data Reliability Diagnostic For Write (PE) Troubleshooting 

Symptom Remedy 

Postamble detected too soon. Check postamble detect cir-
cuitry on M8901 (DS 3, 
S,7) 

Check postamble flip-flop 
on M8902 (dwng TCPES) 

Error caused by certain data patterns. Check for dead track. 

Check EBL on M8909 
(dwngMBI9) 

Check RUN from RH con-
troller and on MASSBUS. 

One or more tracks using third stage of deskew buffer (M8901- Problem is one track sensing 
DS2, M8902; DwngTCPE2) end of preamble too soon 

or too late. 

One track is missing. Check for damaged tape. 

During a read operation one or more channels of read data completes Check for poorly written 
a record in the wrong state. tape. 

e.g. Overshoot on the last transition being recognized as an extra CheckGOS6. 
transition. 

Some unerased data left in the IRG. Check for misaligned erase 
head. 

Check tape for dirt and de-
fects. 

Check for capstan jitter. 
Check operation of phase 

locked loop. 
Check deskew bu ffer. 
CheckGOS6. 
Check read states circuits 

onM8902. 

Parity error exists with no dead track. Check for defective compo-
nent in the deskew buffer 
(DS 3, S, 7; Dwng 
TCPE2). 

Trouble is in only one track. Trouble is in same track. Check for trouble in TU16. 
Swap the M8901 modules 

Check analog and digital 
outputs ofGOS6. 

Trouble is in different track Check M8901. 

More than one dead track due to improper detection of preamble Check for poor quality tape. 
and postamble. Check tape speed regulation. 

Check M8910 (head drivers). 
Check M8902 (Write major 
states) . 
Check M8903 (Write 
buffer). 
Check PE W rite voltages 
according to Table 3.1S-3. 

* A 777 in the check character register may indicate a late detection of 
postamble which causes the check character register to be strobed at 
the wrong time. 
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3.13 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet discusses the operation of the TU161 
TM02 write circuitry when operating in NRZ mode. 
The write data path (reference Figure 2-4) is covered 
from the output of the Bit Fiddler to the write heads. 
Bit Fiddler write operation is described in pamphlets 
3.10 (M8906) and 3.11 (M8914). 

3.13.1 NRZ Data Write 
The characters, multiplexed by the Bit Fiddler onto the 
Write Data Bit Fiddler Output lines (WDBFO 0-7), 
are transmitted to the TCCM module. In the TCCM 
module, the WDBFO lines are input to a parity tree 
(TCCM 2 E44) , and generate a vertical parity bit (odd 
or even, as determined by the program). The character 
(parity bit included) is applied to the A inputs of the 
TCCM Write Multiplex (TCCM 2), and multiplexed to 
the TCCM Write Buffer. 

When the Write Buffer receives WB CLK H, it is 
loaded with the outputs of the Write Multiplex. The 
outputs of the Write Buffer are then driven by type 
75451 drivers across the slave bus to the TU16. 

The Write Data (WD) lines ofthe slave bus are received 
by receivers in the LAW module (M891O) of the TU16 
(refer to LAW 3 and 4). The data is then gated by the 
Write Data Multiplex (E5, E13, and E19) to the Write 
Deskew Buffer and nine XOR gates. In NRZ mode, the 
XOR gates cause the Write Deskew Buffer to be com
plemented for each 1 that is written. The Write Deskew 
Buffer is clocked by SK CLK (Skew Clock) pulses 
(LA W 4). These pulses are delayed REC L pulses, 
jumpered to compensate for static skew in the write 
head. The Write Deskew Buffer outputs are then 
driven to the write head. 

3.13-1 
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3.13.3 
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NRZ Data Write Timing 
CRCC Generation 
CRCC and LRCC Write Timing 
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Tape Mark Write Timing 
Performance Checks 
Adjustments 
Troubleshooting 

3.13.2 NRZData Write Timing 
When the TM02 decodes a Write Data function code, 
it places the WRITE and FWD commands on the slave 
bus. When the Massbus Controller asserts RUN, the 
TM02 generates DRV SET Pulse which sets the WDR 
(Write Data Record) flip-flop (TCCM 4); this enables 
generation ofWB CLK and REC L pulses when WRT 
CLK is received from the TU16. The TM02 also trans
mits SLAVE SET Pulse to the TU16. This initiates 
tape motion and sets the Write Enable flip-flop (LAW 
8). WRITE ENABLE switches current to the write and 
erase heads (LAW 3). Since no flux reversals can be 
effected until WRT CLK pulses are produced, the tape 
is dc erased as it accelerates .. 

When the transport is up to speed, WRT CLK pulses 
are transmitted to the TM02 and generate WRT 
STRB, WB CLK, and REC L pulses. WB CLK is used 
to load the TCCM Write Buffer with the outputs ofthe 
TCCM Write Multiplex (Figure 3.13-1). REC L is 
transmitted by the TM02 to the TU16, where it causes 
the tape character presently in the TCCM Write Buffer 
to be transferred to tape. WRT STRB activates the Bit 
Fiddler to generate the next character. 

WB CLK, WRT STRB, and REC L pulses continue 
until the WDR flip-flop is cleared. This occurs when 
the Frame Count register overflows and generates 
WRITE END (MBI 9). 

3.13.3 CRCC Generation 
Data input to the TCCM is also input to the CRCC 
Generator (CNRZ 2). The generator, clocked by WB 
CLK, produces theCRCC by a series of shifts and 
XORs. The outputs of the CRCC Generator (CRC 
1-7, P) are applied to the B inputs of the TCCM Write 
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Figure 3.13-1 TCCM Write Operation Timing (NRZ, 1 of9 Tracks) 

Multiplex. After the data portion of the record is 
written, the CRCC is transmitted to the TU16 and 
written on tape. 

3.13.4 CRCC and LRCC Write Timing 
When the data portion of an NRZ record has been 
written, the WDR flip-flop is cleared; this enables 
Binary Counter E27 (TCCM 4) to be upcounted by 
WRT CLK. The counter, initially preset to a count of 
8, generates CRC STRB H when it reaches a count of 
11, and LRC STRB L when it reaches a count of 15. At 
a count of zero, further clocking is inhibited. There
fore, three clock pulses increment the counter to 11; 
another four clock pulses increment it to 15, so that 
CRC STRB H is produced three character spaces after 
the data, and LRC STRB L is generated seven charac
ter spaces after the data. 

Whenever LRC STRB or CRC STRB occur, WRT 
CLK ENBL H is momentarily asserted, and gates out 
one WB CLK H pulse and one REC L pulse. 

When CRC STRB H is asserted, the TCCM Write 
Multiplex (TCCM 2) gates the outputs of the CRCC 
Generator (CNRZ 2) to the TCCM Write Buffer 
(Figure 3.13-1). The WB CLK produced at CRC STRB 
time loads the buffer with the CRCC. The character is 
driven to the LAW module in the TU16, and applied to 
the Write Deskew Buffer. When REC L is received by 

the TU16, the Write Deskew Buffer is clocked, and the 
CRCC is transferred to tape, three character lengths 
past the last date character (Figure 3.13-2). 

LRC STRB L, input to E38 pin 2 on TCCM 2, clears 
the entire TCCM Write Buffer and causes Os to be 
transmitted to the Write Deskew Buffer in the TU16. 
LRC STRB L is also transmitted to the TU16, where it 
causes PE + LRC H (LAW 4) to be asserted. This 
signal, input to the Write Deskew Buffer, causes it to 
follow the data at its inputs when clocked. Thus, when 
REC Lcauses SK CLK to clock the Deskew Buffer, the 
buffer is cleared. Because the bits of the Write Deskew 
Buffer, initially cleared by WRITE ENABLE H ne
gated, are toggled only when Is are written on tape, the 
buffer contains the LRCC. When the buffer is cleared 
by SK CLK, the LRCC is transferred to tape. 

3.13.5 NRZ Tape Mark Generation 
During a write tape mark operation, WFMK is as
serted. WFMK L is input to E24 pin 12 on TCCM 2, 
and causes all the bits of the TCCM Write Buffer to be 
cleared, while at the same time NRZ WTMK L, 7 CH 
TM 1 and 7 CH TM 0 are generated. These signals are 
inputto slave bus drivers E13 (pins 6 and 7), E21 (pins 
2 and 6), and E12 (pin 6), thereby forcing the tape 
mark character onto the Write Data (WD) lines ofthe 
slave bus. The tape mark character forced on the WD 
lines is 23 (nine-channel NRZ format). 
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Figure 3.13-2 CCRC and LRCC Timing 

3.13.6 Tape Mark Write TIming 
When the DRV SET PLS is produced, the write and 
erase heads are energized, and cause tape to be erased 
throughout the start motion delay. DRV SET PLS also 
causes the TMWIP (Tape Mark Write In Progress) 
flip-flop (TCCM 4 E42) to set. This loads the type 
74197 Binary Counter (E27) and also allows WRT CLK 
H to be gated by E49 (pins B, 9, and 10) to produce WB 
CLK Hand REC L. 

When the start motion delay is over and the first WRT 
CLK pulse is received by the TM02, the first WB CLK 
H produced clears the TMWIP flip-flop; thus, further 
WB CLK and REC L pulses are temporarily inhibited. 
The REC L pulse produced, along with the WB CLK H 
pulse, cause the Write Deskew Buffer in the TU16 to be 
clocked, and transfer the tape mark character to tape. 

With the TMWIP flip-flop now clear, the type 74197 
Binary Counter is enabled. It operates in the same 
manner as during a CRCC and LRCC write, except 
that WFMK H asserted, input to E41 pin 3 on TCCM 
4, inhibits the production ofCRC STRB H. However, 
LRC STRB is produced in the normal manner, and 
occurs seven character spaces after the tape mark 
character. 

LRC STRB L, input to pin 2 of AND gate EB on TCCM 
2, removes the tape mark character forced on the WD 

lines of the slave bus; this causes Os to be input to the 
Write Deskew Buffer in the TUI6. LRC STRB L, and 
the REC L pulse it produces, are also transmitted to the 
TU16, and cause the Write Deskew Buffer to clear, 
thereby transferring the LRCC of the tape mark 
character (which is identical to the tape mark 
character) to tape. 

3.13.7 Performance Checks 
Perform TM02/TU16 Data Reliability Program diag
nostic (see Paragraph 3.1.2). 

3.13.8 Adjustments 
The only adjustment directly affecting the proper 
operation of the TU16/TM02 write circuitry is the 
write skew adjustment (Paragraph 4.18.6). The 
adjustment should only be performed after replacing 
the head plate assembly, or when excessive wear in the 
head plate assembly is suspected. Note that before 
adjusting write skew, the read skew adjustment 
(Paragraphs 5.4.13 and 5.4.14) must be performed. 

3.13.9 Troubleshooting 

3.13.9.1 TM02/TUI6 Data ReliabUity Program. 
Diagnostic - Run the TM02/TU16 Data Reliability 
Program diagnostic using Pattern I, BOO BPI and 20 
characters. Use Table 3.13-1 to analyze the results of 
the Data Reliability diagnostic. 

NOTE 
If an OPI error occurs with a VPE error, trouble
shoot the OPI error first. (See Paragraph 3.5.10.-
3.) This type of problem is usually caused by to 
few RSDO pulses. 

If the trouble is not found, change the pattern to 3 
(rippling Is) and rerun the diagnostic. Use Table 3.13-2 
to analyze the results of the Data Reliability diagnostic. 
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Table3.13.1 
Trouble AnwYll. olData ReUabDlty Diagnostic Using Pattern 1 

Problem Symptom Remedy 

CRC and LRC Errors Check gain adjustment ofG056. 

Look lor a dead channel by letting Check the WD lineofthedead channel with an os· 
the program run until some efror cilloscope triggered from the REC line. The wave-
printouts are obtained. form of figure 3.13·3 should be obtained. 

If the error printout resembles 
CRC 377-777 
LRC 377-777 Analog signal for Read channel CheckG056. 

the parity ch annel is dead. dead channel 2 is is bad. Check read head cable. 
missing or distorted. Check read head. 

If the error printout resembles Check analog signals 
BN: 20 (Fig. 3.13-4A) on pins 

G 377 A04Ll, B04BI, Read channel Repair or replace M891O. 
B 357 B04MI, C04KI. is good. Check for faulty back panel wiring. 

a dead channel exists.' C04L1, D04PI, Check write head cable. 
D04R i, F04PI and Check write head. 
F04Ri, Mount a skew - Check RD line. 
tape and check the Check M8911 and cables. 
read channel (Fig. Check GOS6 and cables. 
3.13-4B) on pins A04BI, Check M8913 and cables. 
A04Fi, B04Fi, 
B04Ki, C04PI, 
C04RI, D04VI; 
E04EI and F04K l. 

CRC, LRC and VPE Check for "clean" analog signals (Fig. 3,13·4A). 
Errors without data errors. 

Check that the data pulses are approximately 9 volts 
peak-to-peak. 

Check that the CRC and LRC pulses are less than 5 
volts above and below ground. 

Check pin E04K I for the packet waveform shown in 
Figure3.1J-4C, D. Insure that each pulse is less than 
2~secwide and that pulses occur every 2S,.,sec. 

Check that logic "highs" are greater than +2.4 Vdc 
and all logic "lows" are less than +0.8 Vdc. 

NEF (Non-Executable Check that WRL (Write Lock) at pin FOI K2 is at 
Function) Error. +3 Vdc. 3 

The PESB (Phase Encoded Status Signal) signal is incorrect. The signal Check that DEN lines are in correct state. 
should be +3 VdcfordensityO, 1,2, and 3; and 0 volts for density4, 5, 6, 

Check that 7 CH is not floating. 
and 7. 

NSG (Non Standard Gap) Excessive number of RSDO pulses are being generated. Check read cir'cuitry. 
Error. 

FMT (Format) Error. Format code in TM02 Control Register (bits 4, 5, 6, and 7 of location Stop and restart the program and retype the form~t 
172432) is not 14. code. 

lTM (Illegal Tape Mark) When the program starts check Typed response is 0 or RETURN. Check for system fault. 
Error. the response to TM-= O. 

Typed response is l. Check forbad tape. 

Typed,response is 1 and ITM is Check data channelsO, 1, and4. 
printed more than once. 

FeE (Frame Count) Error. Error occurs at end of read operation. Check tor 18 RSDO pulses. 

Error occurs at end of write operation. Trouble is in TM020rRHII. 

DTE (Drive Timing Error) Trouble is in TM02. controJler or processor. 

DBPE (Data Bus Parity Error) 
CBPE (Control Bus Parity Error) 
RMR (Register Modification Refuse) 
ILR (Illegal Register) 
ILF (Illegal Function) 

1 To determine which channel is dead, convert the G and B 
numbers, which are inoctal, to binary. 

2 Convert the data channel number to the physical track 
number as follows: 

Channel 4 Channel 0 
G 377 011111 III 
B 357 = 011 101111 

Channel 0 is the least significant (right.most) bit. In the 
above example. Channe14 is dead. 

3IfWRL is at ground, a write lock condition will exist and it 
will be impossible to execute a write command. Refer to 
the M8910 circuit schematic, 
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Table 3.13-2 
Trouble Analysis of Data Reliability Diagnostic Using Pattern 3 

Problem Remedy 

Grounded RD or WD line Check printout as follows to locate bad channel. Check RD and WD offaulty 
channel for short to ground. 

BN: 1 Channel 0 
G o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
B 00000011 

BN: 2 

G o 0 000 100 
B o 0 000 1 0 1 

BN: 3 
G o 0 0 0 1 000 
B o 0 0 0 100 1 

Note thatfor each B (bad data) printout, Channel 0 is a one 
(1). This indicates that either RDO or WDO is shorted to 
ground. 

Data lines tied together Check printout as follows to locate connected data lines. Check on slave bus (cable A) for 
connection between two data lines 

BN: 1 Channel 6 Channell indicated by printout. 
G 00000010 
B 01000Q10 

BN: 6 
G o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B o 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

BN: 17 
G o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
B o 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Note that for each B (bad data) printout, Channels 1 and 6 
are always the same. This indicates that WD1 and WD6 
are tied to each other. 

Intermittent errors on data Error printout indicates that data channel 0 is intermittent. Check that both ends of cables A 
channelO. and B are correctly installed. 

Using an oscilloscope, check for 
the wave shapes of Figure 3.13-5. 
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Figure 3.13-5 NRZI Signal Waveforms Using Pattern 3 and 800 BPI 
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3.14 INTRODUCTION 
This pamphlet describes the routing of power to and 
within the TU16/TM02 cabinet. 

3.14.1 TUI6/TM02 Power System 
Power to the TU16/TM02 cabinet is controlled by an 
861 Power Controller, which is in turn controlled, via a 
remote cable, by a power controller in an adjacent 
cabinet. The power controllers in each cabinet are in
terconnected by remote cables. A ground (which orig
inates at the processor POWER Key switch), trans
mitted via the remote cables, activates the intercon
nected controllers, and causes them to apply ac power 
to the power controller's switched outlets. Refer to the 
861-A, B, C Power Controller Maintenance Manual 
(DEC-OO-H861A-A-D) for a complete description of 
the 861 Power Controller. 

I CABINET I 
FAN 

POWER SYSTEM 
CONTENTS 

3.14.1 TU16/TM02 Power System 

The TU16 power supply and the TM02 power supply 
(type H740D) plug into the switched outlets of the 861 
Power Controller (Figure 3.14-1). The TU16 power 
supply supplies all power required by the TU16 Tape 
Transport, as well as 115 Vac to operate the cabinet 
fan. The TM02 power supply (H740D) provides power 
(and power fail logic signals AC LO and DC LO) to the 
TM02logic assembly. The H740D Power Supply is dis
cussed in detail in the H740D Power Supply Main
tenance Manual (DEC-11-H740A-A-D). The H740D 
Power Supply has been modified slightly to provide 115 
Vac to the TM02 logic assembly cooling fan. The 
H740D ac harness (Figures 1-1 and 1-5 in the H740D 
Power Supply Maintenance Manual) has been tapped, 
and 115 Vac is brought out through the side of the 
power supply mounting box. 
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Figure 3.14-1 TU16/TM02 Power System 
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3.15 INTRODUCTION 
The TU16 power supply is an air-cooled unit that con
verts single-phase, 115 V or 230 V nominal, 47--63 Hz 
line voltage to five regulated output dc voltages ( + 5 V, 
+12/+5 V, +12 V, and -6.4 V), and four unregu
lated voltages (± 16 V and ± 18 V). The power supply 
is controlled by the same 861 Power Control that con
trols the TM02 power supply. Each of the regulated 
voltages has short circuit (current foldback) protection. 
Overvoltage (crowbar) protection is incorporated in the 
+ 5 V, + 12 V, and -6.4 V circuits. 

The power supply is divided into two sections (Figure 
4-1): the ac input circuitry, consisting of the trans
former and large filter capacitors (transformer-capa
citor assembly); and a regulator board, which cont~ins 
the remaining circuitry. The power supply circuit 
description references schematic D-CS-S410451-0-1. 
The regulator board (Figure 3.15-1) contains all the cir
cuitry between the transformer secondary winding and 
the power supply output cables. A four-pin Mate-N-Lok 
connector (11) supplies voltage to the fan and vacuum 
motor. Connector J2 connects the transformer 
secondary winding outputs to the regulator board while 
13 adds the large filter capacitors to the circuitry. Con
nector J4 connects the supply to the H606 Power Board 
servo circuitry and J5 supplies voltages to the TU16 
backplane. 

3.15.1 Generation of Raw ± DC 
The ac power line cord, terminated with tab con
nectors, is brought to the lower left-hand area of the 
regulator board (as viewed from the rear of the TU16 
cabinet) and connected to the input power tabs (AC 
HI, AC LO, and GND). Two wires (in the same area) 
connect to either the 230 V tab or the 115 V tabs, and 
configure the power supply for 115 V or 230 V 
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operation. The J2 Mate-N-Lok connector intercon
nects the regulator board and the main transformer. 

A general block diagram ofthe TU16 power supply is 
shown in Figure 3.15-2. The center-tapped transformer 
voltage is fused, rectified, and filtered prior to being 
fed to the various voltage regulators and J4. The fuses 
do not normally blow when an output is shorted 
because of an overcurrent (current foldback) protec
tion. Overvoltage protection (crowbar) is also used on 
all regulated outputs except the +12/+5 V (NRZI 
PE) output. which does not require it. 

O O· 
o 0 

o 0 

GND 

ACHI l AC LO 

5 4> \ J 0011]010 ,~ 0 t!J 115 230 115 

NOTES: 

® R16 (+5) 

R26 (+12)-rc;"\ 
(NRZ) & 

_-2 

R37(+12)-® 

R44 (-64)'@ 

R57 ;:;;@.-_--, 
(+5)(PE) r,::l, 
~ 
g-J4-"-tlJ ..... 3 

''@ G 
8. 4 

1) 1-5 represent 5 Phillips head screws. 
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2) 6 represent Allen screw-must be secured very tightly,or 
damage to the power supply may 
result. 

Figure 3.15-1 TU16 Power Supply Regulator Board 
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Figure3.15-2 TU16 Power Supply Block Diagram 
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The J4 Mate-N-Lok plug connects the TUl6 power 
supply's unregulated voltages to the TUl6 Power 
Board (H606, plug P2). Once tape is loaded onto the 
transport, signal VACUUM ON L is asserted. This 
puts a low signal at the inputs of the 75451 gate 
(schematic D-CS-5410451-0-1, location A7) that 
enables the K2 relay. This relay passes required 
voltages on to the H606 module when tape is loaded. 

3.15.2 + 5 VDC Regulator Circuit 
The + 5 V dc regulator circuit is shown in Figure 3.15-3. 
Raw dc voltage in input to pin 3 of the LM300 voltage 
regulator. The output voltage from pin 2 is fed to 
transistors Q6 and Q5, which are series regulators used 
to increase the current output capabilities of the cir
cuit. Resistors R20, R18, and R19 sense the output 
current. R19 is used as a current limit monitor by the 
LM300. As the current increases, the voltage across 
R19 increases. When a reference voltage is exceeded, 
the LM300 begins to turn off Q6 and Q5, impeding 
current flow. The current does not stop, but instead 
decreases to a safer level; this is called current fold
back. It assures that the output current never goes over 
4.8 A. Refer to Figure 3.15-4 which shows how the 
current fold back procedure works. As the current sur
passes the limit of 4.8 A, the conduction of Q5 and Q6 
slows down (toward being shut off) until no voltage is 
produced (at the shOi-: circuit current rating). The 
output voltage may be regulated. Resistors R1S, R16, 
and R17 divide the actual output voltage. Pin 6 of the 
LM300 accepts the output feedback voltage through 
R16; the adjustment of R16 regulates the +5 V out
put. 

In addition to the current fold back feature, a voltage 
crowbar circuit is used, offering overvoltage protec-

014 

,.-- --, 

tion. If for some reason Q5 or Q6 become shorted, the 
overvoltage protection circuit protects any load con
nected to the power supply. When Q5 or Q6 short cir
cuits, the output voltage starts increasing very rapidly. 
As the voltage across the 016 zener diode becomes 
greater than 6.8 V, it breaks down and begins con
ducting; it does not conduct during normal operation. 
Current now begins to flow through R22. When the 
voltage at the junction of 016 and R22 becomes greater 
than approximatelyO. 7 V (at the gate ofDl5), the SCR 
fires and begins conducting. This offers a path for 
current from the output to ground, shunting any load, 
thus protecting it. The SCR continues conducting until 
the power supply is turned off or the 5.0 A fuse is 
blown. Diodes 013 and 014 protect the LM300 from 
any kickback voltages that may occur. 

3.15.3 + 12/5 VDC Regulator Circuit 
The + 12/5 Vdc regulator circuit is shown in Figure 
3.15-5. It operates in a manner similar, but not identi
cal, to the + 5 V dc regulator circuit discussed previous
ly. In the case ofthe + 121 5 V dc regulator, a type 723 
regulator is used (instead of the LM300) and two 
selectable voltages are available. If NRZ mode is se-

V 

5.0 +------_ _. 

I SHORT 4.8A 
CKT 

I 
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Figure 3.15-4 Current Foldback Operation 
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Figure 3.15-3 + 5V Regulator Circuit 
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Figure 3.15-5 + 121 + 5V Regulator Circuit 

lected, the +12 V output is used; if PE is selected, 
+5 V is developed instead. This is discussed in more 
detail later in this section. 

The 723, like the LM300, is a precision voltage regu
lator. However,the 723 is a ~wo-level regulator, in that 
it can output two selectable voltages. Raw dc from the 
bridge rectifier network enters pins 12 and 11 of the 
723. The TU16 write driver circuits require + 12 V and 
+ 5 V for NRZ and PE modes, respectively. If NRZ is 
selected, a high level is presented through J5, pin 2, to 
the inputs of the 75451, which outputs a high level 
through R57 by R23 and R24 and lets the full reference 
voltage from pin 6 of the 723 enter the noninverting in
put (pin 5). A + 15 V output is produced. 

When PE mode is selected, a low (ground) level is 
passed through the 75451, setting up the voltage 

021 

divider between R23 and R24 and offering a lower volt
age to the non inverting input ofthe 723. The output be
comes +5 V. 

It is therefore observed that the correct write drive 
circuit voltages are produced by the same supply when 
the specific mode of operation is selected. 

The output (from pin 10) ofthe 723 is sentto Q7, where 
higher current is produced for the output. The current 
fold back and sense circuits operate in a manner similar 
to those of the LM300. Output voltage is divided by 
R25, R26, and R27, and is adjusted by R26. Resistor 
R57 is also a voltage adjustment. It adjusts the 
reference line to the 723. When adjustments are made, 
R26 must be adjusted before R57,because the 
reference voltage is dependent on the actual output 
voltage. 

As output current increases, the voltage across R30 
and R31 also increases. Asthe voltage reaches the limit 
of the 723, it is sensed at pin 2, The ou±putfrom the 723 
starts reducing, starting to shut off Q7 and keeping the 
output current from reaching unsafe levels. 

No overvoltage protection is provided in the + 1215 V 
power supply section because it is not necessary. The 
circuit that this supply feeds can stand voltage higher 
than this regulator can supply. 

3.15.4 + 12 VDC Regulator Circuit 
The type 723 regulator used in the + 12 V supply 
operates in exactly the same way as the previous 723 
regulator. However, in the + 12 V circuit, only one 
voltage is produced: + 12 V (Figure3.15-6). 

R41 
+17V 
FROM---~--~~-~~~ 

1.0 J5, PIN 5 
lr~~~~~N-~~------~~-<+12V 

RECTIFIER CI5 
lO~f 
35V 

7 CI6 
820pF R37 

IK 

R38 
3.3K 

.R39 
56 

R40 
470 

R55 . 

W3 

CI8 
.47~F 
35V 

023 
13V 

CI9 R43 
.01~F 680 

800mA 

L-~--4----~---_~---~------~~~J5.PIN6 
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Figure 3.15-6 + 12V Regulator Circuit 
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In the + 12 V regulator circuit, resistor R37 is the fine 
adjustmentfor the output voltage. Resistors R41, R39, 
R40, and R55 offer the sense for the current foldback 
network. The overvoltage network acts in the same way 
as the network in the +5 V supply, except the zener 
diode (D23) does not conduct until the voltage across it 
becomes greater than 15 V. Then the SCR fires and 
offers a path for output current, if QS becomes shorted 
for some reason. 

3.15.5 -6.4 VDC Regulator Clrcult 
The TU16 power supply also furnishes a regulated 
-6.4 V (Figure 3.15-7). The LM304 is a complement of 
the LM300, intended for systems requiring regulated 
negative voltages. Rectified negative voltage is pre
sented to the LM304 from the negative output of the 
Dl1 diode bridge. 

The LM304 output from pin 7 goes to the base of 
transistor Q11. Transistor Q11, connected with Q10, 
looks and acts like a normal PNP device; the combina
tion supplies high current to the output. 

Transistor Q12 is used in the current foldback net
work. Output current is sensed by RSO, the Veb of 
Q11, R49, and R51. As the output increases (becomes 
more negative), the voltage at the base of Q12 also 
increases (becomes more negative). Transistor Q12 
starts to turn on and, as it does, shunts LM304 output 
current away from Q11-Q12, limiting output current. 
Then, as the output decreases, Q12 begins to shut off 
and allows the output current to rise again. 

-14V FROM 
RECTIFIER 

C20 
47/LF 
35V 

024 

4 

C21 
.001 

025 

R46 R47 
27 2.4K 

3 6 2 

LM304 
7 

8 

R44 
IK 

R45 
2.74K 

The overvoltage protection works identically to the 
other networks. Zener diode D20 begins conduction at 
approximately -S.2 V, which fires the SCR (D26) and 

. creates a path to ground if Ql0 and/or Q11 should 
short out. Again, the supply must be turned off to allow 
C22 to discharge before D26 stops conducting. Diodes 
D24 and D25 protect the LM304 against any over
voltage surges. 

3.15.6 Specifications 
Tables 3.15-1 and 3.15-2 list the power supply specifi
cations. 

3.15.7 Performance Checks 
Check the voltages at the J5 connector (under load) and 
ensure that they are within the tolerances indicated in 
Table 3.15-3. 

Table 3.15-1 
Power Supply Input Specifications 

Parameter 

Input Voltage 
(1 phase, 2 wires, 
and ground) 

Input Frequency 

Input Current 

Inrush 

Specification 

95--132/190--264 V 

47-63 Hz 

7 A nominal at 115 V, 60 Hz 

S5Aat 115 Vrms, 60Hz 

J5, PIN 4 
H.....,.~--.--_--< - 6.4V 

700MA 

R49 
750 

R51 
10K 

W4 

026 

R52 
27 

020 
8.2V 

R53 
680 

J5, PIN 6 

Figure 3.15-7 -6.4V Regulator Circuit 10-1321 
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Table 3.1S-2 
Power Supply Output Specifications 

Parameter 

+ 5 V Regulator Circuit 
Load Range 
Overvoltage Crowbar 
Current Foldback 

at 25° C 
Backup Fuse 
Adjustment 
Regulation 

+ 121 + 5 V Regulator 
Circuit 
Load Range 
Overvoltage Crowbar 
Current Foldback 
at25° C 

Backup Fuse 
Adjustment 
Regulation 

+ 12 V Regulator Circuit 
Load Range 
Overvoltage Crowbar 
Current Foldback 
at 25° C 

Backup Fuse 
Adjustment . 
Regulation 

-6.4 V Regulator Circuit 
Load Range 
Overvoltage Crowbar 
Current Foldback 
at 25° C 

Backup Fuse 
Adjustment 
Regulation 

Specification 

5 A maximum 
6.4 V 10% 

3 A nominal 
5A 

5% minimum 
Less than 2% 

0.75 A 
None 

0.5 A 
lA 

35% mini 30% min 
Less than 3% 

0.75 A 
15.5 V 10% 

0.75 A toO.3 A 
0.75 A 

10% minimum 
Less than 3% 

0.75 A 
8V 

0.75 A toO.3 A 
0.75 A 

10% minimum 
Less than 3% 

3.1S.8 Adjustments 
Five adjustments to the power supply adjust the five dc 
output voltages: +5 V, +12/+5 V, +12 V, and 
-6.4 V. A small screwdriver is all that is required. 
Clockwise adjustment of any of the potentiometers in
creases voltage. All potentiometers are located on top 
ofthe TU16 power supply board. Refer to Figure 3.15-1 
for the respective locations and to Table 3.15-3 for ad
justment values. Do not make adjustments if voltages 
are within tolerances of Table 3.15-3. 

Use a calibrated voltmeter, preferably a digital volt
meter. Voltages should be adjusted to the values in
dicated in Table 3.15-3. 

CAUTION 
Do not adjust voltages beyond their lOS percent 
rating and adjust slowly to avoid overvoltage 
crowbar. 

3.1S.9 Troubleshooting 
Troubleshooting information for the power supply 
consists oftroubleshooting rules, hints, and a trouble
shooting chart. This information provides a main
tenance aid to isolating power supply (schematic D-CS-
5410451-0-1) malfunctions. 

3.15.9.1 Troubleshooting Rules - Troubleshooting 
rules for the power supply are as follows: 

1. Ensure that power is turned off and the unit 
is unplugged before servicing the power sup
ply. 

2. The TU16 power supply may be accessed 
from the rear of the TU16 cabinet, or from 
the sides when the TU16 is moved forward 
on its slides. 

3. Ensure that capacitors C8, Cl1, C15, and 
C20 are discharged before servicing the 

Table3.1S-3 
TU16 Power Supply Regulated Voltages 

JS Connector Adjustment Voltage (Under Load) Wire Color 
Pin Number Potentiometer Volts Code 

1 R16 5.2t05.3* RED 
4 R44 -6.3 to -6.4 YEL 
5 R37 12.0 to 12.1 GRN 
8 R26 12.0 to 12.4 (NRZ) ORN 
8 R57 5.3 to 5.4 (PE)* ORN 

*Note thatthe +5 volts is setto a value greater than 5 volts. 
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power supply. A 10- to lOO-ohm, 10 W re
sistor can be used to hasten the discharge of 
the capacitors. (Be sure power is off.) 

4. All fuses can be replaced without removing 
the module portion of the power supply. 

5. For proper operation, all hardware must be 
secured tightly to about 12 in.-Ib. All hard
ware should be replaced with identical hard
ware replacement parts. 

6. The module portion ofthe power supply may 
be removed from its mounting area by re
moving five Phillips head screws (1-5 on 
Figure 3.15-1) and one Allen head screw (6 
on Figure 3.15-0. 

7. When replacing semiconductor components 
that are secured to the heat sink, apply a 
thin coat of Wakefield No. 128 compound 
or Dow silicon grease to the heat sink con
tact side (bottom) of the semiconductor. 
Insulating wafers are not required. 

8. If a diode pack is replaced, it is imperative 
that the Allen head screw used to secure it is 
very tight. If the screw is not tightened se
curely, overheating of the diode pack can 
result. 

3.15.9.2 Troubleshooting Hints 

CAUTION 
Unplug the TU16 before servicing 

The most likely source of power supply malfunction is 
the module portion of the supply. A quick remedy for a 
malfunction may be to replace the entire module. The 
problem could, however, be a short circuit in the sys
tem unit or possibly a defective component or other 
problem in the ac input circuit. 

The +5 V, +12 V, and -6.4 V regulators contain 
overvoltage detection circuitry. If anyone ofthe poten
tiometers (used to adjust regulated output voltage) is 
adjusted too far clockwise, the corresponding crowbar 
circuit will trip. To avoid this, adjust the particular po
tentiometer fully counterclockwise and readjust per 
Paragraph 3.15.8. 

Make a visual examination of the circuitry. Check for 
burnt resistors, cracked transistors, burnt printed cir-
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cuit board etch, oil leakage from capacitors, and loose 
connections. A good visual check can prove to be a 
quick method oflocating the cause of a malfunction. 

3.15.9.3 Troubleshooting Charts - In checking the 
various areas of the power supply, the rules listed in 
Paragraph 3.15.9.1 should be followed. In addition to 
the main troubleshooting chart (Table 3.15-4), a 
separate fuse chart (Table 3.15-5) is included. 

Table 3.15-4 
Troub!eshooting Chart 

Problem Cause 

No+5V 
(J5;1,7) 

+5 V output 
too low 

+5 V too high 

No +12/+5 V 
(J5; 8) 

F4 or F12 open 
D9 or transformer open 
+ 5 V adjusted too high 

LM300bad 
Q5 or Q6 shorted 
R20, R15, R16 opened 

D160pen 
R16 or R17 open 

F50pen 
D 10 or transformer open 
+ 12/ + 5 V adjusted too high 

+ 12/ + 5 V output 723 bad 
too low 75451 shorted 

Q7shorted 
R32, R25, R26 opened 

+ 121 +5 V output R26, R27 opened 
too high 75451 shorted 

No +12 V F100pen 
(J5; 5) Dl1 or transformer open 

+12 V output 723 bad 
too low Q8shorted 

R41, R36, R37 opened 

+12 V output D230pen 
too high R37, R380pen 

No-6.4 V Fll open 
(J5; 4) D 11 or transformer open 

-6.4 V output LM304bad 
too low QI0, Qll shorted 

R50, R49, R51, R450pen 

-6.4 V output D200pen 
too high R44, R4S open 



Table 3.15·5 
Fuse Chart 

Fuse Type Indication Fuse Is Open 

F1 4A Vacuum motor not on 

F2 4A No voltage outputs in 115 V configura-
tion; low voltage outputs in 230 V confi· 
guration 

F4 5A No+5 Vdc 
No power indicator 
No logic response 

F5 1A No +121+5Vdc 
No +12Vdc 
No write current 
No read data 

F6 15 A No + 18 V dc to H606 Power Board 
No reel motor 
No brake 

F7 15 A No -18 V dc to H606 Power Board 
No reel motor 

F8 8A No -16 V dc to H606 Power Board 
No reverse capstan 

F9 8A No + 16 V dc to H606 Power Board 
No forward capstan 

FlO 0.75A No +12Vdc 

F11 0.75A No-6.4 Vdc 
EOT and BOT sensed erroneously 
No read data out 

F12 5A No+5Vdc 
No power indicator 
No logic response 
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CHAPTER 4 

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT 
AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter outlines the removal and replacement 
procedures and adjustment procedures for the TU161 
TM02 Tape Drive System. The major TU16 assemblies 
referenced throughoutthischapter are shown in Figure 
4-1. Access to the interior components of the TU16 is 
gained by rotating the service locks on the upper left
hand side and lower right-hand side ofthe TU16 to re
lease the unit from the cabinet (Figure 4-2). 

4.2 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
Table 4-1 lists tools and equipment required to main
tain the TU16/TM02. 

4.3 OPERATORCONTROLPANEL 
To replace burnt-out bulbs in the operator control 
panel, proceed as follows: 

1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port. 

2. Loosen the screw at the bottom-center of the 
control box and remove the panel. 

3. Use a bulb extracting tool to remove and re
place defective bulbs. 

4. Mount the panel on the control box and 
tighten the screw. 

The procedure for removing the control box is: 

1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port. 

2. Disconnect the cable that runs from the rear 
ofthe control box to the M8910 module. 

3. Remove the two cable clamp screws. 

4. Loosen and remove the four nuts securing 
the control box to the casting. 

4-1 

5. Carefully remove the control box to ensure 
the connecting cable is not damaged. 

CAUTION 
This procedure should be done care
fully, since the cable clamp bracket and 
control box can both faU and become 
damaged. 

6. Reverse steps (in order) 5 through 2 to install 
the control box. 

4.4 DOOR SEAL (FRONT CASTING 
PERIMETER) 
Proceed as follows to replace the door seal along the 
casting perimeter (Figure 4-2): 

1. Removepower from the TU16 Tape Trans
port. 

2. Remove any tape reels to avoid possible con
tamination of the tape. 

3. Pull the old foam stripping from the front 
casting. 

4. Remove all adhesive residue from the casting 
with Freon or another suitable solvent. 

5. Cut the new foam stripping to proper length 
before removing the protective backing. 

6. Remove the protective backing from each 
strip and carefully press each strip into place 
around the casting perimeter. 

7. Close the glass door to ensure correct latch
ing and to ensure against binding the strip
ping. 

4.5 EOT/BOT ASSEMBLY 
ToremovetheEOT IBOTassembly, proceed as follows: 
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Figure 4-1 TU 16 Tape Transport Assemblies 
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1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port. 

2. Open the glass vacu urn column door. 

3. Use a small screwdriver to loosen the EOT I 
BOT assembly mounting screw. 

4. Disconnect the wires from the back panel. 

Red - C02A2 
Orange - C02D1 
Yellow - C02C1 
Brown - C02D2 

5. Carefully remove the assembly. 

6. Replace the faulty assembly and install by 
reversing steps 3 through 5. 

7. Check for proper alignment by ensuring that 
the EOT and BOT markers are sensed; ad
justthe assembly is necessary. 

4.6 REELMOTORFILTERELEMENTS 
The procedure for replacing the reel motor filter ele
ments (Figure 4-3) is: 

1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port. 

2. Release the service locks and pull the trans
port out (forward) on the cabinet slides. 

3. Reach in from the left side (as viewed from 
the front) of the transport and unscrew the 
filters from the reel motors (one filter from 
each motor). 

Table 4-1 
Required Tools and Equipment and Their Use 

Usage* 
Item Part No. 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Skew Tape (800BPI) 1200 ft. 29-19224 X X 
or 600ft. 29-22020 X X 

2. Reel Hub Tool 29-18611 X 
3. Roller Guide Tool 29-18607 X 
4. Microscope 29-20273 X X 
5. Magna-see 29-16871 X X 
6. Penlight X X X X X 
7. Alignment Glass 74-13969 X 
8. Depth Micrometer 29-22039 X 
9. Shim stock .001 48-50023-01 X 

.002 (red) 48-50023-03 X 

.003 (green) 48-50023-04 X 

.004 (tan) 48-50023-05 X 

.005 (blue) 48-50023-06 X 

.0075 (transparent) 48-50023-07 X 

.010 (brown 48-50023-08 X 
10. TU16/TM02 Module Swap Kit X 
11. Oscilloscope (Techtronix 453 or equivalent) X X X X 
12. Three Oscilloscope Probes X X X X 
13. Feeler Gauge Set X X X X 
14. Allen Wrench Set X X X X 
15. EOT IBOT Markers (Reflective Strips) X X 
16. Ground Isolation Plug (Scope Float) X X X X 
17. Vacuum Belt Tension Gauge X 

*Usage Legend 1. Routine Corrective Maintenance 
2. MonthlyP.M. 
3. Quarterly P.M. 
4. Semi-Annual P.M. 
5. Major Tape Path Alignment (See Paragraph 4.17.1 for when required.) 
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Figure 4-2 Transport Casting, Front View 

4. Unscrew the two 4-40 Kep-nuts securing 
each filter body. 

S. Remove and replace the filter elements with
in the filter bodies. 

6. Reassemble each filter body and wrap one 
turn of Teflon tape on the mounting threads. 

7. Screw each filter back into its servo motor 
mounting area and hand tighten. 

4.7 REELHUBCOMPRESSIONRINGAND 
TEFLON WASHER 
Proceed as follows toreplace the reel hub compression 
ring and Teflon washer (Figure 4-4): 

1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port and remove the tape reel. 

2. Carefully snap out the plastic disk from the 
reel hub. 

3. Mark the position ofthe center roll pin in the 
hub guide. 
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4. Using a pair of heavy duty diagonal pliers, 
carefully remove the center roll pin. 

S. Grasp the reel hub and unscrew the knob 
from the hub. 

6. Remove (in order) the Teflon washer, pres
sure plate, and rubber compression ring. 

7. Lightly lubricate the flat surfaces of a new 
compression ring with silicon grease. Wipe 
all excess grease from the ring with a lint
free cloth. 

8. Install (in order) the new compression ring, 
pressure plate, and a new Teflon washer. 

9. Lightly lubricate the knob on the hub until 
the compression ring is compressed and fully 
seated. 

10. Loosen the knob until it is free of the Teflon 
washer. Then gently screw it in until it just 
touches the washer. 
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Figure 4·3 Reel Motors, Rear View 

11. Reinstall the roll pin in the same hole from 
which it was removed (step 4). 

12. Turn the knob counterclockwise until the 
roll pin makes contact with one of the two 
hub stop pins. 

13. Try to install a tape reel on the hub. If the 
tape reel does not easily slip on the hub, 
move the stop pin back one hole at a time 
until the knob can be released far enough 
to permit the tape reel to slip on the hub. 

14. With a tape reel installed, tighten the knob 
(clockwise) until the roll pin contacts the 
other hub stop pin. If the tape reel is not se. 
cure, the stop pin must be moved ahead un· 
til the knob can be tightened correctly. 

4·5 

PLASTIC DISK 
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Figure4·4 Hub Composition 



4.8 REEL HUB ASSEMBLY 
Proceed as follows to replace the reel hub assembly 
(Figure 4-S): 

1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port and remove the tape reel. 

2. Loosen the two Allen locking screws that se
cure the reel hub to the reel motor drive 
shaft. (Access holes for the locking screws 
are located on the side ofthe hub.) 

3. Remove the reel hub assembly, along with 
the 3/16-inch key (by pulling carefully) and 
carefully remove any burrs from the motor 
shaft. 

4. Install anew reel hub assembly and the 3/16-
inch key on the motor shaft and, using the 
reel hub alignment gauge, set the clearance 
between the back surface on the hub 
assembly and the machined boss on the 
main casting. 

S. Tighten the two Allen locking screws. 

4.9 REEL MOTOR 
Proceed as follows to remove and replace a reel motor . 
(Figure 4-1): 

REEL HUB ALIGNMENT 
GAUGE #29-18611 
(Should feel friction ___ -. 

in verticol (t) axis. 
Gauge should not move 

in hor izontal (-) ax is.) 

HUB LOCKING SCREW ____ , 
ACCESS OPENING 

REEL HU8 ALLEN __ ..... 
LOCKING SCREWS (2) 

TEFLON WASHER --iiT-..... 

3/16 INCH KEY 

REEL HUB ASSEMBLY---' 

FRONT OF 
TRANSPORT ----./ 

NOTE 
The reel motor brushes are not field 
replaceable. 

1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port. 

2. Remove the reel hub assembly. Refer to 
Paragraph 4.8. 

3. Unplug the P3 connector from the rear of 
the H606 Power Board. 

4. Remove the pins from the P3 plug and ob
serve that the motor and brake wires are 
now disconnected from the connector. 

S. Remove the four captivating screws that se
cure the motor to the deck casting. Remove 
the motor. 

CAUTION 
When removing these four screws, it is 
necessary to support the motor from 
the rear. H support is not supplied, the 
motor will fall when the screws are reo 
moved. 

6. Remove the air filter(s) from the motor(s). 

TOP 
OF 

TRANSPORT 

MACHINEO 
ALIGNMENT 
BOSS 

REEL MOTOR 
DRIVE SHAFT 

CP-O!D4 

Figure4-S ReelHub 
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7. Using the brake assembly removal proce
dure, remove the brake assembly. 

8. Reinstall the brake assembly and air filter 
on the new reel motor. 

9. Replace the reel motor and tighten the four 
captivating screws to a torque value of'10 
in.-Ib. 

10. Reinstall the reel hub assembly and replace 
the pins in P3 plug. (Refer to Paragraph 
4.8.) 

4.10 REELMOTORBRAKES 
If the stator slot is worn away, proceed as follows to 
remove and replace the reel motor brakes: 

1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port. 

2. Unplug the brake (P3) connector from the 
rear of the H606 Power Board. 

3. Remove the pins (from P3) holding the wires 
for the particular brake being removed. Ob
serve that the wires for that particular brake 
are now disconnected from their respective 
P3 pin locations. 

4. Loosen the hub clamp with an Allen wrench 
and withdraw the clamp, rotor, rotor disk, 
and spring (Figure 4-6). 

5. Remove the four 10-32 screws securing the 
stator to the reel motor. 

6. Replace the reel motor and secure the stator 
to the motor assembly using four 10-32 screws. 

Ensure that the stator slot is at the 6 o'clock 
position. 

7. Slide the rotor disk, rotor and clamp onto 
the motor shaft. Insert a 0.010-inch feeler 
gauge between the stator and rotor disk face 
and rotate the disk face 360° to obtain the 
required clearance at all points between the 
stator and rotor disk face. 

8. Position the hub clamp away from the rotor 
and over the slotted section of the sleeve as 
shown in Figure 4-6. The gap size is not criti
cal so long as the entire clamp is gripping the 
slotted section ofthe sleeve. 

9. Tighten the hub clamp. 

10. Replace the spring as shown in Figure 4-6. 
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11. Reinsert the brake wires into the brake con
nector (P3). Insert the connector back in its 
correct location on the H606 Power Board. 

NOTE 
The armature is driven by three pins on 
the hub. It is Important that the arma
ture does not bind on the pins. 

4.11 VACUUM SWITCHES AND RUBBER 
SLEEVES 
Proceed as follows to replace the vacuum switches andl 
or rubber sleeves on the switches (Figure 4-7): 

1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port. 

2. Release the service locks and pull the trans
port out on the cabinet slides. 

3. Remove the two 8-32 screws securing the 
switch brackets to the casting; pull the 
brackets backward to disengage the as

sembly. 

NOTE 
One switch assembly is located directly 
In front of the vacuum system. It may be 
easier not to remove the switch bracket, 
but to Instead go on directly to step 4. 

4. Carefully detach the pair of fast-on connec
tors from each switch and note their respec
tive positions for reassembly purposes. 

5. Remove the switch from the bracket by re
moving the two 2-56 screws. 

6. Replace the rubber sleeve on each switch 
with a 7/8-inch length of tubing. Replace 
the switch when necessary. 

7. If a switch is replaced, it should be left un
tightened until the bracket is secured to the 
casting. This allows for any misalignment 
present in the mechanics. 

CAUTION 
Never overtighten the screws securing 
the vacuum switches to the bracket. 
Damage to the switch may result. 

8. Reconnect the fast-on connectors to all 
switches. 
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Figure 4-7 Vacuum Switches 
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9. Guide the switch assemblies so each switch 
sleeve fits snugly into its respective hole in 
the casting without any lateral strain. 

10. Insert and tighten the bracket screws. 

·11. Operate the transport off-line to verify switch 
functions. 

4.12 VACUUMMOTORASSEMBLY 
Proceed as follows to remove and/ or replace the vacuum 
motor assembly (Figure 4-8). 

1. Remove power from the TU16 Tape Trans
port. 

2. Slide the transport forward on its slides. 

3. Unplug PI through PS from their sockets on 
the H606 Power Board. 

4. Loosen the three Phillips head screws that 
secure the H606 Power Board to the frame
work and carefully remove the H606 Power 
Board. 

S. Remove one screw and two nuts that secure 
the vacuum motor assembly to the frame
work. 

6. Disconnect the 3-pin Mate-N-Lok jumper 
located just below the vacuum blower; this is 
the ac from the TU16 power supply. 
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Figure 4-8 Rear View of Vacuum Motor Assembly 

7. Remove the entire vacuum motor assembly 
from the side from which the H606 was re
moved, being certain to take the short vac
uum hose with it. 

8. Place the vacuum motor assembly in a con
venient location to work in. Remove the 
vacuum subassembly back cover to expose 
the belt and pUlleys. Refer to Figure 4-9. 

9. Remove the Allen set screw from the pUlley. 

10. Remove the belt, then the pUlley. 

11. Remove the four Allen screws exposed by 
removing the pulley, and remove the vac
uummotor. 

12. To replace the vacuum motor, reverse steps 
2 through 11. 

NOTE 
Refer to the acVustments section (Para· 
graph 4.18.8) for belt adjusting proce
dures. 

4.13 TUl6POWER SUPPLY REGULATOR 
BOARD 
To remove and/or replace the TU16 power supply 
regulator board (Figure 4-0, proceed as follows: 
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Figure 4-9 Vacuum Assembly 

1. Ensure that power to the TU16 is turned off; 
then unplug the TU16 from its outlet. 

2. Approach the TU16 power supply from the 
rear ofthe TU16 cabinet. 

3. Remove all connectors (11-J5) from the 
TU16 power supply board. 

4. Remove the regulator board cover. 

5. Unplug the three power connections (AC 
HI, AC LO, and GND) from the bottom left 
corner ofthe regulator board. 

6. Remove the five Phillips head mounting 
screws and the single Allen head mounting 
screw (Figure 3.15-1). 

7. Carefully lift the regulator board out of the 
cabinet. 

8. To reinstall the regulator board, perform 
steps 1-7 in reverse. 

CAUTION 
When replacing a TU16 power supply 
regulator board, apply a thin coat of 
Wakefield No. 128 compound or Dow 
sllicon grease to the diode pack heat 
sink, and ensure that the Allen head 
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screw is secured very tightly. This pro
vides adequate heat flow, and prevents 
the diode packs from overheating. 

NexttotheACHI, ACLO, and GND connector tabs in 
the lower left corner of power supply regulator board 
are three additional tab connectors and two wires. Two 
ofthe tabs are marked "115;" the other (central) tab is 
marked "230." If you are operating from a 115 V 
source, the two wires are connected to the two outside 
tabs (marked 115); for 230 V operation, the wires are 
connected to the two tabs on the central connector 
(marked 230). 

4.14 TU16 TRANSFORMER-CAPACITOR 
ASSEMBLY (7009636) 
The procedure for removing and/or replacing the 
TU16 transformer-capacitor assembly (Figure 4-1) is: 

1. Ensure that power to the TU16 is turned off; 
then unplug the TU16 from its outlet. 

2. If possible, approach the TU16 transformer
capacitor assembly from the rear ofthe TU 16 
cabinet. Ifthis is not possible, pull the trans
port forward on its slides and work from 
either side. 



3. Remove connectors J2 and Bfrom the TU16 
power supply board. 

4. Remove the regulator board cover. 

S. Remove the transformer-capacitor assembly 
cover. 

6. Unplug the three power connections (AC HI, 
AC LO, and GND) from the bottom left 
corner ofthe regulator board. 

7. Remove the four Phillips head mounting 
screws that hold the transformer-capacitor 
assembly. 

NOTE 
Do not remove the two Phlllips head 
screws that hold the transformer· 
capacitor assembly bracket. 

8. Carefully lift the transformer-capacitor as
sembly out ofthe cabinet. 

9. To reinstall the transformer-capacitor as
sembly reverse steps 1 through 8. 

4.15 TM02POWERSUPPLY(H740D) 
To remove and/or replace the TM02 power supply, 
proceed as follows: 

1. Ensure that the power to the TU16/TM02 
unit is turned off; then unplug the unit from 
its wall outlet. 

2. Disconnect the BCOSH input box from the 
TM02 power supply. 

3. Access to the TM02 power supply assembly 
is gained from the rear of the TU16/TM02 
cabinet; the supply is positioned across the 
back ofthe cabinet. 

4. Unplug the two Mate-N-Lok connectors. 

S. Remove the four screws that secure the 
power supply assembly to the cabinet. Hold 
the supply so that it does not fall. 

6. Move the power supply assembly to a con
venient location to work. 

7. Locate and remove the three screws that se
cure the cover to the power supply assembly. 

8. Locate and remove the four screws on the 
bottom of the power supply assembly. 

9. Unplug the internal ac harness, and then lift 
the power supply from the container. 
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10. To replace the power supply, reverse steps 2 
through 9. . 

For instructions on removal and replacement of the 
TM02 power supply subassemblies, refer to the H740D 
Power Supply Maintenance Manual (DEC-H-H740A
A-D). 

4.16 CAPSTAN, CAPSTAN MOTOR, ROLLER 
GUIDES, HEAD PLATE ASSEMBLY 
The capstan, capstan motor, roller guides and head 
plate directly effect the path of the tape as it moves 
through the tape transport. If anyone ofthese items re
quires replacement, an entire tape path alignment is 
necessary. Refer to Paragraph 4.17 for tape path align
ment and for the conditions which require a tape path 
alignment. 

4.17 TAPEPATHALIGNMENT 

4.17.1 When to Perform a Tape Path Alignment 

A. When a capstan, capstan motor, roller 
guides or head plate is replaced. 

B. When forward and/ or reverse skew is found 
to exceed specifications (quarterly PM 
items 13 and 14 in Chapter 5). 

C. When an amplitude difference of more than 
10% is seen between forward and reverse 
read amp output. 

D. When a visible change in the tape's path 
across the capstan is apparent when 
changing from forward to reverse tape mo
tion. 

E. When measurement of reference edge of 
Track 1 of a developed (with magna-see 
solution) tape shows a result different from 
0.007" (± 0.003"). See Semiannual PM 
items 3 and 4 in Chapter S. 

F. When TU16 Data Reliability diagnostic 
shows a "Read Reverse" error rate which 
exceeds specification in Monthly PM items 
4 and 5 in Chapter S. 

G. When, after performing tape speed ad
justmept (items 9 and 10) and mechanical 
skew adjustment (items 13 and 14) under 
quarterly Preventive Maintenance; and per
forming capstan ramp adjustment (items 1 
and 2) and read amplitude adjustment 
(item 6)under semiannual Preventive Main-



tenance, and running all TJU16 diagnostics, 
you are still suffering from incompatibility 
with other tape transports. 

4.17.2 Objectives 

A. To establish a single plane for tape to travel 
from supply reel to take.up reel, indepen
dent ofthe capstan and fixed guides (part of 
the head plate assembly). This is accom
plished by aligning reel hubs and roller 
guides. 

B. To mount the head plate in the plane es
tablished in A. This is accomplished byes
tablishing the relationship between the 
reference surfaces used in A and the surface 
onto which the head plate is to be mounted. 
If this relationship is nominal, the head 
plate is simply mounted. If the relationship 
is not nominal, appropriate shims are 
placed underneath the head plate so as to 
bring the reference edges of the fixed guides 
into the proper plane. 

C. To minimize the amount of distortion to 
the tape as it travels through the plane es
tablished in A and B. This is accomplished 
by shimming the capstan motor in such a 
way that the capstan motor shaft becomes 
perpendicular to the tape path. 

NOTE 
The effect of accomplishing A, B, and C is to 
minimize static skew, dynamic skew and tracking 
error in both forward and reverse directions. 
Skew is the total amount of non-perpendicularity 
of characters written on tape. Tracking is defined 
by ANSI standard as the measurements from the 
reference edge to each track center Une. Improper 
tracking takes two forms: 

(1) Read - A tape transport that Is tracking 
incorrectly will not have Its read 
head elements centered over 
tracks correctly written by another 
tape transport. 

(2) Write - A tape transport tracking incor
rectly wlII write tracks of data that 
are not correctly spaced from the 
reference edge of the tape. There· 
fore, a transportwlth proper track· 
ing alignment would not have its 
read head elements centered on 
the incorrectly written tracks. 
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4.17.3 Tools Requlred for Tape Path AIignment 
The following tools are required to perform a tape path 
alignment. 

1- Skew Tape (800BPI) 1200 ft. 29-19224 
or 600 ft. 29-22020 

2. Reel Hub Tool 29-18611 
3. Roller Guide Tool 29-18607 
4. Microscope 29·20273 
5. Magna-see 29·16871 
6. Penlight 
7. Alignment Doors 74-13969 
8. Depth Micrometer 29-22039 
9. Shim stock .001 48-50023-01 

.002 (red) -03 

.003 (green) -04 

.004 (tan) -05 

.005 (blue) -06 

.0075 (transparent) -07 

.010 (brown) -08 

4.17.4 Alignment Procedure 

4.17.4.1 Establishing Basic Plane for Tape Path -
The following 8 steps will establish the basic tape path 
plane. 

1. Remove supply reel and take-up reel. 

2. Use Reel HUB Alignment tool to check 
alignment of both reel hubs. You should feel 
a small amount of friction when sliding tool 
in and out between alignment boss and reel 
hub. You should not be able to move tool 
back and fort}!. between hub and alignment 
boss. (See Figure 4-10.) Loosen Allen screws 
and adjust hub ifnecessary. 

3. Rotate hub, checking fit of alignment tool at 
several intervals. You will probably find 
some high and low spots but tool should not 
bind hard or become loose when moving tool 
toward and away from the casting. Replace 
hub and/or motor if either of these condi
tions exist. 

4. Remove upper roller guide ramp. See Figure 
4-11 for location of roller guides. 

5. Slide roller guide alignment tool under
neath upper roller guide (Figure 4-12A). 
You should feel a small amount of friction as 
you slide tool back and forth under roller 
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Figure 4-10a Reel Hub Adjustment, Front View 
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Figure 4-10b Reel Hub Adjustment, Side View 
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guide. Loosen clamp on back side of casting 
and adjust roller guide if necessary. See 
Figure4-12C. 

6. Slide one side of roller guidealignmertt tool 
under lower roller guide (Figure 4·12B). 
You should feel slight amount of friction as 
you move tool back and forth. Adjust if 
necessary:. 

7. L()ada scratch tape. Run tape forward for 5 
seconds. 

a. Ensure that tape is not touching either 
side of supply or take-up reel while tape 
is moving. 

b; Look for tape puckering against either 
column floor or door glass at both upper 
and lower roller guides. 

If either of these conditions exist, re-check 
the associated roller guide and reel hub ad
justments. 

8. Dismount tape. Re-install upper roller guide 
ramp. 

CAUTION 
When installing ramp, It Is necessary to 
push down on right side of ramp whlle 
tightening screw. Otherwise, it Is pos
sible that the ramp wUI be touching 
tape. 

4.17.4.2 Mounting Head Plate In Plane of Tape 
Path - The following six steps cover the removal of the 
head plate assembly and the replacement of the as
sembly into the plane of the tape path. 

1. Remove head plate cover. 

2. Disconnect Write, Read and Erase head 
cables from head. 

3. Loosen the three shoulder screws and re
move head assembly. 

LOWE'R 
ROLLER 
GUIDE 

7660-12 

Figure 4-11 Location of Upper and Lower Roller Guides 
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Figure 4-12a Roller Guide Adjustment, Upper Roller Guide Adjustment 
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Figure 4-12b Roller Guide Adjustments, Lower Roller Guide Adjustment 
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Figure 4-12c Roller Guide Adjustments, Side View of Roller Guide 
Tool Insertion 

4. Using a depth micrometer, measure depth 
from outer surface of left vacuum column 
to surface onto which head plate was 
mounted. (See Figure 4-13.) Nominal value 
is 1.120 inches. Call this value "HMS". 

NOTE 
You may find this measurement diffi
cult to make since you can only seat one 
side of the micrometer on the vacuum 
column surface. It is, therefore, ad
vised that you: 

(1) Place the micrometer base at a 45 
degree angle with the vacuum 
column surface thereby giving 
greaterseating area for the micro
meter (Figure 4-13A). 

(2) Make the measurement with the 
micrometer shaft as close as pos
sible to the vacuum column waIl 
thereby giving. greater leverage to 
keep the micrometer base seated 
and less distance to project errors. 

(3) Repeat the measurement several 
times to verify results. 
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S. Subtract 1.120 from HMS (HMS-1.120). 

6a* If result obtained in step 5 is zero or negative, 
mount head plate without shims. 

6b* If result obtained in step 5 is positive, cut 3 
horseshoe-shaped shims** of the value ob
tained in step 5 and place one around each of 
the three mounting screws when mounting 
head plate (shims go between head plate and 
mounting surface). See Paragraph 4.17.3 
for shim color code. Also, cut a shim of the 
same value to surround the vacuum port 
which goes to the tape cleaner to prevent air 
leakage. (See Figure 4-14.) 

*If a new head assembly is mounted, electrical write deskew will 
have to be performed. This should be done after the read mechani
cal skew adjustment (quarterly PM items 13 and 14 in Chapter 5). 

**Another method is to paper punch some one-inch square shim 
stock and use the punched holes for the mounting screws and the 
vacuum port. 
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4.17.4.3 Summary of Accomplishments Thus Far 4.17.4.4 Making Capstan Motor Shaft Perpendicular 
to Tape Path - Steps 1 through 20 will insure that the 
capstan motor shaft is perpendicular to the tape path. 
There are two conditions that can cause non-perpendi
cularity of the motor shaft to the tape path. One is the 
capstan motor shaft not being perpendicular to the 
mounting face of the motor. Figures 4-17 A and 4-17C 
are examples of this condition. (Specifications allow 
0.005 inches of non-perpendicularity of the motor 
shaft.) The other condition is non-parallelism between 
the motor mounting surface on the back of the casting 
and the front surface of the casting. Figure 4-17B illus
trates this situation. (Specifications allow 0.004 inches 
of non-parallelism between the machined surfaces on 
the front and back ofthe casting. 

A. Paragraph 4.17.4.1 set reel hubs and roller 
guides in the same plane as the vacuum 
columns (Figure 4-15). 

B. Paragraph 4. 17.4.2 set the reference edge of 
the fixed guides into the plane of the tape 
coming out of the vacuum columns (Figure 
4-16). 

c. Paragraph 4.17.4.4 will set the shaft ofthe 
capstan motor perpendicular to the tape 
path so as to minimize distortion of the 
plane established in A & B above. 
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Figure 4-16 Head Plate Assembly Mounted in the Plane ofthe Tape Path 
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Figure 4-17a Examples of Capstan Non-Perpendic
ularity, Side View - Capstan Motor 
Shaft Pointing Down due to Non-Per
pendicularity of Shaft 

CP-1995 

Figure 4-17b Examples of Capstan Non-Perpendic
ularity, Side View - Capstan Motor 
Shaft Pointing Up due to Non-Parallel
ism of Machines Motor Mounting 
Surface 

CP-1996 

Figure 4-17c Examples of Capstan Non-Perpendic
ularity, Top View - Capstan Tipped 
Toward Casting on Left Side and Away 
from Casting on Right Side due to Non
Perpendicularity of Motor Shaft 
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The effect of the capstan motor shaft not being per
pendicular to the tape path will depend on the direction 
of the non-perpendicularity; i.e., whether the motor 
shaft is pointing up, down, toward the left or toward 
the right. When the shaft is pointing down (Figure 
4-17 A) the top of the capstan is away from the casting 
causing the tape to track away from the casting. Hard 
guiding will occur on the vacuum door glass and the 
fixed guides in both forward and reverse directions. 
When the shaft is pointing up (Figure 4-17B) the 
bottom ofthe capstan is away from the casting causing 
the tape to track toward the casting. Hard guiding will 
occur on the vacuum column floor and the spring 
loaded guides in both forward and reverse directions. 
When the shaft is pointing toward the left (Figure 
4-17C) the tape will track away from the casting in the 
forward direction and toward the casting in the reverse 
direction. If the shaft were pointing toward the right 
the opposite would be true; i.e., the tape would track 
toward the casting in the forward direction and away 
from the casting in the reverse direction. 

Figure 4-28 is a flowchart of capstan alignment and 
summarizes the twenty steps of the alignment proce
dure. 

1. Remove the capstan by loosening the cap
stan locking clamp with an Allen wrench 
and remove the capstan and clamp. 

NOTE 
H the capstan is hard to remove, it may 
be bent and should be replaced. The in· 
side of the capstan should be checked 
for burrs in the area of the slots. The 
end of the capstan motor shaft should 
be checked for burrs also. See Figure 
4·18. 



CAPSTAN MOTOR 
SHAFT \ 

=~~~~=]D- ~~~~~ETg BE 

CP-1987 

Figure4-I8 Location of Possible Capstan Burrs 

2. Remove the capstan motor by unplugging 
PI from the H606 Power Board and re
moving the 4 bolts holding the capstan 
motor on the casting. 

CAUTION 
Because the bolt heads are in front of 
the casting and the motor is on the rear, 
caution should be used so that the 
motor does not faIl when the screws are 
removed. 

DO NOT ATTEMPT to remove the 
tachometer portion of the motor; the 
two are replaced as an assembly. 

3. Checkthe capstan motor and casting for the 
following: 

• The capstan motor specification template 
does not interfere with the motor mounting 
on the casting. Ifthere is interference, re
move the template. 

• The motor does not have any burrs on the 
mounting surface that would prevent it 
from mounting squarely on the casting. 

• Insure the mounting surface of both the 
motor and casting are free of dirt, gummy 
substances and burrs pushed up by 
machining operations. 

4. Lift up and remove the vacuum column door. 

S. Measure the depth from the outer surface of 
the left vacuum column to floor of left vac
uum column. Nominal depth = 0.502 
inches. Call this value "LVC". See Figure 
4-19. 

6. Subtract 0.500 from LVC and call the re
sultingvalue "X" (X=LVC-O.SOO). Record 
the value "X" as it will be used in Step 16. 

NOTE 
"X" should be the distance from the in
side edge of the tape to the floor of the 
left vacuum column when the outside 
edge is 0.002 inches from the outer sur-
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face of the left vacuum column. (See 
Figure 4·16). Ifthe capstan motor shaft 
is perpendicular to the tape path and if 
Paragraphs 4.17.4.1 and 4.17.4.2 were 
performed correctly, "X" will be equal 
to this distance. 

7. Remount the capstan motor on the casting 
(4 bolts). Tighten the mounting bolts. 

8. Clean the capstan with a water-dampened 
Kim-wipe or lint-free cloth. Do not use any 
cleaner other than water on capstan. 

9. Reposition the capstan on the capstan motor 
shaft. Tighten the clamp. 

10. Load a good quality tape using the align
ment glass (Figure 4-20). It will be necessary 
to hold the alignment glass with one hand 
while pressing the LOAD switch with the 
other (see Figure 4-21). 

7660-11 

Figure 4-19a Measuring Depth of Left Vacuum 
Column (LVC) , Placement of Depth 
Micrometer 



LEFT 
VACUUM 
COLUMN 

CP-1990 

Figure 4-19b Measuring Depth of Left Vacuum 
Column (LV C) , Top View of LVC 
Measurement 

11. Insure the tape rides in the center of the cap
stan. This can be done by running the tape 
forward several feet and eyeballing the tape 
position on the capstan. The capstan can be 
moved in or out to insure the tape is in the 
middle of the capstan. The capstan align
ment too129-18609 can be used for course 
adjustment (Figure 4-22). Install the cap
stan clamp over the slotted portion of the 
capstan lock ring to insure that the capstan 
is clamped securely to the capstan motor 
shaft. 

12. Alignment of the capstan motor shaft, 
making it perpendicular to the tape path, 
can now begin. The alignment is done by 
placing shims between the capstan motor 
mounting face and the casting surface onto 
which the capstan motor is mounted. Shims 
may be placed in one of two coordinates to 
correct for any mis-alignment which exists. 
They may be placed in quadrant II or in 
quadrant IV but not in both (see Figure 
4-23). 

A few notes of caution will assist in doing the 
procedure; in the shortest possible time. 
a) The sequence of tightening the bolts on 

the capstan motor is important. Each 
time the bolts are tightened in a parti
cular procedure they must be tightened 
in the same order. This allows the pro
cedure to be repeated while keeping the 
motor in the exact same position. 

b) The use of sharp scissors on the plastic 
shim stock is necessary to keep the edges 
from curling up. The plastic shim stock 
sizes are identifiable by the color coding 
as follows. 

Red -.002" 
Green -.003" 
Tan -.004" 
Blue -.005" 
Transparent -.0075" 
Brown -.010" 

c) The use of a good quality tape is neces
sary for correct capstan alignment. A 
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Figure 4·20a Alignment Glass, Left Column Glass Figure4-20b Alignment Glass, Right Column Glass 
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LEFT COLUMN 
GLASS 

TAPE 

Figure 4-21 Using Alignment Glass to Load Tape 
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7660-17 
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Figure 4-22 Capstan Adjustment 

SHIM 

CAPSTAN 
MOTOR 

NOTE: 
Shim may be placed in quadranl n 
or quadranl nz: bul nol in bolh. 

CAPSTAN 

Figure 4-23a Capstan Motor Shim Placement, Side 
View 

used or abused tape will not run true 
over the capstan causing false readings 
during the capstan alignment pro
cedure. 

13. Cut one piece of each type of shim stock as 
indicated in Figure 4-24. The exact dimen
sions of the shim stock aren't critical. The 
main consideration is to have a manageable 
size to use as a feeler gauge. The blunt point 
shown in Figure 4-24 will minimize curling 
ofthe end while making measurements. 

14. Run tape forward from BOT for 5 seconds. 

MOUNTING 
SCREWS 

4~· 

SHIM-......~ :;,...--'" 

('X -- " " o.'f)_.' D I \ 

\ 
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CP-199Z 

Figure 4-23b Capstan Motor Shim Placement, Front 
View 

15. Using shim stock and penlight, determine 
the spacing (Y) between the inside edge of 
the tape and the floor of the left vacuum 
column. See Figure 4-25. The method of 
measuring space Y is shown in Figure 4-26 
and described in a, b, and c below: 

a) Slide shim stock underneath inside 
edge of tape at slot between top of left 
column and capstan. 

b) Shine light onto full width of tape, while 
moving shim stock back and forth; look 
for puckering. 



16. 

c) Measurement has been obtained when 
you select a piece of shim stock which 
causes small amount of friction when 
sliding back and forth; yet no visible 
pucker. 

Value "Y" (obtained in step 15) must be 
equal to value "X" (obtained in step 6). 
Tolerances for value "Y" are plus one 
thousandth minus zero (Y :: X, +0.001, 
-0.(00). 

a. IfY=X, +0.001, -.000; go to Step 18. 

b. IfY is more than 0.006 greater than X, 
place a 0.0075 shim in Quadrant II, 
then go to Step 17. 

Figure4-24 Capstan Motor Shim 

FLOOR OF LEFT 
VACUUM COLUMN 

CAPSTAN 

"y" 

MAGNETIC 
TAPE 

cp- 1988 

CP-1985 

Figure 4-25 Gap (Y) from Tape to Floor of Left 
Column 

7660-15 

Figure4-26 Measurement of Tape Gap (Y) with Penlight and Shim 
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17. 

c. IfY=O (tape touching casting surface), 
place a 0.0075 in Quadrant IV, then go 
to step 17. 

d. For any case not covered by step a, b, or 
c; go to Step 17. 

Run tape forward for 5 seconds. Measure 
tape to column spacing to obtain value "Y". 

a. IfY=X;+O.OOl, -0.000; go to Step 18. 
b. IfY is more than 0.001 greater than X, 

with shim in Quadrant IV, decrease 
shim value in Quadrant IV to obtain 
y = X, +0.001, -0.000 (amount of de-
crease should be approximately Y-X). 
Repeat Step 17. 

c. If Y is more than 0.001 greater than X 
with 0.0075 shim in Quadrant II, rotate 
motor mounting 90 0 clockwise and go 
back to Step 14. (See note in Step 18.) 

d. If Y is more than 0.001 greater than X 
with no shim installed, shim Quadrant 
II to obtain Y = X, +0.001, -0.000 (shim 
value should be approximately Y-X). 
Repeat Step 17. 

e. If Y is more than 0.001 greater than X 
with a shim in Quadrant II less than 
0.0075, increase shim value to obtain 
Y = X, +0.001, -0.000. The amount of 
increase should be approximately Y-X. 
Repeat Step 17 if the new shim value 
does not exceed 0.0075. If the new shim 
value exceeds 0.0075, rotate the motor 
mounting 90 0 clockwise and go back to 
Step 14. (See note in Step 18.) 

f. If Y is less than X, with shim in 
Quadrant II, decrease shim value in 
Quadrant II to obtain Y = X, +0.001 
-0.000 (Amount of decrease should be 
approximately X -Y). Repeat Step 17. 

g. IfY is less than X, with 0.0075 shim in 
Quadrant IV, rotate motor mounting 
90 0 clockwise and go back to Step 14. 
(See note in Step 18.) 

h. If Y is less than X with no shim in-
stalled, shim Quadrant IV to obtain 
Y = X, +0.001 (Shim value should be ap-
proximately X -Y). Repeat Step 17. 

i. IfY is less than X with a shim in Quad-
rant IV less than 0.0075, increase shim 
value to obtain Y = X, +0.001, -0.000. 
The amount of increase should be ap-
proximately X-Y. Repeat Step 17 if the 
new shim value does not exceed 0.0075. 
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If the new shim value exceeds 0.0075, 
rotate the motor mounting 90 0 clock
wise and go back to Step 14. (See note 
in Step 18.) 

18. Run Tape in reverse direction for 5 seconds, 
measure tape to column spacing to obtain 
value Y. IfY does not =X, +0.003, -0.000, 
rotate motor mounting 90 0 clockwise and go 
back to Step 14. (See note below.) 

NOTE 
Motor should be tried in each of four 
mounting configurations before giving 
up on procedure above. H procedure 
does not work with any of the above 
configurations, the problem is probably 
due to lack of parallelism between motor 
mounting surface and head plate 
mounting surface. In this case, repeat 
procedure substituting Quadrant I for 
Quadrant H and Quadrant HI for 
Quadrant IV. H this does not correct 
problem, change capstan motor, try 
again. When a new capstan motor is 
installed the DC balance adjustment 
should be made prior to making a tape 
speed adjustment. 

19. Run tape forward. Look in the slot between 
the inside tape edge and the left vacuum 
column floor while the tape is moving for
ward. If room light is not adequate, shine 
penlight through from inside of vacuum 
column. See Figure 4-27. A constant space 

LOOK 
THROUGH 
SLOT HERE 

CP-1984 

Figure 4-27 a Capstan Wobble Check, Front View 
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Figure 4-27b Capstan Wobble Check, Right Side 
View 

(width of light) should be seen in this slot 
as the tape moves forward. Periodic width 
change at a very low frequency (less than 
once per second) is probably due to tape de
fects; these can be ignored unless they are 
very repetitive and cause wide excursions. 
Higher frequency changes (S to 10 times per 
second) are usually caused by a bent cap
stan. If this occUrS, it will be necessary to 
replace the capstan and re-check tape to 
column spacing with shim stock feeler 
gauges. 

20. Run. tape in reverse .. Check slot width to 
same criteria as Step 19. 

21. Replace vacuum column door. 

4.17.4.5 Final Adjustments and Equipment Evalua
tion - Mechanical alignment of the tape path has now 
been achieved. To complete the final electrical adjust
ments, perform the operations in Chapter S (Preventive 
Maintenance) starting from item 9 under Quarterly 
(Tape Speed Adjustment) through the rest of the 
quarterly items and all the semi-anilUal items. If any of 
these adjustments cannot be satisfactorily accom
plished, review Paragraph 4.17.1 to see ifthe problem 
is one that requires doing a tape path alignment. If this 
is the case, rotate the capstan motor and repeat the 
tape path alignment. If the motor was already rotated 
try shimming in quadrants I and III instead of II and 
IV (see note under Step 18 of Paragraph 4.17.4.4). 

4.18 ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES 
This section contains all the procedures required to ad· 
just the TU16/TM02 Tape Drive System, except for 
power supply adjustments. Adjustment procedures for 
the TU16 power supply may be found in Paragraph 
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3.1S.8; adjustment procedures for the TM02 power 
supply may be found in the H740D Power Supply 
MaintenanceManual, DEC-11-H740A-A-D. 

4.18.1 Capstan Servo DC Balance 
To perform the capstan servo dc balance adjustment, 
proceed as follows: 

1. Pull the TU16 Tape Transport out on its 
slide mount. 

2. ApplypowertotheTU16, and place the unit 
off-line. 

3. Place the control panel START/STOP 
switch on STOP. 

4. Set up to measure the voltage at test point 2 
of the TU16's H606 Power Board. 

S. Slowly adjust R21 on the H606 Power Board 
to obtain 0.0 V ±0.04 V at test point 2. 

6. Check capstan speed, Paragraph 4.18.2. 

4.18.2 Capstan Speed 
Potentiometers are located on the H606 to adjust the 
FWD, REV, and REW speeds. To check and adjust 
capstan speed, proceed as follows: 

1, Load a master skew tape (800 bpi). 

2. Place an oscilloscope probe on pin CU1 of 
the Read Amplifier (GOS6). 

3. Initiate FWD tape motion and measure a 
100 to 400 ns pulse with a period of 5S.S /-IS 
as shown in Figure 4-29. 

4. Ifnecessary, adjustthe FWD potentiometer, 
R13. 

S. Initiate REV tape motion; observe condi
tions identical to those inStep 3. 

6. Ifnecessary, adjust the REV potentiometer, 
R12. 

7. Remove the master skew tape and load a 
scratch tape. 

8. Withthe TFG configured for 800 BPI, write 
an all 1 's pattern on the tape. 

9. After ensuring that there is adequate tape on 
the take-up reel, run the TU16 in REW. Ob
serve a wave pattern similar to that shown in 
Figure 4-29, except that the period between 
pulses is approximately 16.6 ms. 

10. Ifnecessary, adjustthe REW potentiometer, 
R11. 
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Figure 4-28 Capstan Alignment Flowchart 
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SPACING 
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Figure 4-29 Capstan FWD and REV Speed Wave
forms 

11. Perform capstan acceleration and decelera
tion adjustment, Paragraph 4.18.3. 

4.18.3 Capstan Acceleration and Deceleration Times 
Capstan acceleration and deceleration times are best 
measured while running the SS RD test with the Test 
Function Generator. To check the capstan accelera
tion and deceleration times, proceed as follows: 

1. Connect oscilloscope channel A to the 
tachometer signal found on the H606 at PI·":;, " 
pin 7. 

+v 

-v 

2. Connect the oscilloscope EXT TRIG to pin 
A3S1 (FIRST ONE SHOT L) of the TU16 
backplane. 

3. Set the scope controls as follows: 

Channel A 0.2 V /cm 
Time/Div 
A TRIG 

2ms/cm 
EXT, negative slope 

4. With the Test Function Generator (TFG) 
module, initiate an SS RD function in the 
FWD direction, and adjust R89 on the H606 
to obtain a negative slope of 7-8 ms dura
tion on the scope (Figure 4-30a). 

5. With the TFG, initiate an SS RD function in 
the REV direction, and adjust R90 on the 
H606 to obtain a positive slope of 7-8 ms 
duration on the scope (Figure 4-30b). 

+v 

I 
I 
I 
I T I 

I I I 
8m. I 1s::f7ms I 
MAX I I MAX I 

(ACCEU: ~DECELY, 

-v 
a.FWD TAPE MOTION b. REV TAPE MOTION 

CP-OI24 

Figure4-30 Acceleration and Deceleration Times 
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Figure 4-31 Read Amplifier Output 

NOTE 
Deceleration times are not adjustable, 
and will be somewhat shorter than the 
acceleration times. 

6. Check Read amplitudes (Paragraph 4. 18.5). 

4.18.4 Brake Adjustment (Electrical) 
To ensure proper operation of the TUI6, an adjust
ment to the brake circuit may be necessary after 
normal wear or long periods of inactivity. In addition, 
brake operation must be checked after cleaning the 
brake armature. The TU16 brake circuitry has two ad
justments that affect brake operation during 
REWIND. Both adjustments affect only the upper 
brake and upper vacuum column. 

Proceed as follows to perform a visual check of the RE
WIND operation: 

1. Place the TU16 in the off-line mode and 
move tape to EOT. 

2. Initiate the REWIND operation from EOT 
several times. Allow the operations to con
tinue approximately 10 sec before returning 
to EOT. 

3. Initiate the REWIND operation and conti
nue to the BOT marker. Check for an im
properly adjusted brake circuit by watching 
for any of the following symptoms during 
the REWIND operation: 

a. Any vacuum column failure. 
b. More than two or three tape loop excur

sions exceeding approximately one
third ofthe distance into the brake zone. 



During acceleration from EOT, two or 
three large excursions are normal. 

c. Normal tape loop excursions during ac
celeration but a sluggish return of the 
tape loop from the reel motor zone to 
the brake zone. 

d. Erratic tape loop excursions during the 
continuous REWIND operation ex
ceeding 11/4 inches above the upper vac
uum column upper vacuum switch. 
Tape motion will always be somewhat 
erratic, but the magnitude of the loop 
"jumps" should be less than 11/4 inches. 

In almost every case, a tape loop failure can be diag
nosed as an extreme example ofsymptoms b, c, or d. 

Continuous large tape loop excursions (symptom b) are 
probably due to one of the following: 

1. High current rewind time is too short. The 
high current rewind time is measured as a 
negative pulse at test point 14 of the H606 
Power Board during a REWIND operation. 
Typical pulse width is 20-25 ms. It is ad
justed using the REW PULSE potentiometer 
(R61) on the H606 Power Board. 

2. Low current rewind amplitude is too low. 
The amplitude is adjusted using the LOW 
CURRENT ADJ potentiometer (R79) on the 
H606 Power Board. Clockwise rotation of 
the potentiometer increases the current to 
the brake. Adjustment should be made at 
intervals not greater than two turns of the 
potentiometer. 

Symptom c is an indication that the low current rewind 
amplitude is too high. Counterclockwise adjustment of 
the LOW CURRENT AD] potentiometer (R79) on the 
H606 Power Board will decrease the amplitude. The 
effects of the potentiometer adjustment should be 
observed at intervals of two turns of the potentiometer. 

Symptom d is an indication that the high current re
wind time is either above or below the ideal operating 
range. The 20-25 ms range is a helpful guideline, but 
is not absolute, and will depend on the operation of the 
brakes. 

4.18.5 Read AmpHtude AdJustment 

1. Check capstan speed (Paragraph 4.1S.2) 
and adjust if necessary . 
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2. Rewind tape and remove from transport. 

3. Clean the read/write head, erase head, and 
tape cleaner. 

4. Load a good quality tape, positioned at BOT; 
set up the scope as follows: 

Channell = 2 V /cm 
Sweep speed = 2 ms/ cm 
Trigger = normal, Channell triggered. 

5. Set the switches on the TFG as follows: 

S4: I-SON 
S4: 9&100FF 
S5: 9&100N 
S5: 1-S0FF 
S6: 1-S0FF 
SSWRT, SSRD, and WRT: down. 

6. Place the SSWRT switch in the TFG up, and 
place Channell probe on A4-L1. The scope 
presentation should resemble the Figure 
4-31. 

7. Increase vertical sensitivity to 1 V / cm and 
place inter-record gap 1 cm down from top. 
Measure negative half of read amplifier out
put (using the inter-record gap as the base
line). The peak amplitude of the negative
going signal should be from -4.45 to -4.75 V. 
(See Figure 4-32.) 

S. Repeat Step 7 for all 9 tracks. See Table 4-2. 

Figure 4-32 Negative Half of Read Amplifier Output 



Table 4-2 Read Amplitude Test Points 

Track Pin 

1 A4-U 
2 B4-Bl 
3 B4-Ml 
4 C4-Kl 
5 C4-U 
6 D4-Pl 
7 D4-Rl 
8 F4-Pl 
9 F4-Rl 

If any track is out of the acceptable range 
(-4.45 to -4.75 V), adjust all nine channels 
to -4.6 V. Such adjustment requires the 
following procedure: 

a. Turn power OFF. 
b. Take the TFG off the extender. 
c. Place G056 on extenders. 
d. Turn power ON. 
e. Adjust all read amplifiers to -4.6 V. 

(Potentiometers are arranged sequen
tially from top to bottom, starting with 
Track 1.) 

NOTE 
H any channel cannot be adjusted with· 
in range, the TU16 input preamplifier 
resistors may have to be changed. 

9. Place the SSWRT switch on the TFG down; 
rewind the tape. 

4.18.6 Write Skew Adjustment 
The procedure should be performed only after 
completing the read skew adjustment (Quarterly PM 
items 13 and 14 in Chapter 5). Write skew adjustment 
is only required upon replacement of the head plate 
assembly, or when excessive wear in the head plate as
sembly is suspected. 

1. Slide the TU16 Tape Transport out of the 
cabinet. 

2. With power removed from the transport, re
move the Test Function Generator (TFG) 
module (M8912) from section EF of slot 3. 

3. Set theTFG switches as follows: 

S5segments 1-8 OFF 
S5 segment 9 ON 
S5 segment 10 OFF 
S6 segments 1-8 OFF 
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4. Insert the TFG into section AB of slot 3. 

5. EnsurethattheSS RD, WRT, and SS WRT 
switches at the upper portion of the module 
are in the lowered position. 

6. ApplypowertotheTU16. The LED indicator 
on the TFG should light. 

7. Load write-protected IBM skew tape (800 
bpi) on the transport. 

8. Initiate forward tape motion from the trans
port control panel. 

9. Connect the channel A input of an oscillo
scope to pin E4Kl (PACKET), using in
ternal sync, negative slope. PACKET is a 
composite signal, comprised of Read Ampli
fier outputs of all nine tracks. 

10. Monitor the pulses which comprise PACKET 
on Channel B of the scope, using chopped 
mode. Note and tabulate their positions, in 
microseconds, with respect to the leading 
edge of PACKET (Figure 4-33). Table 4-3 
lists the pins to be monitored for each track; 
it also contains a column, left blank, for 
listing the position of the monitored pulses 
relative to PACKET, and can therefore 
serve as a model to the user. 

Table 4·3 
Write Deskew Parameters 

Measured 
Pulse Position 

Track No. Pin (f.Ls) 

1 A4J1 
2 A4Hl 
3 B4Nl 
4 B4U 
5 C4Ul 
6 C4S1 
7 E4Hl 
8 E4Fl 
9 F4Ml 

IIIIIII CHANNEL A 
(PACKET) 

I 
I 
I 

I...... PULSE POSITION 
CHANNEL 8 I 

I 

I 
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Figure 4-33 Measurement of Pulse Positions 
Relative to Packet 



11. After tabulating the data for all 9 tracks, 
terminate tape motion. 

12. Unload the skew tape and load a scratch 
tape on the transport. 

13. Raise and lower the TFG SS RD switch; this 
loads the preselected data pattern. 

14. Raise the TFG WRT switch. Now initiate 
forward tape motion from the transport con
trol panel. The TU16 will perform a con
tinuous write operation. 

15. Monitor the pins that were monitored in 
step 10. Note the position of the displayed 
pulses relative to the leading edge of PACK
ET. If the position measured now differs 
from the position measured in step 10 by 
more than 2/A s ,alter the write deskew jumper 
configuration on the TU16 backplane. The 
jumpers connect the Write Deskew Buffer 
(refer to drawing M891O, sheets 3 and 4) to 
four record pulses (SK CLK A, SK CLK B, 
SK CLK C, and SK CLK D) which are shift 
delayed in increments of O. 9 /A s. These pulses 
are available at the following pins: 

SKCLKA 
SKCLKB 
SKCLKC 
SKCLKD 

A2Rl and A2R2 
A2N1 and A2N2 
A2L1 and A2L2 
A2Bl andA2B2 

The jumper configuration must be modified 
so that the position of the monitored pulse 
with respectto the leading edge of PACKET 
does not vary by more than 2 /A s from that 
obtained in step 10. 

16. After performing the write skew adjustment 
remove power from the transport and re
place the TFG module in section EF of slot 3. 

4.18.7 Read/Write Interlock Assembly 
Proceed as follows to perform the Read/Write Inter
lock assembly adjustment (Figure 4-34): 

1. Loosen the two screws securing the switch to 
the bracket just enough to allow the switch 
to be moved. 

2. Loosen the locknut and adjusting screw 
several turns (see detail B, Figure 4-34). 

3. Insert the small end of the setting gauge 
(29-18610) in front of the roll pin through 
the bottom ofthe bracket body edge. Tighten 
the adjusting screw until the switch just 
actuates. 
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4. Tighten the two screws securing the switch 
to the bracket and lock the adjusting screw 
using the locknut. 

5. Loosen the two solenoid mounting screws 
(see detail A, Figure 4-34). 

6. Insert the large end of the setting gauge in 
front of the roll pin as described in step 3. 
Push the solenoid body forward until the 
plunger bottoms out; then tighten the 
solenoid mounting screws, keeping the sole
noid body parellel to the upper edge of the 
bracket. 

7. Loosen the bottom screws securing the inter
lock assembly to the mounting bracket. (See 
detail C, Figure 4-34). 

8. Insert the ring gauge (29-18608) on the 
reel, lock it, and spin the reel to check for 
even rotation. 

9. Push the interlock assembly forward until 
the shaft bottoms in the solenoid and the 
small s pring is fully depressed. 

10. Tighten the screws securing the assembly to 
the bracket, remove the ring gauge, and 
check for free movement of the solenoid 
shaft in the casting. 

4.18.8 Vacuum Motor Belt Adjustment Procedure 
The vacuum motor subassembly should be removed 
from the main assembly framework before working on 
it. Refer to Paragraph 4.12 for the removal procedure. 

Proceed as follows to adjust the vacuum motor belt: 

1. Tighten the four motor plate mounting nuts. 

2. Using gauge CMD-9606370 set pulley height 
to 0.520 orO.820 inches. 

NOTE 
The pulley is positioned either 0.520 
inch or 0.820 inch above the mounting 
assembly to accommodate 60 or 50 Hz 
operation, respectively (selects one of 
two pulley diameters). For further in
formation, refer to the vacuum assembly 
drawing E-AD-7009638-0-0. 

3. Place belt tension gauge on belt. 

4. Pull belt tension gauge knob until surface 
"A" touches belt. (See Figure 4-35). 

5. Tension should read 14-16Ibs. 
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Figure 4-34 Read/Write Interlock Assembly 
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6. Iftension is out of tolerance loosen the four 
motor plate mounting nuts and adjust the 
motor plate take up screw until the 14-16 lb. 
reading is obtained. Tighten the motor plate 
mounting nuts. 

7. If a belt tension adjustment was made to the 
vacuum motor, the tension must be re-

checked after the motor has been run for 
more than 30 minutes. Recheck the tension 
by performing steps 3, 4, and 5 of this pro
cedure. If necessary readjust the belt ten
sion by performing step 6. 

KNOB 
BELT TENSION 

GAGE 

BLOWER PULLEY 
SURFACE "A" DR IV E 

PULLEY- 60Hz 

DRIVE PULLEY-50Hz 

MOTOR PLATE 
TAKE-UP SCREW 

10-2075 

Figure 4-35 Vacuum Motor Belt Adjustment 
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5.1 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 
The recommended frequencies for performing the PM 
steps in this procedure are based on moderate usage of 
the equipment. In cases where usage is heavy, certain 
steps should be performed more frequently. 

For example, items 1 and 9 through 16 ofthe quarterly 
procedure (Paragraphs 5.4.1 and 5.4.9 through 
5.4.16) assume that tape motion will not exceed 150 
hours/ quarter; iftape motion exceeds that figure, the 
steps should be performed more often. (Tape motion 
= Time spent actually moving tape; this must be de
creased by 112 if software is not double-buffered, or if 
two drives exist on the same controller.) 

Item 2 of the quarterly procedure (Paragraph 5.4.2) 
assumes that vacuum on-time will not exceed 1000 
hours/ quarter; if vacuum on-time exceeds that figure, 
this step should be performed more frequently. 
(Vacuum on-time = Time that tape is loaded on a 
drive with vacuum on, whether or not the tape is ac
tually moving.) 

The semiannual procedure (Paragraph 5.5) assumes 
that tape motion will not exceed 300 hours during a 
6-month period; iftape motion exceeds that figure, the 
procedure should be performed more frequently. 

5.2 SPECIAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 
Table 5-1 lists the special tools and equipment required 
to perform Preventive Maintenance. 

Table 5-1 
Special Tools and Equipment Required for PM 

Tools and Equipment 

Microscope 
Magna-see 
Penlight* 
Feeler Gauge Set* 

*Contained in standard tool kit. 

Part No. 

29-20273 
29-16871 
29-10780 
29-13515 

CHAPTERS 
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
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5.3 MONTHLY 
The five items listed under Paragraph 5.3 are to be per
formed on a monthly basis. 

5.3.1 Tape Path Cleaning and Inspection 
Clean the tape path and inspect it for wear as follows: 

a. Turn power OFF in the 861 Power Control
ler. Remove and clean the take-up reel, using 
a Kimwipe dampened with water; inspect 
the take-up reel for cracks or loose center 
ring (hub interface). Replace if necessary. 

b. Remove supply reel (if installed). Using 
water-dampened Kimwipes, clean the deck
plate surfaces and front door. 

CAUTION 
Be careful not to sa~rate the Scotch
Lite lining on the vacuum column walls 
with fluid; this could cause damage to 
the lining. 

c. Remove the head cover and open the vac
uumdoor. 

d. Using a penlight flashlight, inspect the 
read/write head and erase head for oxide ac
cumulation. A worn head will normally show 
oxide accumulation on the worn spot. If the 
read/write head is unevenly worn or if the 
erase head shows any wear, replace the head 
plate assembly. (Refer to Figure 5-1; shiny 
spots indicate uneven wear.) 

NOTE 
Wear spots of any kind on erase head 
require head plate replacement. 

e. Using DEC magtape cleaning fluid and cot
ton-tipped wooden swabs, clean any accu
mulatemulated oxide from the read/write 
head, erase head, tape cleaner, and fixed 
guides. (Pay particular attention to removing 
oxide buildup from ceramic surfaces offixed 
guides.) 



READ/WRITE 
HEAD 

ERASE 
HEAD 

CP-1997 

Figure 5-1a Examples of Unacceptable Head As
sembly Wear, Uneven Wear on Read/ 
Write Head 

~ 
WEAR 

CP- 1998 

Figure 5-1b Examples of Unacceptable Head As
semblyWear, Wear on Erase Head 

NOTE 
Ensure that the inner (spring-loaded) 
guides move freely after cleaning and 
that they are not jammed under the 
fixed guides. 

f. Clean vacuum columns and vacuum column 
doors with DEC magtape cleaning fluid and 
Kimwipes. Clean roller guides with cotton 
swabs and DEC magtape cleaning fluid. 

5.3.2 Reel Hub Inspection and Lubrication 
Lubricate and inspect reel hubs as follows. (Refer to 
Figure 5-2.) 

PRESSURE PLATE 

PLASTIC DISK 

COMPRESSION RING 
10-1303 

Figure5-2 Hub Composition 
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a. Lubricate the upper and lower reel hub com
pression rings by applying silicon grease 
generously by finger and rub bing it in. Wipe 
away excess with Kimwipe. 

b. Place the takeup reel on the lower hub. Turn 
the hub lock until it hits the stop pin. Hold 
the hub with one hand and attempt to turn 
the reel counterclockwise with the other 
hand. 

c. If the hub lock does not hit the step when 
tightened or ifthe reel turns while the hub is 
being held stationary, readjust the hub pin 
and replace the compression ring according 
to the following procedure. 
(1) Remove power from the TU16 Tape 

Transport and remove the tape reel. 

(2) Carefully snap out the plastic disk from 
the reel hub. 

(3) Mark the position of the center roll pin 
in the hub guide. 

(4) Using a pair of heavy duty diagonal 
pliers, carefully remove the center roll 
pin. 

(5) Grasp the reel hub and unscrew the 
knob from the hub. 

(6) Remove (in order) the Teflon washer, 
pressure plate, and rubber compression 
ring. 

(7) Lightly lubricate the flat surfaces of a 
new compression ring with silicon grease. 
Wipe all excess grease from the ring with 
a lint -free cloth. 

(8) Install (in order) the new compression 
ring, pressure plate, and Teflon washer. 

(9) Lightly tighten the knob on the hub until 
the compression ring is compressed and 
fully seated. 

(10) Loosen the knob until it is free of the 
Teflon washer. Then gently screw it in 
until it just touches the washer. 

(11) Reinstall the roll pin in the same hole 
from which it was removed [step (4), 
above]. 

(12) Turn the knob counterclockwise until 
the roll pin makes contact with one of 
the two hub stop pins. 

(13) Try to install a tape reel on the hub. If 
the tape reel does not easily slip on the 
hub, move the stop pin back one hole at 



a time until the knob can be released far 
enough to permit the tape reel to slip on 
the hub. 

(14) With the tape reel installed, tighten the 
knob (clockwise) until the roll pin con
tacts the other hub stop pin. If the tape 
reel is not secure, move the stop pin 
ahead until the knob can be tightened 
correctly. 

d. Place the takeup reel on the upper hub. Re
peat the procedure followed for the lower 
hub takeup reel in step b, above. 

5.3.3 Operator Panel Check 
Check the operator panel switches aud indicators as 
follows. (Replace switches and/or indicators as re
quired.) 

a. Apply power to the 861 Power Controller; 
ensure that the OFF-LINE and PWR indi-
cators on the control panel are ON. 

b. Place a scratch tape (with write ring) on the 
lower hub and secure the hub lock. Set the 
LOAD/BR REL switch to LOAD and then 
back to BR REL. Ensure that both reels turn 
freely and that the FILE PROT light does 
not light as the supply reel is rotated. 

c. Thread the scratch tape through the tape 
path and take two wraps around the takeup 
reel. Set the LOAD/BR REL switch to 
LOAD; ensure that the LOAD indicator on 
the control panel comes ON. 

d. Place the FWD/REW /REV switch to FWD; 
place the START/STOP switch to STOP 
and then back to START. Ensure that the 
FWD indicator is lit while the drive is moving 
the tape toward BOT, and that the LD PT 
indicator lights when the drive stops at BOT. 

e. Run the tape forward for approximately 30 
seconds; set the START/STOP switch to 
STOP. 

f. Set the FWD/REW /REV switch to REV; 
press START. Allow the tape to run in re-
verse for approximately 10 seconds and en-
sure that the REV indicator is ON. Place the 
START /STOP switch in the STOP position. 

g. Set the FWD/REW /REV switch to REW; 
press START. Ensure that the REW indi-
cator is ON. 

h. Set the ON-LINE/ OFF -LINE switch to ON-
LINE. When the drive has completed the re-
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wind operation in step g, above, check that 
the RDY indicator comes ON. Check that 
theSELindicatoralsocomes ON if the TM02 
is currently selecting this TUI6. 

i. Set the ON-LINE/OFF-LINE switch to 
OFF-LINE and the LOAD/BR REL switch 
to BR REL. Dismount the tape and remove 
the write enable ring. Mount the tape and 
ensure that the FILE PROT indicator is 
ON. Rotate the reel; ensure that the FILE 
PROT indicator remains ON. 

NOTE 
H a quarterly PM procedure is sched
uled, proceed to item 1 of that proce
dure (Paragraph 5.4.1); if not, con
tinue with item 4 below. 

5.3.4 NRZ Diagnostic 
Position tape at BOT; place unit ON-LINE. Run the 
On-Line Diagnostic for 10 minutes ofNRZ (800 bpi). If 
any soft errors occur, it will be necessary to run a 
complete pass to determine whether the frequency of 
soft errors is within specification; no hard read errors 
are allowed. 

NOTE 
Acceptable soft error rate for one 2400-foot reel 
of tape is: 

a. Forward read: 2 
b. Reverse read: 2 
c. Write: 2 

Retries on the same spot do not increase the soft 
error tally; i.e., a read error on block #1, record 
#1, that required three retries to recover is re
corded as one soft read error. 

5.3.5 Phase Encoding Diagnostic 
Rewind tape; run 10 minutes of Phase Encoding ON 
LINE. If any soft errors occur, it will be necessary to 
run a complete pass to determine whether the fre
quency of soft errors is within specification; no hard 
read errors are allowed. 

NOTE 
Acceptable soft error rate for one 2400·foot reel 
of tape is: 

a. Forward read: 3 
b. Reverse read: 5 
c. Write: 5 

Retries on the same spot do not increase the soft 
error tally; i.e., a read error on block #1, record 
#1, that required three retries to recover is re
corded as one soft read error. 



5.4 QUARTERLY 
The fifteen items listed under Paragraph 504 are to be 
performed on a quarterly basis. 

5.4.1 Reel Motor Brakes 
Disassemble, clean, and reassemble the reel motor 
brakes according to the following procedure: 

a. With power OFF, pull the transport out on 
its slides. (Access brakes from the left side of 
the transport; operation is identical for both 
reel motors.) 

b. Loosen the ABen-head screw located on the 
clamp. (See Figure 5-3.) 

c. Remove the spring and brake assembly. 
Push a cotton swab through each of the in
serts (locating holes) that hold the rotor disk 
and rotor to ensure that they are securely 
held in the rotor and that they do not pro
trude in such a way as to interfere with 
operation of the rotor disk. If inserts are 
loose, replace the brake assembly. 

-----.., 

d. Using a clean, dry, lint-free cloth or wipe, 
clean the following: 

(1) The brake surface of the stator (stator 
is still on motor). 

(2) Both sides of the rotor disk, including 
location pins. 

(3) The face of the rotor next to the rotor 
disk. 

NOTE 
Avoid skin contact with brake sur
faces; body oUs are detrimental to 
brake function. 

e. Install the rotor disk into the rotor; select 
the mating combination that allows for 
smoothest insertion and retraction of rotor 
disk pins into the rotor locating holes. Try 
each of the 120-degree intervals for best fit. 

f. Replace the brake, leaving a clearance of 
0.010 inch between the rotor disk and the 
stator and approximately 3/6 inch clearance 

/4---.010" CLEARANCE 

REEL MOTOR 

-------' 

~.--+- SPRING 

CLAMP 

ROTOR 

ROTOR DISC 

Figure 5-3 Reel Motor Brake Assembly 
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between the rotor and the clamp. In this 
position, the clamp should be clamping on 
the splits cut into the sleeve of the rotor, 
ensuring that the rotor is fastened securely 
to the reel motor shaft. When clearances are 
correct, tighten the Allen screw. 

g. With the O.OlO-inch feeler gauge inserted 
between the stator and the rotor, rotate the 
reel motor manually from the front of the 
unit to see that the brake is spaced uni
formly all around. If necessary, rotate the 
brake at 120-degree intervals to determine 
best position for uniform separation. (An 
excessively high or low spot is cause for re
placing brake assembly.) 

h. Remount the rotor spring between the rotor 
disk and the rotor. 

i. When the above steps have been com
pleted for both reels, rotate both reels, 
feeling for free rotation and listening to en
sure that there is no squealing from stator/ 
rotor disk contact. 

5.4.2 Vacuum Motor Brushes* 
With power OFF, replace the vacuum motor brushes 
as follows: 

a. Disconnect the vacuum motor electrical con
nector by unplugging P9 from J9 (wires from 
plenum cover on vacuum motor). 

b. Loosen three large Phillips head screws that 
fasten plenum chamber cover to the casting 
and remove plenum chamber cover. 

c. Remove the brush assembly by removing the 
screws that hold the U -shaped bracket over 
the brush assembly, then pull out the con
nector that holds the coil wire of the brush 
assembly. 

d. Using a cotton-tipped wooden swab, care
fully clean the commutator. Apply a drop of 
light oil at the rear sleeve bearing, taking 
care not to get any oil on the commutator. 

e. Install and connect the new brush assembly. 

f. Reinstall cover and reconnect P9 to J9. 

5.4.3 Voltage Check Setup 
Set up as follows to check voltages: 

a. Turn power OFF; remove M8912 [Test 
Function Generator (TFG)] from slot EF3 
and place it on the module extender in slot 
AB3. 
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b. Place SSRD, SSWRT, and WRT switches 
down; turn power ON. 

NOTE 
In all voltage checks, refer to the figure 
5·4 for the location of the potentiometers 
thatcontroladjustments.lfany voltages 
cannot be adjusted to meet specifica
tions, repair or replace the regulator 
board. 

5.4.4 + 5 V dc Check (drive logic) 
Check the + 5 V dc drive logic voltage. 

Reference Point = D01A2 (Red wire) 
Nominal Value = +5.25 ± 0.05 V 

If adjustment is necessary, adjust potentiometer R16. 

5.4.5 +12 Vdc Check (drive voltage) 
Check the + 12 V dc drive voltage. 

Reference Point = A04 V 1 (Yellow wire) 
Nominal Value = + 12.05 V dc ± 0.05 V 

If adjustment is necessary, adjust potentiometer R37. 
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6 

~ 

~ 
@ 
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4 

1) 1- 5 represent 5 Phillips head screws. 

2) 6 represent Allen screw- must be secured very tightly,or 
damage to the power supply may 
result. 

10-1317 

Figure 5-4 TU16 Power Supply Regulator Board 

*For TUIO vacuum systems only. For TU16 vacuum systems. skip 
Paragraph 5.4.2. 



5.4.6 -6.4 Vdc Check 
Check the-6.4 V dc drive voltage. 

Reference Point = C04N2 (Green wire) 
Nominal Value = -6.35 Vdc:± 0.05 V 

If adjustment is necessary, adjust potentiometer R44. 

5.4.7 +12VdcCheck(NRZ) 
With S5-9 (M8912) ON, check the +12 Vdc (NRZ) 
drive voltage. 

Reference Point = C02J2 (Orange wire) 
Nominal Value = +11.875 Vdc ± 0.125 Vdc 

If adjustment is necessary, adjust potentiometer R26. 

NOTE 
Paragraphs 5.4.7 and 5.4.8 are interactive, and 
must be performed in that sequence. 

5.4.8 +5 Vdc Check (PE) 
With S5-9 (M8912) OFF, check the + 5 V dc (PE) drive 
voltage. 

Reference Point = C02J2 (Orange wire) 
Nominal Value = +5.6 Vdc ± 0.1 V 

If adjustment is necessary, adjust potentiometer R57. 

NOTE 
The remaining steps In this PM procedure re
quire a well-calibrated oscilloscope. It is advis
able to check the voltage and frequency calibra
tion at this time, with the probes intended for use. 

5.4.9 Forward Tape Speed and DC Balance Check 
Check forward tape speed as follows: 

a. Turn power OFF; disconnect the erase head 
cable (the 2-pin connector located just below 
the read/write head) and the write head 
cable (located directly above the erase head 
connector. 

b. Turn power ON; load a master skew tape 
and position it at BOT. 

c. Set scope vertical gain to 50 mv / cm. 

d. Check the voltage at test point 2 of the 
TU16's H606 Power Board. 

e. Slowly adjust R21 (BAL) on the H606 Power 
Board to obtain 0.0 V ± 0.04 Vat test point 
2. 
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NOTE 
50 millivolts of ac ripple will be seen on 
the scope. Center the ac ripple on 
ground to obtain a 0 volt dc level. 

f. Set oscilloscope as follows: 

10 J.ls/cm 
Channell: 2V /cm 
Triggering: 

Normal 
Negative slope 
Channell triggered 

Channell probe to C4-U1. 

g. Initiate FWD tape motion; check that nega
tive pulses are 55-57 J.ts apart. (See Figure 
5-5.) Ifnot, adjust FWD potentiometer R13 
on H606 for 56 /As. 

Figure 5-5 . Tape Speed Check, lOps/em J5weep 
Speed 

5.4.10 Reverse Tape Speed Check 
Initiate REV tape motion; check that negative pulses 
are 55-57/A;s apart. If not, adjust REV potentiometer 
R12onH606for56J.ts. 

5.4.11 ForwardJitter Check 
Check forward jitter as follows: 

a. Change sweep to 20/As/cm; initiate FWD 
tape motion. Check that four negative pulses 
appear on the oscilloscope screen. (See 
Figure 5-6A.) 

b. Use the horizontal XIO magnifier to increase 
the horizontal display. Using the horizontal 



Figure 5-6a Jitter Check, Scope Setup 

Figure 5-6b Jitter Check, Capstan Motor Good Figure 5-6c Capstan Motor Bad 
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position knob, place the third pulse in the 
center of the screen. Check that the jitter is 
less than 6 '" s (3 cm on the scope, as 
indicated in Figure 5-6B). If jitter exceeds 6 
",S (as in Figure 5-6C). replace the capstan 
motor. 

NOTE 
H it Is necessary to replace the capstan 
motor, tape path aUgnment mQSt be 
performed at the same time. (See Para
graph 4.17.) 

5.4.12 ReverseJitter Check 
Initiate REV tape motion; repeat Paragraph 5.4.11, 
above, to check reverse jitter. Remove the XIO hori
zontal magnification on the oscilloscope. 

5.4.13 Forward Skew Check 
Perform mechanical skew (head azimuth) adjustment 
as follows: 

a. Set up the oscilloscope as follows: 

1 ",s/cm 
Channell: 2 V /cm 
Triggering: 

Normal 
Positive slope 
Channell triggered 

Channell probe to E4Kl (Packet H). 

b. Initiate FWD motion; synchronize the 
scope. Adjust the Phillips head screw on the 
head plate (Figure 5-7) for minimum packet 
width (must be less the 2.5", s) as shown in 
Figure 5-8. If adjustment cannot be made, 
tape path alignment Uiust be performed at 
this time. (See Paragraph 4.17.) 

NOTE 
An occasional jump in packet width ofl 
JJS is. usually allowable in Paragraphs 
5.4.13 and 5.4.14 (usually due to tape 
defect); however, this should not occur 
more often than once per second. 

5.4.14 Reverse Skew Check 
Initiate REV tape motion; ensure that packet width is 
less than 3.5 ",s. No adjustment is possible; if packet 
width exceeds maximum, tape path alignment must be 
performed (see Paragraph 4.17). Allow skew tape to 
continue in REV mode to BOT. (Do not rewind.) 
Remove skew tape. Connect write and erase heads. 
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Figure 5-7 Adjusting Mechanical Skew 

Figure 5-8 Packet Waveform 

NOTE 
H a semiannual PM procedure is scheduled, pro
ceed to Paragraph 5.5; if not, continue with Para-
graph 5.4.15 below. . 

5.4.15 Functional Test Diagnostic 
Run the Basic Function Test (MAINDEC-ll-DZTUB) 
as follows: 



a. Turn power OFF. 

b. Remove the TFG from slot AB03 and plug it 
into slot EF03. 

c. Turn power ON. 

NOTE 
Perform Paragraphs 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 of 
the monthly PM procedure at this time. 

5.5 SEMIANNUAL 
The eight items listed under Paragraph 5.5 are to be 
performed on a semiannual basis. 

5.5.1 Forward Ramp Check 
Adjust forward acceleration ramp as follows: 

a. Float the scope as shown in Figure 5-9. 

WARNING 
While the scope is floated, avoid con
tact with the case of the scope and the 
intemal ground lead of the scope probe. 

b. Setthe switches ofthe Test Function Gener
ator (TFG) module (M8912) as follows: 

(1) SSRD, SSWRT, and WRT: Down. 

(2) S4-9: OFF. 

c. Load a scratch tape (with write ring in
stalled) and position it at BOT. 

(1) Place probe from external trigger to 
A3Sl. 

(2) Connect Channell probe to Pl-7 of the 
H606 module. 

(3) Connect Channell ground to GND test 
point on H606 (adjacent to P3-4). 

(4) Set scope to external sync, negative 
slope, 2 ms/cm, with Channell to 0.2 
V / cm (20 m V / cm if XIO probe is used). 

d. Set FWD/REV /REW switch to FWD. 
Place SSRD switch on TFG (M89l2) up. 
Observe negative slope of7-8 ms. (Refer to 
Figure 5-10.) Adjust -CUR potentiometer on 
H606, if necessary. 

5.5.2 Reverse Ramp Check 
Adjust reverse acceleration ramp as follows: 

a. Set FWD/REV /REW switch to REV. 
Observe positive slope of 7-8 ms. (Refer to 
FigureS-ll.) 

b. Adjust +CUR potentiometer on H606, if 
necessary. 

5.5.3 Tracking Check Setup 
Place SSRD switch on TFG (M89l2) down. Rewind 
tape. Remove float from scope ground. 

CP-0226 

Figure 5-9 Floating Oscilloscope Connection 
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Figure 5-10 Forward Acceleration Ramp 

Figure 5-11 Reverse Acceleration Ramp 

NOTE 
TU16 ECO No. 10 must be installed in order to 

perform a write function with the TFG. Check 
against the following wire list, and install as 
necessary. 

From 
A3-K1 
A2-C1 
A2-E1 
A2-F1 
A2-J1 
B2-H1 
B2-Il 
B2-P1 
B2-R1 

To 
A2-C1 
A2-E1 
A2-F1 
A2-Il 
B2-H1 
B2-Il 
B2-P1 
B2-R1 
C2-M2 
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5.5.4 Tracking Check 
Check industry-compatible tape tracking as follows: 

a. Set up the TFG as follows: 

SSWRT, SSRD, and WRT: Down 
S5: 1-8 OFF 
S5: 9 and lOON 
S6: 1-100FF 

b. Set the FWD/REV /REW switch to FWD. 
Place SSRD momentarily up, then down. 
(This loads data into the TFG write buffer.) 

c. Position tape at BOT. 

d. Place the WRT switch ofthe TFG up; press 
FWD and START on the control panel. 

e. Allow the tape to be written for 10 seconds; 
ensure that the WRT indicator on the con
trol panel is ON as the tape is being written. 

f. Place the WRTswitch down; rewind tape. 

g. Remove the tape from the drive, take it to a 
work area, and proceed as follows: 

(1) Unwind tape until you reach the BOT 
marker; cut the tape with scissot:~. 

(2) Unwind 3 feet of tape beyond the BOT 
marker; cut the tape again. 

(3) Shake Magna-see solution vigorously. 

(4) Dip the 3-foot section of tape in Magna
see solution. (Refer to Figure 5-12.) Try 
to keep a loop of tape at the bottom of 
the can. 

(5) Work the tape back and forth until the 
entire 3-foot section (except for the ends 
being held) has been dipped into the 
solution. 

(6) Allow the tape to dry. Data written on 
the tape should appear as the solution 
dries. (See Figure 5-13.) If necessary, 
di p the tape again. 

h. When the tape has been developed, proceed 
as follows: 

(1) Place the developed tape flat on a white 
background (e.g., white sheet of paper). 

(2) Make sure that the tape is flat, then 
place a weight on each end. 

(3) Check four points along the reference 
edge (edge with BOT marker) 1 Y2 inches 
apart. 



7660-24 

Figure 5-12 Developing Magnetic Tape 

RECORDED TRACKS (9) ----

INTERTRACK GAPS (8) ----

7660-27 

Figure 5-13 Developed Magnetic Tape 

(4) Set up microscope according to Figure 
5-14; lay the penlight flat on the table, 
positioned so that it shines on the reflec
tor. 

(5) Ensure a distance of 0.007 ± 0.003 
inches from the reference edge to track 1 
(inset in Figure 5-14) at each of the four 
points mentioned in step (3), above. 

NOTE 
If the tracking check described 
above faUs, tape path alignment 
must be performed at this time. 
(See Paragraph 4.17) 
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i. Install a new BOT marker 15 feet from the 
front of the tape on the non-oxide side, 
against the reference edge. (The reference 
edge faces the operator when the tape is in
stalled on the transport.) 

5.5.5 Erase Head Check 
Check the erase head function as follows: 

a. Load the tape and position it at BOT. 

b. Set up TFG as follows: 

SSWRT, SSRD, and WRT: Down. 
S5: 1-8 OFF 



TRANSPARENT CASE REFLECTOR TAPE 

Figure 5-14 Track No.1 to Reference Edge Measurement 

S5: 9 and 10 ON 
S6: 1-10 OFF 

c. Set the FWD/REV /REW switch to FWD. 
Place SSRD momentarily up, then down. 

d. Place the WRT switch on the TFG up; press 
FWD and START on the control panel. Al
low tape to be written for 30 seconds. 

NOTE 
Steps a through d, above, are recording 
an aU-Is tape at low density (full satura
tion). The steps below check the abWty 
of the TUl6 to erase a saturated tape. 

e. Press STOP on the control panel. Place the 
WRT switch down. Rewind tape. 

f. Set up the TFG as follows: 

SSWRT, SSRD, and WRT: Down. 
S5: 9 and 10 OFF 
S4: l-80N 
S4: 9 and 10 OFF 
S5: l-80N 
S6: I-lOON 

g. Press FWD on control panel and place 
SSWRT on the TFG up; allow tape to be 
written for 1 minute. 
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h. Lower SSWRT switch; rewind tape. 

i. Set up oscilloscope as follows: 

Channell = SOmV/cm 
lms/cm 
Triggering: Auto, Channell triggered 
Channell probe on A4-Ll 
Channell probe ground on B4-C2. 

j. Press FWD and START on control panel. 

k. Measure unerased signal level for maximum 
level. (Ensure good scope ground.) Maxi
mum level must be less the 300 m V. Failure 
of this check will require replacement of the 
head plate assembly. (Tape path alignment 
under Paragraph 4.17 must be performed at 
this time.) Figure 5-15 is an example of ac
ceptable erasure. 

1. Rewind tape. Place Channell scope probe 
on C4-Ll. (Ensure good ground.) Initiate 
forward motion. Check unerased signal 
level (max = 300 m V). 

m. Rewind tape. Place Channell scope probe 
on F4-R1. (Ensure good ground.) Initiate 
forward motion. Check unerased signal 
level (max = 300 m V). 



Figure 5-15 U nerased Signal 

5.5.6 Read AmpUfier Check 

NOTE 
Paragraphs 5.5.6, 5.5.7 and 5.5.8 require com
parison of read amplifier outputs under varied 
conditions. Photocopy table 5-2, or prepare a 
simUartable. 

Check read amplifier outputs as follows: 

a. Rewind tape and remove from transport. 

b. Clean the read/write head, erase head, and 
tape cleaner. 

c. Load a good quality tape, positioned at BOT; 
set up the scope as follows: 

Channell = 2 V /cm 
Sweep speed = 2 ms/ cm 
Trigger = normal, Channell triggered. 

d. Set the switches on the TFG as follows: 

S4: l-80N 
S4: 9 and 10 OFF 
S5: 9 and 10 ON 
S5: 1-8 OFF 
S6: 1-8 OFF 
SSWRT, SSRD, and WRT: Down. 

e. Place the SSWRT switch in the TFG up and 
place Channell probe on A4-Ll. The scope 
presentation should resemble Figure 5-16. 

f. Increase vertical sensitivity to I V / cm and 
place interrecord gap lcm down from top. 
Measure negative half of read amplifier out
put (using the interrecord gap as the base-

Table 5-2 
Read Amplitude, Residual Amplitude and Balance Checks 

Residual Reverse 
Track Pin No. Read Amplitude Amplitude Balance AmpHtude 

I A4-Ll 

2 B4-Bl N/A N/A 

3 B4-Ml N/A N/A 

4 C4-Kl N/A N/A 

5 C4-Ll 

6 D4"PI N/A N/A 

7 D4-Rl N/A N/A 

8 F4-Pl N/A N/A 

9 F4-Rl 
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line).Tlte peak amplitude of the negative
going signal should be from -4.45 to -4.75 V. 

,(See Figure 5-17.) Record the results in the 
Read Amplitude column of Table 5-2, be
side Track 1. 

g. Repeat step f, above, for all nine tracks, re
cording the results in the same table. If any 
track is out of the acceptable range (-4.45 to 
-4.75 V) , adjust all nine channels to -4.6 V. 
Such aqjustmentrequires the following pro
cedure: 

(1) Turn power OFF. 

(2) Take the TFG off the extender. 

(3) Place G056 on extenders. 

(4) Turn power ON. 

(5) Adjust all read amplifiers to -4.6 V. 
(Potentiometers are arranged sequen
tially from top to bottom, starting with 
Track 1.) 

Figure 5-16 Read Amplifier Output 

NOTE 
If any channel cannot be adjusted 
within range, the TU16 input pre
amplifier resistors may have to be 
changed. 

h. Place the SSWRT switch on the TFG down; 
rewind the tape. 

5.5.7 Residual Amplitude Check 
Perform residual amplitude check as follows: (Resi
dual amplitude is the amplitude left on the tape after 
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Figure 5-17 Negative Half of Read Amplifier Output 

several read operations. Some amount of erasure can 
be expected during the first few read passes, due to 
residual magnetism in the write and erase heads.) 

a. Press FWD; raise SSWRT. Allow start/stop 
data to be recorded for at least 20 seconds, 
then place SSWRT down and rewind tape. 

b. Initiate FWD tape motion; allow the tape to 
run in forward direction for 10 seconds. 
Rewind tape. Repeat this operation ten 
times. 

c. Leave scope setup as in Paragraph 5.5.6 
above. Place the Channell probe on A4-L1. 
Initiate FWD motion. Record the negative 
read amplifier output in the Residual Am
plitude column of Table 5-2. Rewind tape. 

d. Place the Channell probe on C4-L1. Ini
tiate FWD motion. Record the negative read 
amplifier output in the Residual Amplitude 
column of Table 5-2. Rewind tape. 

e. Place the Channell probe on F4-R1. Ini
tiate FWD motion. Record the negative read 
amplifier output in the Residual Amplitude 
column ofthe table. 

NOTE 
It is assumed that tape did not run more 
than 10 seconds forward during steps c, 
d, and e, above. If there is any doubt of 
this, rewind tape and recheck forward 
residual amplitude. 

f. Compare the entries in the Residual Ampli
tude column of the table with entries in the 



Read Amplitude column. If the Residual 
Amplitude entries show a decrease of greater 
than 20 percent on any of the three tracks, 
replace the head plate assembly and perform 
a tape path alignment (Paragraph 4.17). 

5.5.8 Revene Balance Check 
Perform the reverse balance check as follows: 

a. Rewind tape. 

b. Place Channell probe on A4-L1; run tape 
FWD from BOT for 10 seconds. Initiate 
REV tape motion; record negative read am
plifier output in the Reverse Amplitude 
column of Table 5-2. 

c. Place Channell probe on C4-L1; run tape 
FWD from BOT for 10 seconds. Initiate 
REV tape motion; record negative read am-
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plifier output in the Reverse Balance Am
plitude column of the table. 

d. Place Channell probe on F4-Rl; run tape 
FWD from BOT for 10 seconds. Initiate 
REV tape motion; record negative read am
plifier output in the Reverse Balance Am
plitude column ofthe table. 

e. Compare entries in the Reverse Balance 
Amplitude column of the table to the entries 
in the Residual Amplitude column. If the 
Reverse Amplitude entries show ~decrease of 
greater than 10 percent, the tape path align
ment must be performed (see Paragraph 
4.17). 

NOTE 
Return to Paragraph 5.4.15 of the 
Quarterly PM Procedure. 
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Telephone: (503)-297-3761/3765 

UTAH 
Salt lake City 
429 Lawn Dale Drive. SBlt Lake City. Utah 84115 
Telephone· (801)-487-4669 Dataphone· 801-467-0535 

WASHINGTON 
Bellevue 
13401 N.E. Bellevue, Redmond Road, Suite 111 
Bellevue. Washington 98005 
Telephone: (205)-545-4058/455-5404 Data~~e· 206-747-3754 

JAPAN 
Digital EquIpment Corporation InternatIonal 
Kowa BUilding No. 15 - Annex, First Floor 
9-20 Akasaka 1-Chome 
Minato-Ku. Tokyo 107, Japan 
Telephone: 586-2771 Telex: J-26428 
Rikei Trading Co., Ltd. (sales only) 
Kozato-Kaikan Bldg 
No. 18-14 Nishishlmbashl 1-Chome 
Minato-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 
Telephone: 5915246 Telex: 781-4208 

PUERTO RICO 
Digital Equipment Corporation De Puerto RICO 
407 del Parque Street 
Santurce. Puerto RIco 00912 
Telephone· (809)-723-8068/67 Telex: 385-9056 

ARGENTINA 
BUENOS AIRf3S 
Coasln S.A 
Vlrrey del Pino, 4071, Buenos Aires 
Telephone· 52-3185 Telex: 012-2284 

BRAZIL 
RIO DE JANEIRO - GB 
Ambriex S.A. 
Rua CearA, 104,2 e3 andares ZC -29 
Rio De Janeiro - GB 
Telephone: 264-7406/0461/7625 

SAO PAULO 
Ambriex S.A. 
Rua Tupi, 535 
Sao Paulo - SP 
Telephone: 52-7806/1870, 51-0912 

PORTO ALEGRE - RS 
Rua Coronel Vicente 421/101 
Porto Alegre - AS 
Telephone: 24-7411 

CHILE 
SANTIAGO 
Coasln Chile Ltda. (sales only) 
Caslfla 145BB, Correo 15. 
Telephone: 396713 Cable: CQACHIL 

INDIA 
BOMBAY 
Hinditron Computers Pvt. Ltd. 
69/A, L. Jagmohandas Mar9 
Bombay-6(WB) India 
Telephone: 38-1615: 36-5344 Telex: 011-2594 Plenty 
Cable: TEKHIND 

MEXICO 
MEXICO CITY 
Mexllek, SA. 
Eugenia 408 Deptos. 1 
Apdo Postal 12-1012 
Mexico 12. D.F 
Telephone· (905) 536-09-10 

PHILIPPINES 
MANILA 
Stanford Computer Corporation 
PO. Box 1608 
415 Dasmarinas St. Manila 
Telephone 49-68-96 Telex: 742·0352 

VENEZUELA 
CARACAS 
Coasln, CA. 
Apartado 50939 
Sabana Grande No. I, Caracas lOS 
Telephone· 72-8662: 72-9637 
Cable· INSTRUVEN 
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